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1. Order of business 

1.1 Including any notices of motion, hearing requests from ward councillors and 

any other items of business submitted as urgent for consideration at the 

meeting. 

1.2 Any member of the Council can request a Hearing if an item raises a local 

issue affecting their ward. Members of the Sub-Committee can request a 

presentation on any items in part 4 or 5 of the agenda.  Members must advise 

Committee Services of their request by no later than 1.00pm on Monday 20 

May 2019 (see contact details in the further information section at the end of 

this agenda). 

1.3 If a member of the Council has submitted a written request for a hearing to be 

held on an application that raises a local issue affecting their ward, the 

Development Management Sub-Committee will decide after receiving a 

presentation on the application whether or not to hold a hearing based on the 

information submitted.  All requests for hearings will be notified to members 

prior to the meeting. 

2. Declaration of interests 

2.1 Members should declare any financial and non-financial interests they have in 

the items of business for consideration, identifying the relevant agenda item and 

the nature of their interest. 

3. Minutes 

3.1 None 

4. General Applications, Miscellaneous Business and Pre-

Application Reports 

The key issues for the Pre-Application reports and the recommendation by 

the Chief Planning Officer or other Chief Officers detailed in their reports 

on applications will be approved without debate unless the Clerk to the 

meeting indicates otherwise during “Order of Business” at item 1  

Pre- Applications 

4.1 136 Peffermill Road, Edinburgh (Land 44 Metres East Of) - The development of a 

Sports village for the University of Edinburgh at Peffermill playing fields to 

accommodate redeveloped playing surfaces, the erection of a new sports centre 

building incorporating ancillary facilities and the erection of a new student 

accommodation building incorporating ancillary facilities – application no 

19/01249/PAN – report by the Chief Planning Officer (circulated) 
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  Applications 

4.2 62 Broughton Road, Edinburgh (At Land 35 Metres Southeast Of) – Erection of 

six one-bed apartments with associated pedestrian access, hard and soft 

landscaping, bicycle and bin storage - application no 19/00451/FUL – report by 

the Chief Planning Officer (circulated) 

 It is recommended that this application be REFUSED. 

4.3 3F2, 17 Bruntsfield Gardens, Edinburgh, EH10 4DX – Creation of new flatted 

dwelling within attic space and alter existing third floor flat. Proposed new access 

from existing communal stairwell (as amended). application no 19/00792/FUL – 

report by the Chief Planning Officer (circulated) 

  It is recommended that this application be GRANTED. 

4.4(a) 19C Fettes Row, Edinburgh, EH3 6RH - Single storey extension to rear – 

application no 19/00095/FUL – report by the Chief Planning Officer (circulated) 

  It is recommended that this application be GRANTED. 

4.4(b) 19C Fettes Row, Edinburgh, EH3 6RH - Single storey extension to rear and 

associated internal alterations – application no 19/00096/LBC – report by the 

Chief Planning Officer (circulated) 

  It is recommended that this application be GRANTED. 

4.5 31 Groathill Road South, Edinburgh (Land 30 Metres South Of) - Application to 

amend the design of the consented and commenced development of 9 flats on 

the site at the south end of Groathill Road South, Edinburgh (planning ref 

14/00026/FUL). The proposal aims to provide further amenities to the penthouse 

apartment through the addition of a room to the roof – application no - 

19/01333/FUL – report by the Chief Planning Officer (circulated) 

 It is recommended that this application be GRANTED. 

5. Returning Applications 

These applications have been discussed previously by the Sub- 

Committee.  A decision to grant, refuse or continue consideration will be 

made following a presentation by the Chief Planning Officer and 

discussion on each item. 

5.1 None. 

6. Applications for Hearing 

The Chief Planning Officer has identified the following applications as 

meeting the criteria for Hearings.  The protocol note by the Head of 

Strategy and Insight sets out the procedure for the hearing. 

6.1(a) 18 Cammo Walk Edinburgh (345 Metres Southeast Of) - Protocol Note by the 

Head of Strategy and Communications (circulated) - application no 

18/01755/FUL 
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6.1(b) 18 Cammo Walk, Edinburgh (345 Metres Southeast Of) - Development of LDP 

allocated site HSG20 for residential development supported by ancillary mixed 

uses including associated works and landscaping (as amended) – application no 

18/01755/FUL - report by the Chief Planning Officer (circulated) 

 It is recommended that this application be GRANTED. 

7. Applications for Detailed Presentation  

The Chief Planning Officer has identified the following applications for 

detailed presentation to the Sub-Committee.  A decision to grant, refuse 

or continue consideration will be made following the presentation and 

discussion on each item. 

7.1(a) 20 Duncan Street, Edinburgh, EH9 1SR - Change of Use from car servicing and 

repairs centre to student accommodation (comprising 24 student studios 

coupled with shared quiet spaces, reception, laundry and ancillary spaces) and 

associated works (as amended). – application no 19/00114/FUL - report by the 

Chief Planning Officer (circulated) 

 It is recommended that this application be GRANTED. 

7.1(b) 20 Duncan Street, Edinburgh, EH9 1SR - Alterations from car servicing and 

repairs centre to student accommodation (comprising 24 student studios 

coupled with shared quiet spaces, reception, laundry and ancillary spaces) and 

associated works (as amended) – application no 19/00131/LBC - report by the 

Chief Planning Officer (circulated) 

 It is recommended that this application be GRANTED. 

8. Returning Applications Following Site Visit 

These applications have been discussed at a previous meeting of the 

Sub-Committee and were continued to allow members to visit the sites. A 

decision to grant, refuse or continue consideration will be made 

following a presentation by the Chief Planning Officer and discussion on 

each item. 

8.1 None 

 

 

Laurence Rockey 

Head of Strategy and Communications 
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Committee Members 

Councillors Gardiner (Convener), Child (Vice-Convener), Booth, Dixon, Gordon, 

Griffiths, McLellan, Mitchell, Mowat, Osler and Staniforth.  

Information about the Development Management Sub-Committee 

The Development Management Sub-Committee consists of 11 Councillors and usually 

meets twice a month. The Sub-Committee usually meets in the Dean of Guild Room 

in the City Chambers on the High Street in Edinburgh.  There is a seated public gallery 

and the meeting is open to all members of the public. 

Further information 

A summary of the recommendations on each planning application is shown on the 

agenda.  Please refer to the circulated reports by the Chief Planning Officer or other 

Chief Officers for full details.  Online Services – planning applications can be viewed 

online by going to view planning applications – this includes letters of comments 

received. 

The items shown in part 6 on this agenda are to be considered as a hearing.  The list 

of organisations invited to speak at this meeting are detailed in the relevant Protocol 

Note.  The Development Management Sub-Committee does not hear deputations. 

The Sub-Committee will only make recommendations to the full Council on these 

applications as they are major applications which are significantly contrary to the 

Development Plan.  

If you have any questions about the agenda or meeting arrangements, please contact 

Committee Services, City of Edinburgh Council, Business Centre 2:1, Waverley Court, 

4 East Market Street, Edinburgh, EH8 8BG, 0131 529 4240, email 

committee.services@edinburgh.gov.uk.  

A copy of the agenda and papers for this meeting will be available for inspection prior 

to the meeting at the main reception office, City Chambers, High Street, Edinburgh. 

The agenda, minutes and public reports for this meeting and all the main Council 

committees can be viewed online by going to www.edinburgh.gov.uk/meetings . 

Webcasting of Council Meetings 

Please note this meeting may be filmed for live and subsequent broadcast via the 

Council’s internet site – at the start of the meeting the Convener will confirm if all or 

part of the meeting is being filmed. 

The Council is a Data Controller under the General Data Protection Regulation and 

Data Protection Act 2018. We broadcast Council meetings to fulfil our public task 

obligation to enable members of the public to observe the democratic process.  Data 

collected during this webcast will be retained in accordance with the Council’s 

published policy including, but not limited to, for the purpose of keeping historical 

records and making those records available via the Council’s internet site. 

http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/info/20067/planning_applications/288/view_and_comment_on_planning_applications
mailto:committee.services@edinburgh.gov.uk
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/meetings
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Generally the public seating areas will not be filmed. However, by entering the Council 

Chamber and using the public seating area, individuals may be filmed and images and 

sound recordings captured of them will be used and stored for web casting and 

training purposes and for the purpose of keeping historical records and making those 

records available to the public. 

Any information presented by individuals to the Council at a meeting, in a deputation 

or otherwise, in addition to forming part of a webcast that will be held as a historical 

record, will also be held and used by the Council in connection with the relevant 

matter until that matter is decided or otherwise resolved (including any potential 

appeals and other connected processes).  Thereafter, that information will continue to 

be held as part of the historical record in accordance with the paragraphs above. 

If you have any queries regarding this, and, in particular, if you believe that use and/or 

storage of any particular information would cause, or be likely to cause, substantial 

damage or distress to any individual, please contact Committee Services 

(committee.services@edinburgh.gov.uk). 

 

mailto:committee.services@edinburgh.gov.uk
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Development Management Sub Committee 

Wednesday 22 May 2019 

 

 

Report for forthcoming application by 

The University Of Edinburgh for Proposal of Application 
Notice  

19/01249/PAN 

At Land 44 Metres East Of 136, Peffermill Road, Edinburgh 
The development of a Sports village for the University of 
Edinburgh at Peffermill playing fields to accommodate 
redeveloped playing surfaces, the erection of a new sports 
centre building incorporating ancillary facilities and the 
erection of a new student accommodation building 
incorporating ancillary facilities. 

 

 

Summary 

 
The purpose of this report is to inform the Development Management Sub-Committee of 
a forthcoming detailed application for the development of a sports village at Peffermill 
playing fields to accommodate redeveloped playing surfaces, the erection of a new 
sports centre building incorporating ancillary facilities and the erection of a new student 
accommodation building incorporating ancillary facilities. 
 
In accordance with the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997, 
as amended, the applicant has submitted a Proposal of Application Notice on 11 March 
2019 (19/01249/PAN). 
 
 
 
 

   

 Item number 

 

 

 

 

 

Report number 

Wards B17 - Portobello/Craigmillar 

 

 

9079393
4.1
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Links 

Coalition pledges  

Council outcomes  

 

Single Outcome Agreement
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Recommendations  

 
1.1 It is recommended that the Committee notes the key issues at this stage and 

advises of any other issues. 

Background 

 
2.1 Site description 

 
The site is the University of Edinburgh's playing fields and is currently laid out as a 
number of sports pitches with ancillary spectator and changing facilities. The site 
measures approximately 20 hectares and is divided into three sections by the South 
Suburban Rail Line and the Braid Burn. 
 
The main access is from Peffermill Road between some residential properties and a 
motorcycle garage on the north-west side of the site. Further west along Peffermill 
Road and within the site is the category C listed Cameron Bank (LB reference: 
28163, listed on: 29 March 1996). 
 
A number of residential and commercial properties fronting onto Peffermill Road are 
located along the north and west sides of the site with the westernmost corner 
enclosed by a tree belt. Beyond Peffermill Road is primarily residential with the 
exception of Prestonfield Primary School to the west and a golf course and industrial 
area to the north. To the east is Craigmillar Castle Park, which is designated as 
green belt in the Edinburgh Local Development Plan (LDP). To the south are 
allotments, residential properties and some commercial units. Beyond this to the 
south west is Cameron Toll Shopping Centre. 
 
2.2 Site History 
 
21 September 2017 - Planning permission granted for the replacement of existing 
natural grass pitch with 1 no. new synthetic football pitch and 5 no. 5-a-side synthetic 
pitches including installation of floodlighting, drainage, fencing, access steps and 
path and associated hardstanding (reference number: 17/02653/FUL). 
 
26 April 2017 - Planning permission granted for the installation of new floodlights to 2 
no. football/rugby pitches (reference number: 17/01320/FUL). 
 
28 March 2015 - Planning permission granted for the installation of floodlighting to 2 
no. existing sports pitches (Training Pitch & Rugby Pitch) including associated works 
at Peffermill Playing Fields (reference number: 15/00693/FUL). 

Main report 

3.1 Description Of The Proposal 
 
The application proposes the development of a Sports village for the University of 
Edinburgh at Peffermill playing fields to accommodate redeveloped playing surfaces, 
the erection of a new sports centre building incorporating ancillary facilities and the 
erection of a new student accommodation building incorporating ancillary facilities. 
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3.2 Key Issues 
 
The key considerations against which the eventual application will be assessed 
include whether: 
 
a) The principle of the development is acceptable in this location; 

 
The site is designated as Green Belt and Open Space in the Edinburgh Local 
Development Plan (LDP).  
 
The proposal will be required to provide a reasoned justification for allowing 
development within the Green Belt and on an area of Open Space. 
 
As the development comprises an element of student accommodation, Policy Hou 8 
is also relevant. This policy seeks to ensure that student housing developments are 
located appropriately in terms of access to university facilities by sustainable 
methods and to ensure that proposals do not lead to excessive concentrations of 
student accommodation in their locality. 
 
b) The design, scale and layout are acceptable within the character of the area 
and does the proposal comply with design policies of the LDP and the 
Edinburgh Design Guidance; 

 
The visual impact of the proposed development within the local context will be a key 
consideration.  
 
The layout and design of the proposed development will be assessed in line with the 
requirements of LDP design policies. 
 
A Design and Access statement and a Landscape Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) 
should accompany the application,  
 
c) Access arrangements are acceptable in terms of road safety and public 
transport accessibility; 

 
The proposal should have regards to transport policies of the LDP and Edinburgh 
Street Design Guidance. Consideration should be given to the impact on traffic flows 
on local roads, access to public transport and improved pedestrian and cycle access.  
 
Transport information will be required to support the application. 
 
d) There are any other environmental factors that require consideration; 

 
The Braid Burn runs through the site and is a designated Local Conservation Site. In 
addition, the entirety of the site to the south of the Braid Burn and a large part of the 
northern section form an Area of Importance for Flood Management. 
 
The applicant will be required to submit sufficient information to demonstrate that the 
site can be developed without having a detrimental impact on the environment, 
including: 
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 Pre-application Consultation Report; 

 Planning Statement; 

 Design and Access Statement; 

 Land and Visual Impact Assessment; 

 Transport Information; 

 Flood Risk Assessment and Surface Water Management Plan; 

 Tree Survey; 

 Archaeological Information. 

 Sustainability Statement; and 

 Phase 1 Habitat and Protected Species Survey. 
 
3.3 Assessment 
 
This report highlights the main issues that are likely to arise in relation to the various 
key considerations. This list is not exhaustive and further matters may arise when 
the new application is received, and consultees and the public have the opportunity 
to comment. 
 

Financial impact  

4.1 The forthcoming application may be subject to a legal agreement. 

Risk, Policy, compliance and governance impact 

5.1 Provided planning applications are determined in accordance with statutory 

legislation, the level of risk is low. 

Equalities impact  

6.1 This is a pre-application report. When a planning application is submitted it will 

be assessed in terms of equalities and human rights. 

Sustainability impact  

7.1 A sustainability statement will need to be submitted with the application. 

Consultation and engagement  

8.1 Pre-Application Process 
 
Pre-application discussions took place on this application. 
 
8.2 Publicity summary of representations and Community Council comments 
 
The Proposal of Application Notice (reference 19/01249/PAN) outlined two public 
exhibitions to be held on 24 April 2019 (from 17:30 - 20:00) at Cameron House 
Community Education Centre and 25 April 2019 (16:00 - 20:00) at Laurie Liddell 
Clubhouse, University of Edinburgh Playing Fields.  
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Craigmillar, Grange/Prestonfield and Gilmerton/Inch Community Councils, along with 
South Central and Portobello/Craigmillar Neighbourhood Partnerships were served 
notice on 14 March 2019. The local councillors for this area along with the MSP and 
MP were also served notice on 14 March 2019. 
 
The results of the community consultation will be submitted with the application as 
part of the Pre-Application Consultation Report. 

Background reading/external references 

 To view details of the proposal of Application Notice go to  

 Planning and Building Standards online services 

 Planning guidelines  

 Conservation Area Character Appraisals  

 Edinburgh Local Development Plan 
 

 
David R. Leslie 
Chief Planning Officer 
PLACE 
The City of Edinburgh Council 
 
Contact: Alexander Gudgeon, Planning Officer  
E-mail:alexander.gudgeon@edinburgh.gov.uk Tel:0131 529 6126 

https://citydev-portal.edinburgh.gov.uk/idoxpa-web/search.do?action=simple&searchType=Application
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/planningguidelines
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/characterappraisals
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/info/20164/proposed_local_development_plan/66/local_development_plan
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Location Plan 

 
 

© Crown Copyright and database right 2015. All rights reserved. Ordnance Survey License number 100023420 

END 
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Application for Planning Permission 19/00451/FUL 
At Land 35 Metres Southeast Of 62, Broughton Road, 
Edinburgh 
Erection of six one-bed apartments with associated 
pedestrian access, hard and soft landscaping, bicycle and 
bin storage. 

 

 

Summary 

 
The proposals are contrary to the policies contained in the Edinburgh Local Development 
Plan.  The site is not suitable for housing as the proposals do not comply with certain 
policies in the plan. The development design will result in adverse harm to the setting of 
a category A listed crescent and fails to preserve or enhance the character and 
appearance of the conservation area. The proposals will negatively impact on 
neighbouring trees. The amenity of future occupiers will be limited as a result of the 
development layout. No flood details were submitted with the application and so there is 
insufficient information to assess surface water management. On this basis the proposals 
are unacceptable. There are no material considerations that outweigh this conclusion. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 Item number  

 Report number 

 

 

 

 

 

Wards B12 - Leith Walk 

9079393
4.2
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Links 

Policies and guidance for 

this application 

LDPP, LDES01, LDES03, LDES04, LDES05, LEN03, 

LEN06, LEN12, LEN21, LHOU01, LHOU02, 

LHOU03, LHOU04, LTRA02, LTRA03, LTRA04, 

NSG, NSGD02, OTH, CRPNEW, NSLBCA,  

file:///C:/uniform/temp/uf04148.rtf%23Policies
file:///C:/uniform/temp/uf04148.rtf%23Policies
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Report 

Application for Planning Permission 19/00451/FUL 
At Land 35 Metres Southeast Of 62, Broughton Road, 
Edinburgh 
Erection of six one-bed apartments with associated 
pedestrian access, hard and soft landscaping, bicycle and 
bin storage. 
 

Recommendations  

1.1 It is recommended that this application be Refused for the reasons below. 

Background 

2.1 Site description 
 
The application site is the rear curtilage to No. 13 Claremont Crescent which is part of a 
terrace of Georgian townhouses of two storeys with attic and basement levels. The site 
slopes down from the rear elevation of Claremont Crescent and fronts onto a gated 
entrance on Broughton Road with stone boundary walls to the sides. Between the rear 
of the site and the gable elevation of a tenement building at No. 62 Broughton Road, is 
an access lane where planning permission was granted in October 2016 on appeal to 
develop 8 townhouses (PPA-230-2182 refers). 
 
The site measures approximately 563 square metres and is made up of hard standing.  
The site was used for car parking in connection to its previous office use. 
 
Neighbouring gardens at No. 12 and No. 14 Claremont Crescent have mature trees 
that hang over the site. An electricity substation is located next to the application site at 
No. 14. Buildings on Broughton Road are characterised by a mix of four storey 
tenements with some commercial uses on the ground floor. 
 
The properties at 7-21 Claremont Crescent are category A listed (date of listing: 25 
November 1965, reference: LB28524). 
 
This application site is located within the New Town Conservation Area. 
 
2.2 Site History 
 
29 November 2017 - Planning permission was refused for the erection of 10 flats with 
associated pedestrian access, hard and soft landscaping, bicycle and bin storage on 
grounds that it was contrary to policy Hou 1, Hou 4, Des 1, Des 5, Env 3, Env 6 and 
Env 12 of the Edinburgh Local Development Plan.  (Application number 
17/03603/FUL). 
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Applications relating to 13 Claremont Crescent 
 
17 February 2010 - Planning permission was granted for a change of use from office to 
residential (Application number 09/03298/FUL). 
 
22 February 2010 - Listed building consent was granted for change of use and internal 
alterations to existing office premises to form two residential dwellings (Application 
number 09/03300/LBC). 
 
2 August 2013 - Planning permission was granted for a change of use from office to 
residential (Application number 13/02126/FUL). 
 
Applications relating to land adjacent to 62 Broughton Road 
 
15 February 2016 - Planning permission was refused for the development of 8 
townhouses with associated access improvements and ground condition survey 
(Application number 15/02335/FUL). 
 
15 February 2016 - Listed building consent was granted to realign and reconstruct 
stone boundary wall in reclaimed stone and make good the wall head to its original 
height (Application number 15/02511/LBC). 
 
12 October 2016 - Planning permission was granted on appeal for the development of 
8 townhouses with associated access improvements and ground condition survey 
(Appeal number PPA-230-2182).  

Main report 

3.1 Description Of The Proposal 
 
The proposal seeks to erect a six one-bed flatted development with associated 
pedestrian access, hard and soft landscaping, bicycle and bin storage. It will involve 
subdividing the existing rear curtilage to No. 13 Claremont Crescent, leaving the 
existing building with a rear garden depth of approximately 11 metres. The 
development would be accessed off Broughton Road with steps and a ramp. 
 
The proposed development will be contemporary in design, comprising two storeys with 
a mixed roof design. Private terraces and communal gardens with raised planters will 
be located to the rear of the building. Provision for 12 cycle parking spaces will be 
located to the rear. No car parking is proposed. 
 
The main treatment finish will be pale grey brick for the walls. Other elevational 
treatment includes vertical timber cladding and metal cladding. The roofing materials 
will be zinc and the windows will be framed in dark metal.  
 
It is proposed to remove one sycamore tree which lies outside the application site.  
 
Bin stores will be located to the side and will be collected from Broughton Road.  
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Supporting Statement 
 
The following supporting documents were submitted and are available to view on the 
Planning and Building Standards online portal: 
 

 Design Statement; and 

 Tree Survey.  
 
3.2 Determining Issues 
 
Section 25 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 states - Where, in 
making any determination under the planning Acts, regard is to be had to the 
development plan, the determination shall be made in accordance with the plan unless 
material considerations indicate otherwise. 
 
Section 59 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) (Scotland) Act 
1997 states - In considering whether to grant consent, special regard must be had to 
the desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any features of special 
architectural or historic interest which it possesses.  
 
Section 64 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) (Scotland) Act 
1997 states - special attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or 
enhancing the character or appearance of the conservation area.  
 
Do the proposals comply with the development plan? 
 
If the proposals do comply with the development plan, are there any compelling 
reasons for not approving them? 
 
If the proposals do not comply with the development plan, are there any compelling 
reasons for approving them? 
 
3.3 Assessment 
 
To address these determining issues, the Committee needs to consider whether: 
 

a) the principle of residential development is acceptable in this location; 
 

b) the proposal will affect the setting and character of the listed buildings; 
 

c) the development design will preserve or enhance the character or appearance of 
the conservation area; 

 
d) the proposed density and mix of units is acceptable and future occupiers will 

have acceptable levels of amenity; 
 

e) the proposal will impact on neighbouring amenity; 
 

f) the proposal address issues of road safety; 
 

g) the proposal will impact on existing trees; 
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h) other material considerations are addressed; and 
 

i) any matters raised in representations have been addressed. 
 
a) Principle 
 
The Edinburgh Local Development Plan (LDP) policy Hou 1 - Housing Development 
under criteria (d) permits the development of sites for housing within the urban area, 
provided that the proposals are compatible with other policies in the plan. While the 
proposed use of the site for housing is acceptable in principle, the proposals do not 
comply with the other policies in the plan as addressed in more detail below. 
 
The proposals are contrary to policy Hou 1 of the LDP. 
 
b) Setting of Listed Buildings 
 
The Historic Environment Policy for Scotland (HEPS) outlines how we should 
undertake our collective duty of care whenever a decision in the planning system will 
affect the historic environment. There are three key areas which define how the historic 
environment should be understood, recognised and managed to support participation 
and positive outcomes, including "Managing Change" under policies HEP2, HEP3 and 
HEP4. 
 
Policy Env 3 Listed Buildings- Setting of the LDP states that development within the 
curtilage or affecting the setting of a listed building will be permitted only if not 
detrimental to the architectural character, appearance or historic interest of the building, 
or to its setting. 
 
Originally, the category A listed terraced houses on Claremont Crescent had large long 
gardens at the back, stretching to Broughton Road. These can be clearly seen from 
Ordnance Survey Map evidence. Part of the setting of the terrace is therefore the large 
rear gardens visible from the principal rooms within it. 
 
The current application has attempted to address the previous refusal, by reducing the 
density of the development, moving it closer to Broughton Road and landscaping a 
large portion of the site in order to maintain the size of the gardens to the back of the 
crescent. However, the proposals by virtue of subdividing and infilling the rear garden 
would still have an adverse impact on the setting on the A listed crescent as part of the 
setting of the terrace is their large rear gardens. Historic Environment Scotland has 
raised concerns about the proposals in this regard and have suggested that mews style 
buildings addressing the road would better keep the original character of the terrace 
and the gardens. 
 
The proposals will have an adverse impact on the setting of the Category A listed 
buildings on Claremont Crescent. The proposals do not comply with policy Env 3 of the 
LDP. 
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c) Development Design and Conservation Area 
 
Policy Des 1- Design Quality and Context of the LDP requires development proposals 
to create or contribute towards a sense of place. The design should be based on an 
overall design concept that draws upon the positive characteristics of the surrounding 
area. Permission will not be granted for proposals that are inappropriate in design or for 
proposals that would be damaging to the character or appearance of the area. 
 
Policy Des 3 Development Design - Incorporating and Enhancing Existing and Potential 
Features of the LDP states that planning permission will be granted for development 
where it is demonstrated that existing characteristics and features worthy of retention 
on the site and in the surrounding area, have been identified, incorporated and 
enhanced through its design. 
 
Policy Des 4 Development Design - Impact on Setting of the LDP also requires 
development proposals to have a positive impact on its surroundings, including the 
character of the wider townscape, having regards to its height and form; scale and 
proportions, including the spaces between the buildings, position of buildings and other 
features on the site; and the materials and detailing. 
 
Policy Env 6 Conservation Areas- Development states that development within a 
conservation area will be permitted which preserves or enhances the special character 
or appearance of the conservation area and is consistent with the relevant character 
appraisal. 
 
The site is located within the New Town Conservation Area. The character appraisal 
states the following: 
 
Canonmills [Claremont] was originally a milling community the property of the monks 
from Holyrood, hence its name. All of the schemes in this area which began in the 
1820s were never completed and only fragments were produced. It was left to the 
Victorians to complete the development. 
 
This area consists of a series of modest-sized Georgian developments, none of which 
were completed and which lack the formal layout of other parts of the New Town. The 
western section of the area is bisected and structured by the east-west route of 
Henderson Row. 
 
Proposals outside the boundaries of the Conservation Area should not erode the 
character and appearance of the New Town. 
 
New development should be of good contemporary design that is sympathetic to the 
spatial pattern, scale and massing, proportions, building line and design of traditional 
buildings in the area. Any development within or adjacent to the conservation area 
should restrict itself in scale and mass to the traditionally four/five storey form. New 
development should also reflect the proportion and scale of the traditional window 
pattern. 
 
The development of new buildings in the Conservation Area should be a stimulus to 
imaginative, high quality design, and seen as an opportunity to enhance the area. 
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The conservation boundary extends to the rear curtilage of Claremont Crescent and 
presents a sweeping historic boundary wall edge fronting onto Broughton Road. The 
wall on that street elevation has a number of openings which provides off-street 
parking. Owing to its elevated position and sloping gardens, the rear elevation of 
Claremont Crescent is open to public views. A number of large mature trees lies within 
the gardens have a significant visual impact. With the exception of a single storey 
substation building at the rear of No. 14 Claremont Crescent, the setting of the terraced 
houses are defined by long and large rear gardens with little development. Buildings on 
the other side of Broughton Road lie outside the conservation area and are 
characterised by a mix of four storey tenements with some commercial uses on the 
ground floor. 
 
In terms of Des 1, the proposal fails to draw of the positive characteristics of the 
surrounding area and creates a proposal which undermines the relationship between 
the listed terrace and the boundary of the conservation area denoted by the extensive 
undeveloped rear areas. The lack of a built frontage onto Broughton Road would result 
in a fragmented approach to developing the rear of the Crescent and its open setting. 
Owing to the orientation of the plot and its distance to Broughton Road, the awkward 
positioning of the development would appear as a prominent addition to the 
streetscene in what is mainly an undeveloped section of land that defines the historic 
development pattern of buildings on Claremont Crescent and its contribution to the 
wider townscape. This would adversely affect both the character and appearance of the 
conservation area. 
 
In relation to Des 3, there is a strong relationship between listed buildings in the New 
Town Conservation Area and their immediate setting. Many have mews buildings to the 
rear whilst others have gardens and walls to the lane. The development introduces a 
form of development which does not respect this relationship and whilst it is 
subservient to the main building, its form and design is at odds with the character and 
appearance of the conservation area. 
 
Policy Des 4 has several criteria and part a) is concerned with height and form. Whilst a 
two storey development is subservient to the listed building, the form is atypical of 
buildings within the curtilage of listed buildings within the New Town and the angled 
gables to the street are a discordant feature. Criteria b) relates to scale and proportions 
and it is acknowledged that the new building is symmetrical in form to reflect New Town 
characteristics. However, the building is larger in scale than a traditional mews 
development and takes up a large proportion of the rear curtilage of the listed building. 
Criteria c) considers the position of the building and other features on the site and 
again the angled position introduces a form of development discordant with the 
character of the wider area. Criteria d) relates to materials and detailing and whilst 
contemporary design is encouraged, the mix of grey brick, timber and metal cladding is 
uncharacteristic of the area. 
 
Overall, the development design and layout will not preserve or enhance the 
conservation area character and appearance. The existence of a single storey 
substation adjacent to the site does not define the established development pattern and 
does not outweigh the harm that the proposal will cause. The proposals will not have a 
positive impact on its surroundings and will diminish both the appearance and the 
character of the conservation area by introducing inappropriate development. 
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The proposal will impact on trees that lie outside the application site. The loss of the 
trees will open up the street to the negative visual impact that the proposed 
development will bring. Therefore, the proposal would fail to incorporate and enhance 
existing features. The proposals will undermine the importance of the trees and this in 
turn will harm the character and appearance of the conservation area. 
 
The proposals do not comply with policies Des 1, Des 3, Des 4 and Env 6 of the LDP.  
 
d) Density, Mix and Future Occupiers 
 
Policy Hou 2 Housing Mix of LDP states that a provision of a mix of house types and 
sizes where practical will be sought to meet a range of housing needs. 
 
Policy Hou 3 Private Green Space in Housing Development requires developments to 
provide adequate provision for green space to meet the needs of future residents. 
 
Policy Hou 4 Housing Density of the LDP states that the density of a development on a 
site will be dependent on its characteristics and those of the surrounding area; the need 
to create an attractive residential environment within the development; the accessibility 
of the site to public transport; and the need to encourage and support the provision of 
local facilities necessary to high quality urban living. 
 
Policy Des 5 Development Design - Amenity of the LDP requires development 
proposals to demonstrate that future occupiers of a development will have acceptable 
levels of amenity in relation to noise, daylight, sunlight, privacy or immediate outlook. 
 
Future Occupiers Amenity 
 
The Edinburgh Design Guidance advises that the minimum internal floor area for a one 
bedroom dwelling should not fall below 52 square metres. The submitted drawings and 
design statement do not specify the internal floor area.  Out of the 6 units proposed, 
only unit 2 and 5 were found to exceed the minimum floorspace requirements. Unit 1, 
3, 4 and 6 met the minimum floorspace at 52 square metres.  
 
The proposed private rear amenity will have a south east orientation and the gardens 
would be arranged on different levels. Occupiers of unit 1, 2 and 3 on the ground floor 
will have their own access to a private terrace area to the rear. Occupiers of units 4, 5 
and 6 on the first floor would benefit from access to communal gardens to the rear.  
However, drawing No. 2 shows that a significant proportion of the communal garden 
would be shaded by the spread of the existing trees that currently overhang the site.  
Policy Hou 3 Private Green Space in Housing Development in the LPD stipulates that 
private and communal gardens should be designed for use by residents for a range of 
functions, including space for play, seating and laundry. A key factor in ensuring space 
is usable is its capacity to receive sunlight. The proposal would not grant that amenity. 
 
Housing Mix and Density 
 
The Edinburgh Design Guidance advises that in schemes with 12 units or more, 20% of 
the total number of units should be designed for growing families. There is no 
requirement for the proposal to meet that criteria.  
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The proposal from the previous refusal has reduced the number of units to six. 
However, the level of density still fails to have regards to the characteristics of the site. 
The density of the development will not be in-keeping with the original feu proportions 
evident on this site and to the neighbouring rear gardens of Claremont Crescent which 
has very little development on them. The density of the development will not be in-
keeping with the character of the area. 
 
The proposal does not significantly exceed the level of amenity for future occupiers in 
terms of its floor space for six one-bed apartments and its capacity to receive sunlight. 
The proposal does not offer choice to meet a range of housing needs. The proposal as 
one-bed apartments will not have a positive impact on ensuring the delivery of a varied 
and sustainable community in this location. 
 
The proposals do not comply with policies Hou 2, Hou 4 and Des 5 of the LDP.  
 
e) Neighbouring Amenity  
 
Policy Des 5 Development Design - Amenity of the LDP states that planning permission 
will be granted for development where it is demonstrated that the amenity of 
neighbouring residents will not be adversely affected by the proposal. 
 
The proposal will not result in adverse overshadowing to neighbouring gardens and it 
will not result loss of daylight to neighbouring windows. 
 
Drawing No. 08 shows that the eaves height of the development would sit below the 
buildings on Claremont Crescent and at a distance of 30 metres. The proposals will not 
result in adverse loss of privacy into neighbouring windows and will not result in 
adverse overlooking into neighbouring gardens. The Edinburgh Design Guidance does 
not seek to protect the privacy of gables of existing housing. 
 
Given that the proposals are for a six one-bed flatted development, neighbours will not 
be adversely affected by noise as a result of the development's proximity to 
neighbouring gardens and buildings.  
 
f) Road Safety 
 
Policies Tra 2- Tra 4 of the LDP sets out the requirement for private car and cycle 
parking.  The Council's Parking Standards for developments are contained in the 
Edinburgh Design Guidance.  
 
The proposed zero parking for six one-bed apartments is acceptable under the Parking 
Standards. The site is located on a bus route on Broughton Road and is within walking 
distance to nearby amenities.  
 
The proposed 12 cycle parking spaces to the rear of the development meets the 
parking standards. The ground floor units will have private bicycle storage to each 
respective rear terrace. Secure bicycle storage for the first floor units would be provided 
within secure lockers located within the communal amenity space, accessed via a 
ramp.  
 
Planning does not control the allocation of on-street parking.  
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The proposal complies with policies Tra 2- Tra 4 of the LDP.  
 
g) Trees 
 
Policy Env 12 Trees of the LDP states that development will not be permitted if likely to 
have a damaging impact on a tree protected by a Tree Preservation Order or on any 
other tree or woodland worthy of retention unless necessary for good arboricultural 
reasons.  
 
As addressed in (b) and (c), the trees are worthy of retention as they make an 
important contribution to the landscape and score high when looked at with a visual 
assessment (see above). The one sycamore tree to be removed lies outwith the red 
boundary line as shown on the submitted location map. 
 
The proximity of the proposal to the mature trees to the east and west of the site would 
result in a development where amenity would be adversely affected by shading. Future 
occupiers are likely to be concerned with safety and leaf fall, resulting in pressure for 
the trees to be cut back or felled.  
 
BS5837:2012 recommends sufficient space between buildings and trees should be 
provided in new development to safeguard against these concerns. While there is an 
arrangement for root protection, the arrangement for forming space for the proposed 
development must strike at the heart of what BS 5837 is trying to achieve. That 
adequate protection of the tree is essential if such features are to be retained 
successfully in the long term.  
 
The proposed development scheme will have an adverse impact on the neighbouring 
trees. The loss of one tree would open up the street to the impact the new building 
would bring.  The proposals do not comply with Policy Env 12 of the LDP. 
 
h) Material Considerations 
 
Impact on school infrastructure 
 
The Council's Supplementary Guidance on 'Developer Contributions and Infrastructure 
Delivery' states that no contribution towards education infrastructure is required from 
developments that are not expected to generate at least one additional primary school 
pupil. 
 
The proposed flats only have one bedroom and will not generate additional pupils. A 
contribution towards education infrastructure is therefore not required. 
 
Provisions for affordable housing are met 
 
The proposal is for six residential units. Therefore, there is no requirement to provide 
affordable housing under policy Hou 6 of the LDP.  
 
Flooding issues 
 
Policy Env 21 Flood Protection of the LDP states that planning permission will not be 
granted for development that would increase a flood risk or be at risk of flooding itself. 
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The Planning Committee on 30 March 2017 approved the implementation of a 
certificate procedure in relation to assessing potential flood impacts as a result of new 
development proposals during the application process. 
 
The application required a surface water management plan; certificate A1; and a 
completed checklist to be submitted. As this was not provided, the proposals do not 
satisfy policy Env 21 of the LDP.  
 
Waste 
 
A revised site plan showing the waste strategy was submitted, which omitted the 
proposed stepped entrance off Broughton Road. This was in response to concerns 
raised by Waste regarding the efficient collection of waste. Waste are satisfied with the 
revised layout. 
 
However, it should be noted that other drawings were not revised to reflect the changes 
made to the waste strategy plan. Therefore, the revised waste strategy plan is not 
included in the drawing numbers for this recommendation. 
 
i) Matters raised in representations addressed 
 
Material - Objection 
 
The New Town and Broughton Community Council has objected to the proposals on 
grounds of inappropriate development design and impact on the setting of the A listed 
building. 
 

 Planning history - Addressed in Section 3.3 (a-h). 

 Concentration of one bed units will not attract family uses or permanent 
occupiers and will be detrimental to the surrounding amenity/community - 
Addressed in Section 3.3 (d). 

 Impact on setting of the listed building - Addressed in Section 3.3 (c). 

 Inappropriate density - contrary to Hou 4, Env 3, Env 6 - Addressed in Section 
3.3 (b) and (d). 

 Inappropriate development design, density, layout/orientation, materials - 
Addressed in Section 3.3 (b) and (c). 

 Will not be in-keeping with the area and is an overdevelopment of the site - 
Addressed in Section 3.3 (b), (c) and (d). 

 Too many units for the space, should be limited to two mews houses - 
Addressed in Section 3.3 (c) and (d). 

 Will result harm to the New Town Conservation Area character and appearance 
- Addressed in Section 3.3 (b).  

 Impact on trees outwith the application site - Addressed in Section 3.3 (b), (d) 
and (g). 

 Impact on parking - Addressed in Section 3.3 (f).  

 New windows will result in adverse overlooking and loss of privacy - Addressed 
in Section 3.3 (e).  

 Concentration of the development will result in adverse noise - communal and 
terrace decking - Addressed in Section 3.3 (e).  
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 Future occupiers will not have adequate levels of amenity - privacy, small, 
lacking storage - Addressed in Section 3.3 (d).  

 Contrary to the non-statutory 'Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas' guidance 
- Addressed in Section 3.3 (b).  

 
Non-Material - Objection 
 

 Does not address the A listed boundary wall at No. 12a and No 13 - Drawing No. 
03 show intentions to repair the existing boundary walls.  

 Reference to building insurance policies not to have large trees within 8 metres 
of a property - insurance policies are not matters controlled through planning. 

 Would be built as short term rentals and potentially used by Airbnb and will not 
contribute to the community/ lack of reassurances - Planning can only assess 
the proposal applied for. 

 Development would potentially destabilise a 200 years old wall - Issues of 
stability is not a planning matter and may be addressed through the building 
warrant process. 

 Would set a negative precedent - Applications are assessed on their own merits 
and against the policies in the Edinburgh Local Development Plan. 

 Individuals in support of the application are not directly affected by the proposal - 
The application was advertised and neighbours notified. This does not preclude 
assessment of the proposals by others.  

 Neighbour consent to fell a tree outwith the application site will not be given - 
This is a civil matter.  

 Applicants claims that the land is subsiding due to existing large sycamore tree 
is contested - Issues of subsidence is not a planning matter.  

 Impact of construction works on the safety of children playing in the gardens - 
this is not a matter controlled through planning legislation.  

 Impact on neighbouring landscaping plans - Non-material in the assessment of 
the proposal.  

 No communication with neighbours re the existing wall has taken place in the 
last 24 months - Does not preclude assessment of the proposals and is not a 
requirement under planning legislation.  

 Reference to Heriot Hill boundary wall issue as a result of 8 townhouses being 
approved - Not relevant to the current application. 

 Inconsistencies with the Design Statement - The garden at No. 12 is neither 
communal nor overgrown. It is owned by one owner at 12 a Claremont Crescent 
since 2017 where the basement level as been made habitable under planning 
application 17/00415/FUL - Does not preclude assessment of the proposals.  

 
Material - Support 
 

 Proposed development design is of high quality; 

 Shortage of housing in Edinburgh;  

 Development design will be a positive addition and will enhance the area; 

 •Will improve frontage along Broughton Road in what is a rundown area; 

 Will enhance outlook from Claremont Crescent; 

 Will make better use of a vacant site and replacement of car park;  

 Will not impact on neighbouring amenity; 

 Future occupiers will have acceptable level of amenity; and 
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 Welcome the reduction in the numbers from the previous scheme. 
 
Non Material – Support 
 

 Shortage of affordable housing in Edinburgh;  

 Would be a good starter home and appeal to first time buyers; and 

 Majority of flats in Edinburgh are old and are not suited for 21st century 
accommodation.  

 
Conclusion 
 
The proposals are contrary to the policies contained in the Edinburgh Local 
Development Plan. The site is not suitable for housing as the proposals do not comply 
with certain policies in the plan. The development design will result in adverse harm to 
the setting of a category A listed crescent and fails to preserve or enhance the 
character and appearance of the conservation area. The proposals will negatively 
impact on neighbouring trees. The amenity of future occupiers will be limited as a result 
of the development layout. No flood details were submitted with the application and so 
there is insufficient information to assess surface water management. On this basis the 
proposals are unacceptable. There are no material considerations that outweigh this 
conclusion. It is recommended that the application is refused. 
 
It is recommended that this application be Refused for the reasons below. 
 
3.4 Conditions/reasons/informatives 
 
 

 
 
Reasons:- 
 
1. The proposal is contrary to the Local Development Plan Policy Hou 1 in respect 

of Housing Development, as the proposals do not comply with policies in the 
plan. 

 
2. The proposal is contrary to the Local Development Plan Policy Hou 2 in respect 

of Housing Mix, as the proposals will not have a positive impact on ensuring the 
delivery of a varied and sustainable community. 

 
3. The proposal is contrary to the Local Development Plan Policy Hou 3 in respect 

of Private Green Space in Housing Development, as capacity to receive sunlight 
will be limited due to neighbouring trees. 

 
4. The proposal is contrary to the Local Development Plan Policy Hou 4 in respect 

of Housing Density, as the density of the development will harm the special 
characteristics of the site and area.  

 
5. The proposal is contrary to the Local Development Plan Policy Des 1 in respect 

of Design Quality and Context, as the proposal fails to draw on the positive 
characteristics of the site and area. 
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6. The proposal is contrary to the Local Development Plan Policy Des 4 in respect 
of Development Design - Impact on Setting, as the proposed scale, form, 
materials, design and positioning of the development will harm its surroundings. 

 
7. The proposal is contrary to the Local Development Plan Policy Env 3 in respect 

of Listed Buildings - Setting, as the development design and layout will harm the 
setting of the category A listed terraced houses on Claremont Crescent. 

 
8. The proposal is contrary to the Local Development Plan Policy Env 6 in respect 

of Conservation Areas - Development, as the development design and layout 
will not preserve or enhance the characteristics of the area. 

 
9. The proposal is contrary to the Local Development Plan Policy Env 12 in respect 

of Trees, as the development will result in harm to the neighbouring trees and 
the development layout is not justified. 

 
10. The proposal is contrary to the Local Development Plan Policy Env 21 in respect 

of Flood Protection, as no flood details were submitted with the application. 
 

Financial impact  

4.1 The financial impact has been assessed as follows: 
 
There are no financial implications to the Council. 

Risk, Policy, compliance and governance impact 

5.1 Provided planning applications are determined in accordance with statutory 

legislation, the level of risk is low. 

Equalities impact  

6.1 The equalities impact has been assessed as follows: 
 
This application was assessed in terms of equalities and human rights. The impacts are 
identified in the Assessment section of the main report. 

Sustainability impact  

7.1 The sustainability impact has been assessed as follows: 

 
This application is not subject to the sustainability requirements of the Edinburgh 
Design Guidance. 

Consultation and engagement 

8.1 Pre-Application Process 

 
There is no pre-application process history. 
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8.2 Publicity summary of representations and Community Council comments 
 
The application was advertised on 15 March 2019 and the proposal attracted 37 
comments; 12 were objections and 25 were support. The comments received are 
addressed in the assessment section of the report.   
 
New Town and Broughton Community Council objected as a statutory consultee. 

Background reading/external references 

 To view details of the application go to  

 Planning and Building Standards online services 

 Planning guidelines  

 Conservation Area Character Appraisals  

 Edinburgh Local Development Plan  

 Scottish Planning Policy 

  

https://citydev-portal.edinburgh.gov.uk/idoxpa-web/search.do?action=simple&searchType=Application
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/planningguidelines
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/characterappraisals
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/localdevelopmentplan
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Built-Environment/planning/Policy
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David R. Leslie 
Chief Planning Officer 
PLACE 
The City of Edinburgh Council 
 
 
Contact: Laura Marshall, Planning Officer  
E-mail:laura.marshall@edinburgh.gov.uk Tel: 

Links - Policies 

 
Relevant Policies: 
 
Relevant policies of the Local Development Plan. 
 
LDP Policy Des 1 (Design Quality and Context) sets general criteria for assessing 
design quality and requires an overall design concept to be demonstrated. 
 
LDP Policy Des 3 (Development Design - Incorporating and Enhancing Existing and 
Potential Features) supports development where it is demonstrated that existing and 
potential features have been incorporated into the design. 
 
LDP Policy Des 4 (Development Design - Impact on Setting) sets criteria for assessing 
the impact of development design against its setting. 
 
LDP Policy Des 5 (Development Design - Amenity) sets criteria for assessing amenity.  
 
LDP Policy Env 3 (Listed Buildings - Setting) identifies the circumstances in which 
development within the curtilage or affecting the setting of a listed building will be 
permitted. 
 

 Statutory Development 

Plan Provision 

 

The site is an urban area as designated in the 

Edinburgh Local Development Plan and the New Town 

Conservation Area. 

 

 Date registered 6 March 2019 

 

 

 

 

Drawing numbers/Scheme 01-09., 

 

 

 

Scheme 1 
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LDP Policy Env 6 (Conservation Areas - Development) sets out criteria for assessing 
development in a conservation area. 
 
LDP Policy Env 12 (Trees) sets out tree protection requirements for new development. 
 
LDP Policy Env 21 (Flood Protection) sets criteria for assessing the impact of 
development on flood protection.  
 
LDP Policy Hou 1 (Housing Development) sets criteria for assessing the principle of 
housing proposals. 
 
LDP Policy Hou 2 (Housing Mix) requires provision of a mix of house types and sizes in 
new housing developments to meet a range of housing needs. 
 
LDP Policy Hou 3 (Private Green Space in Housing Development) sets out the 
requirements for the provision of private green space in housing development. 
 
LDP Policy Hou 4 (Housing Density) sets out the factors to be taken into account in 
assessing density levels in new development.  
 
LDP Policy Tra 2 (Private Car Parking) requires private car parking provision to comply 
with the parking levels set out in Council guidance, and sets criteria for assessing lower 
provision. 
 
LDP Policy Tra 3 (Private Cycle Parking) requires cycle parking provision in 
accordance with standards set out in Council guidance. 
 
LDP Policy Tra 4 (Design of Off-Street Car and Cycle Parking) sets criteria for 
assessing design of off-street car and cycle parking. 
 
Relevant Non-Statutory Guidelines 
 
Non-Statutory guidelines Edinburgh Design Guidance supports development of the 
highest design quality and that integrates well with the existing city. It sets out the 
Council's expectations for the design of new development, including buildings, parking, 
streets and landscape, in Edinburgh. 
 
Other Relevant policy guidance 

 
The New Town Conservation Area Character Appraisal states that the area is 

typified by the formal plan layout, spacious stone built terraces, broad streets and an 
overall classical elegance. The buildings are of a generally consistent three storey and 
basement scale, with some four storey corner and central pavilions. 
 
Non-statutory guidelines 'LISTED BUILDINGS AND CONSERVATION AREAS' 
provides guidance on repairing, altering or extending listed buildings and unlisted 
buildings in conservation areas. 
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Appendix 1 
 
Application for Planning Permission 19/00451/FUL 
At Land 35 Metres Southeast Of 62, Broughton Road, 
Edinburgh 
Erection of six one-bed apartments with associated 
pedestrian access, hard and soft landscaping, bicycle and 
bin storage. 
 
Consultations 

 
 
Historic Environment Scotland 
 
You should also seek advice from your archaeology and conservation service for matters 
including unscheduled archaeology and category B and C-listed buildings.  
 
Our Advice 
 
The site concerned is the former garden of No.13 Claremont Crescent, a 4-storey and 
basement terraced house, part of an A-listed terrace built from 1824 to 1830 by Thomas 
Bonnar.  
 
Originally, these terraced houses had large long gardens at the back, stretching to 
Broughton Road. These can be clearly seen from Ordnance Survey Map evidence. Part 
of the setting of the terrace is therefore the large rear gardens visible from the principal 
rooms within it. 
 
Two years ago, we commented on a scheme for the erection of 10 flats with associated 
landscaping.  
 
In this application, the current design has attempted to take into consideration the 
character of the site. The density of the scheme has been reduced, the development was 
moved closer to Broughton Road to establish a street presence, and a larger portion of 
the site has been landscaped to keep a portion of the original long garden at the back of 
the A-listed crescent.  
 
However, the proposals would still have an impact on the setting of the A-listed crescent 
as part of the setting of the terrace is their large rear gardens. We had previously 
suggested that mews style buildings addressing the road would better keep the original 
character of the terrace and garden, and this would remain our preference.  
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Planning authorities are expected to treat our comments as a material consideration, and 
this advice should be taken into account in your decision making. Our view is that the 
proposals do not raise historic environment issues of national significance and therefore 
we do not object. However, our decision not to object should not be taken as our support 
for the proposals. This application should be determined in accordance with national and 
local policy on development affecting the historic environment, together with related 
policy guidance.  
 
Further Information 
 
This response applies to the application currently proposed. An amended scheme may 
require another consultation with us.  
 
Guidance about national policy can be found in our 'Managing Change in the Historic 
Environment' series available online at www.historicenvironment.scot/advice-and-
support/planning-and-guidance/legislation-and-guidance/managing-change-in-the-
historic-environment-guidance-notes/. Technical advice is available through our 
Technical Conservation website at www.engineshed.org 
 
Communities and Families 
 
The Council's Supplementary Guidance on 'Developer Contributions and Infrastructure 
Delivery' states that no contribution towards education infrastructure is required from 
developments that are not expected to generate at least one additional primary school 
pupil.  
 
The flats only have one bedroom therefore will not generate additional pupils. A 
contribution towards education infrastructure is therefore not required. 
 
Environmental Protection 
 
The applicant proposes the erection of six residential flats within a carpark area at the 
rear of townhouses on Claremont Crescent. 
 
Environmental Protection has no objections to this proposed development. 
 
Roads Authority 
 
No objections to the application subject to the following being included as conditions or 
informatives as appropriate: 
 
1. In accordance with the Council's LTS Travplan3 policy, the applicant should consider 
developing a Travel Plan including provision of pedal cycles (inc. electric cycles), public 
transport travel passes, a Welcome Pack, a high quality map of the neighbourhood 
(showing cycling, walking and public transport routes to key local facilities), timetables 
for local public transport; 
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2. The applicant should be advised that as the development is located in the extended 
Controlled Parking Zone, they will be eligible for one residential parking permit per 
property in accordance with the Transport and Environment Committee decision of 4 
June 2013.  See http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/download/meetings/id/39382/item_7_7 
(Category D - New Build). 
 
Note: 
• The proposed zero parking is acceptable under the Council's parking standards; 
• The proposed 12 cycle parking spaces meets the Council's parking standards. 
 
Waste Services 
 
18 of March 2019 - response 
 
As this appears to be a residential development waste and Fleet Services would be 
expected to be the service provider for the collection of domestic waste (Only). 
 
I have looked at the drawings available in the planning portal file, we would require to 
see in more detail a site plan with the bin store locations and a swept path analysis (if 
entering the site) in conjunction with our instruction for architects guidance to ensure 
waste and recycling requirements have been fully considered. 
 
In view of these factors I would ask that the Architect/developer contact myself directly 
Trevor.kelly@edinburgh.gov.uk or Waste Services on 0131 608 1100 at the earliest point 
to set up a meeting to agree their options so that all aspects of the waste & recycling 
service are considered. 
 
23rd March 2019 - response 
 
The bins required will be: 
1 x 1280 Landfill 
2 x 1280 DMR 
1 x 240 Food waste 
1 x 360 Glass 
 
The pull distance is 10 meters straight pull to the rear of the vehicle over a level surface 
(or gradient no greater than 1/15 (disabled access). 
 
29 March 2019 - response 
 
Thanks for addressing the points raised, this all looks to be conforming now, although 
the pull is not straight its acceptable. 
 
Can you please provide the builders details (if known) and planned completion date for 
my files. 
 
New Town & Broughton Community Council 
 
NTBCC have been approached by a number of local residents regarding the application 
listed above and have met with residents to better understand their concerns.  
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Despite the lateness of our response, we believe that the concerns that that we raise 
below are fully consistent with other objections submitted by local residents, and we 
would still wish to lend community council support for those objections.  
 
Consistent with current CEC guidance for community councils, we would normally not 
make a representation on Householder applications but in view of the concerns 
expressed by the adjacent residents, coupled with the wider concerns that this 
application raises in terms of creating a precedent for further inappropriate development 
on the remaining back gardens of Claremont Crescent, we felt it necessary to submit a 
request for Statutory Consultee status and record our concerns with this proposal.  
 
We note that the application site lies just within the New Town Conservation area and 
remains technically within the curtilage of the Cat A listed buildings in Claremont 
Crescent.  
 
Specifically, we would wish to reiterate the comments submitted by Historic Environment 
Scotland (HES) on the previous application (17/03603/FUL) submitted in August 2017.  
 
"Originally, these terraced houses had large long gardens at the back, stretching to 
Broughton Road. ''.. Part of the setting of the terrace is therefore the large rear gardens 
visible from the principal rooms within it. Building on these long gardens would not be a 
desirable precedent as it would impact on the setting of the listed buildings, especially if 
replicated across the terrace."  
 
And  
 
"Historically, it would be more appropriate to have development at the end of the garden 
parallel to the house rather than at 90 degrees to it. There may be some scope for a 
building range (mews style) parallel to, and facing, Broughton Road as this would better 
keep the original character of the terrace and garden."  
 
Broadly, having visited the various properties in Claremont Crescent, which overlook the 
application site, to better understand the proposal, we take the view that whilst the current 
proposal is an improvement on the previous (17/03603/FUL) proposal which was 
ultimately refused permission, significant concerns remain with this new proposal - in line 
with the view previously expressed by HES.  
 
We concur with the statement in the Design Statement that the proposed site has been 
covered in tarmac for many years and has until recently been used as a car-park and the 
tarmac area is now in a poor state of repair and that; given the current use and 
appearance of the proposed site, the proposal for some form of development e.g. 
housing on this site is acceptable in principle (as covered by LDP policy Hou 1) ; however, 
we also note conclusions from the CEC planning officer's report on the previous 
application which stated that the proposal should also be compatible with the other 
policies in the Local Development Plan.  
 
The proposed development of 6x 1-bedroom apartments, in our view, although 
contemporary in style, (acknowledging that it some form of development on the site would 
improve the immediate area) appears as a misshapen building, whose geometry seems 
both at odds with itself, the frontage to Broughton Road and most importantly, to the 
views of the Cat A listed terrace to the rear.  
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The geometry and orientation is clearly selected to overcome the various constraints on 
the site and attempts to mitigate the comments cited for the refusal of the previous 
scheme but also to maximise the return from this sliver of land. 
 
We are of the view, consistent with HES's position stated previously, that the proposal is 
still not appropriate for the site as presented within this new proposal.  
 
With reference to the recently revised New Town Conservation Area Character appraisal, 
it notes for new buildings within the conservation area that, "Development should be in 
harmony with, or complimentary to, its neighbours having regard to the adjoining 
architectural styles." The appraisal goes on say that, "New development should be of 
good contemporary design that is sympathetic to the spatial pattern, scale and massing, 
proportions, building line and design of traditional buildings in the area."  
 
We continue to support the view expressed in the Decision Notice for the previous 
application for this site that the design, form and positioning of the proposed development 
is uncharacteristic of the New Town where it is more typical to have townhouses with 
gardens and mews. 
 
Considering the impact of the proposal on the setting of the listed buildings, we 
acknowledge that the listing for Nos. 7-21 (inclusive) Claremont Crescent does focus 
mainly on the front elevation, the proposed flats, as stated above, will technically be set 
within the original curtilage of the Georgian townhouses and will impact on the setting of 
these listed buildings.  
 
Although the architect has taken advantage of the topography of the site, it is still our 
belief that the topography of the site does result in the rear of Claremont Crescent forming 
a dominant feature when viewed from Broughton Road. The boundary walls and sense 
of openness generally contribute to the importance of the buildings. The proposed ten 
flats would have an adverse impact on the setting of the listed buildings, contrary to LDP 
policy Env3. This further supports Historic Environment Scotland's (HES) previous 
comments noting that building on these long gardens would not be a desirable precedent 
as it would impact on the setting of the listed buildings, especially if replicated across the 
terrace.  
 
LDP Policy Des 4 (Development Design - Impact on Setting) states " Planning permission 
will be granted for development where it is demonstrated that it will have a positive impact 
on its surroundings, including the character of the wider townscape and landscape, and 
impact on existing views, having regard to:  
 
a) height and form  
b) scale and proportions 
c) position of buildings and other features on the site  
d) materials and detailing"  
 
We take the view that a key consideration in the determination of this application is 
whether this proposal meets the intent of this or whether what is proposed is contrary to 
these policies.  
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It's perhaps worth noting that we are aware that the concept of precedent in planning 
terms is not normally considered as a material consideration, however, the issue of 
precedence has been raised by HES and we believe it is relevant in determination of this 
application and if granted, could be a reference for future applicants and would be 
contrary to both the principles and content of the New Town Conservation Area Character 
appraisal. As such, it would be a dangerous precedent.  
 
The proposal is inappropriate in terms of design and density and will harm the setting of 
the adjacent category A listed buildings while having an adverse impact on the character 
and appearance of the conservation area.  
 
NTBCC trust that the specific concerns raised in this representation concerning this 
inappropriate proposal within the New Town Conservation area will be given due weight 
prior to the final determination of this application. For the many material reasons outlined 
above, and reflecting the very valid concerns expressed by local residents, NTBCC 
would object to this revised application being granted. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Location Plan 

 
 

© Crown Copyright and database right 2014. All rights reserved. Ordnance Survey License number 100023420 

END 
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Application for Planning Permission 19/00792/FUL 
At 3F2, 17 Bruntsfield Gardens, Edinburgh 
Creation of new flatted dwelling within attic space and alter 
existing third floor flat. Proposed new access from existing 
communal stairwell (as amended). 

 

 

Summary 

 
The proposal complies with the local development plan, with the exception of Policy Tra 
3, and the non-statutory guidance. The principle of the use is acceptable in this location. 
The proposals will preserve the character and appearance of the conservation area. It 
will provide adequate amenity for future occupiers and it will not have an adverse impact 
on residential amenity or traffic and road safety. The non-compliance with Policy Tra 3 - 
Private Cycle Parking is justified in this instance. There are no material considerations 
which outweigh this conclusion. 
 

 

Links 

Policies and guidance for 

this application 

LDPP, NSLBCA, OTH, CRPMAR, LTRA02, LHOU01, 

LHOU03, LHOU04, LTRA03, NSG, NSGD02,  

 Item number  

 Report number 

 

 

 

 

 

Wards B10 - Morningside 

file:///C:/uniform/temp/uf04148.rtf%23Policies
file:///C:/uniform/temp/uf04148.rtf%23Policies
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4.3
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Report 

Application for Planning Permission 19/00792/FUL 
At 3F2, 17 Bruntsfield Gardens, Edinburgh 
Creation of new flatted dwelling within attic space and alter 
existing third floor flat. Proposed new access from existing 
communal stairwell (as amended). 
 

Recommendations  

1.1 It is recommended that this application be Granted subject to the details below. 

Background 

2.1 Site description 
 
The application site relates to the attic space within a tenement building situated on the 
western side of Bruntsfield Gardens. The surrounding area is residential in character 
and it is located close to the Morningside/Bruntsfield Town Centre. 
 
This application site is located within the Marchmont, Meadows and Bruntsfield 
Conservation Area. 
 
2.2 Site History 

 
There is no relevant planning history for this site. 

Main report 

3.1 Description Of The Proposal 

 
This is an amended scheme to convert the attic space within the existing tenement to a 
two bedroom flatted dwelling. A private access to the dwelling will be formed using 
space from the existing top floor flat. 
 
The proposal includes the following external works: 
 

 two rooflights on the rear elevation; and 

 three rooflights on the front elevation. 
 
The proposed rooflights do not materially affect the external appearance of the building 
and as such do not constitute development under Part 3 Section 26, 2 (a) (ii) of the 
Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997. Given the rooflights do not require 
planning permission, there will be no further assessment of the external works. 
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Scheme 1 
 
The original proposal included the following external works: 
 

 three rooflights on the rear elevation;  

 one rooflights on the front elevation; and 

 dormer infill behind the front elevation chimney-stack to the roof ridge. 
 
3.2 Determining Issues 
 
Section 25 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 states - Where, in 
making any determination under the planning Acts, regard is to be had to the 
development plan, the determination shall be made in accordance with the plan unless 
material considerations indicate otherwise. 
 
Section 64 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) (Scotland) Act 
1997 states - special attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or 
enhancing the character or appearance of the conservation area.  
 
Do the proposals comply with the development plan? 
 
If the proposals do comply with the development plan, are there any compelling 
reasons for not approving them? 
 
If the proposals do not comply with the development plan, are there any compelling 
reasons for approving them? 
 
3.3 Assessment 
 
To address these determining issues, the Committee needs to consider whether: 
 

(a) the proposal is acceptable in principle; 
 

(b) the proposal will preserve or enhance the character and appearance of the 
conservation area; 

 
(c) the proposal will provide adequate amenity for future occupiers; 

 
(d) the proposal will be detrimental to the amenity of neighbours; 

 
(e) the proposal will have any traffic or road safety issues; 

 
(f) the proposal raises any other matters; and 

 
(g) any public comments raised have been addressed. 

 
(a) Principle of the Development 
 
The site is located within the urban area of the Edinburgh Local Development Plan 
(LDP).  
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Policy Hou 1 of the LDP states that housing development will be permitted on suitable 
sites in the urban area, provided proposals are compatible with other policies in the 
Plan. 
 
Policy Hou 4 - Density seeks an appropriate density of development having regards to 
its characteristics and those of the surrounding area. The surrounding area is 
characterised by tenemental dwellings which has a high density; one additional unit in 
this context is unlikely to have any significant impact. The proposal is in keeping with 
the density of the existing surrounding area and it is located close to public transport 
and active travel routes. The proposal complies with this policy. 
 
The principle of the development is acceptable subject to compliance with other 
relevant LDP policies. 
 
(b) Impact on the Conservation Area 
 
Policy Env 6 of the LDP requires development proposals to preserve or enhance the 
character or appearance of the conservation area and is consistent with the relevant 
conservation character appraisal. 
 
The Marchmont, Meadows and Bruntsfield Conservation Area Character Appraisal 
emphasises the well proportioned Victorian tenemental perimeter blocks with Baronial 
detailing and the substantial area of the open parkland formed by the Meadows and 
Bruntsfield Links. 
 
The external alterations do not require planning permission. The internal alterations will 
have no impact on the character or appearance of the Marchmont, Meadows & 
Bruntsfield Conservation Area. The proposal will preserve the character and 
appearance of the conservation area and therefore complies with Policy Env 6. 
 
(c) Amenity for Future Occupiers 
 
Policy Hou 4 criterion (b) has regard to proposals creating an attractive residential 
environment. The Edinburgh Design Guidance sets minimum standards in relation to 
size, daylighting and open space in order to ensure an acceptable residential 
environment is achieved. 
 
Size 
 
The net internal area for the proposed new two bedroom flat is 73 square metres, 
leaving the original, now three bedroom property at 88 square metres. The Non-
Statutory Edinburgh Design Guidance requires dwellings with two bedrooms to 
measure 66 square metres and dwellings with three bedrooms to measure 81 square 
metres. Both flats exceed the minimum space requirements. 
 
Daylight 
 
The rooflight openings will provide dual aspect views and will provide adequate levels 
of daylight and outlook to the proposed flat.  
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Open Space 
 
Policy Hou 3 of the LDP seeks to make adequate provision for private green space in 
housing developments, including flatted developments. The site forms part of a 
traditional, four storey and attic building with a private shared garden to the rear of the 
tenement; this is considered to be acceptable private amenity space for the proposal. 
Furthermore, the site is located within 300 metres of Bruntsfield Links. The proposed 
dwellings will have access to a suitable provision of private and public open space.  
 
Overall, the proposal will provide a satisfactory residential environment for future 
occupiers and complies with Policy Hou 3 of the LDP and the Edinburgh Design 
Guidance. 
 
(d) Impact on Neighbouring Amenity 
 
Policy Hou 4 criterion (b) also has regard to safeguarding living conditions within the 
development. In essence, proposals which would result in unacceptable damage to 
residential amenity will not be permitted. 
 
The proposal is for the formation of a new residential unit which is in keeping with the 
existing character of the area. It is not considered that there will be a significant 
increase in noise/disturbance to neighbouring properties as a result of this use.  
 
The proposal will not result in an unreasonable loss of neighbouring amenity and 
complies with the 'Edinburgh Design Guidance'. 
 
(e) Traffic and Road Safety 
 
Policy Tra 2 (Private Car Parking) supports development where proposed car parking 
provision complies with but does not exceed the parking levels set out in Council 
guidelines.  
 
There is no proposed private parking for the development. This complies with the 
Edinburgh Design Guidance in terms of parking standards; the site is well served by 
public transport and active travel routes.  Overall, the proposal will not result in any 
traffic or road safety issues. The proposal complies with LDP Policy Tra 2. 
 
There is no proposed private cycle parking. LDP Policy Tra 3 seeks to provide private 
cycle parking within housing developments. The Edinburgh Design Guidance 
recognises the difficulty in trying to achieve private cycle parking within tenement 
buildings. In this context, as the new dwelling will be located within the attic space of 
the existing tenement, it is acceptable that there is no proposed cycle parking. 
However, an informative has been added which provides a web link to a fact sheet 
developed by Spokes in partnership with the Council on the storage of bikes for 
tenement and flat dwellers. The proposal does not comply with Policy Tra 3. However, 
an exception is justified in this instance. 
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(f) Any Other Matters 
 
Impact on Local Services 
 
Concerns were raised regarding the existing pressures on local services and the 
adverse impact further development would cause. The proposal for a two bedroom 
flatted dwelling will not generate a significant increase in the number of people utilising 
local services. Therefore, it is considered that the provision of local services will not be 
adversely affected as a result of the development. 
 
Waste 
 
Waste services has been consulted and raise no objection to the proposal. The 
collection of waste from the development will be the same as the rest of the tenement. 
 
Neighbour Notification Process 

 
Concerns have been raised regarding neighbouring properties not being notified of the 
planning application. The neighbour notification process was checked and confirmed 
that the process was carried out in accordance with regulations.  
 
(g) Public comments 
 
Material Considerations – Objections 
 

 alterations to the roof are not in keeping with the conservation area - addressed 
in section 3.3(b) of the assessment; 

 impact of parking and traffic - addressed in section 3.3(e) of the assessment; 

 inadequate living conditions for future occupiers - addressed in section 3.3(c) of 
the assessment; 

 impact on neighbouring amenity within the tenement - addressed in section 
3.3(d) of the assessment; 

 impact on local services - addressed in section 3.3(f) of the assessment; 

 impact on waste - addressed in section 3.3(f) of the assessment; and 

 the neighbour notification process was incorrect - addressed in section 3.3(f) of 
the assessment. 

 
Material Considerations – Support 
 

 there is a housing shortage and this would contribute one unit. Support was 
subject to contributions to infrastructure - the site and proposal does not trigger 
any contributions. 

 
The general comment reiterates the concerns of local residents. 
 
Non-Material Considerations 
 

 impact on privacy as a result of the rooflights - the rooflights do not require 
planning permission, therefore this concern is considered non-material in this 
instance; 
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 concerns over rights of way/ ownership, Title Deeds and maintenance - this is a 
civil matter; 

 disruption from construction - not a planning consideration; 

 concerns over future use in the development - not relevant to this planning 
application; 

 if permission is granted it will lead to further applications of a similar nature - not 
relevant to the planning application; 

 impact on listed building - the building is not listed; and 

 no details on soundproofing within the development - not relevant to this 
planning application. 

 
Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, the proposal complies with the development plan, with the exception of 
Policy Tra 3, and the relevant non-statutory guidelines. The proposal will preserve the 
character and appearance of the Conservation Area, and will not prejudice residential 
amenity or road safety. The departure from Policy Tra 3 in respect of private cycle 
parking is considered to be acceptable in this instance. There are no material 
considerations which outweigh this conclusion. 
 
It is recommended that this application be Granted subject to the details below. 
 
3.4 Conditions/reasons/informatives 
Conditions:- 

 
 
 
 
Informatives 
 
It should be noted that: 
 
1. The development hereby permitted shall be commenced no later than the 

expiration of three years from the date of this consent. 
 
2. No development shall take place on the site until a 'Notice of Initiation of 

Development' has been submitted to the Council stating the intended date on 
which the development is to commence. Failure to do so constitutes a breach of 
planning control, under Section 123(1) of the Town and Country Planning 
(Scotland) Act 1997. 

 
3. As soon as practicable upon the completion of the development of the site, as 

authorised in the associated grant of permission, a 'Notice of Completion of 
Development' must be given, in writing to the Council. 

 
4. This application relates to a flatted building. This planning permission does not 

affect the legal rights of any other parties with an interest in the building. In that 
respect, the permission does not confer the right to carry out the works without 
appropriate authority. 
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5. For information on the storage of bikes for tenement and flat dwellers please 
follow the link http://www.spokes.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/Fact-sheet-
v10-231210.pdf. 

 

Financial impact  

4.1 The financial impact has been assessed as follows: 

 
There are no financial implications to the Council. 

Risk, Policy, compliance and governance impact 

5.1 Provided planning applications are determined in accordance with statutory 
legislation, the level of risk is low. 

Equalities impact  

6.1 The equalities impact has been assessed as follows: 

 
The application has been assessed and has no impact in terms of equalities or human 
rights. 

Sustainability impact  

7.1 The sustainability impact has been assessed as follows: 
 
This application is not subject to the sustainability requirements of the Edinburgh 
Design Guidance. 

Consultation and engagement  

8.1 Pre-Application Process 
 
There is no pre-application process history. 
 
8.2 Publicity summary of representations and Community Council comments 
 
The application received 30 letters of representation; 28 objections, 1 letter of support 
and 1 general comment. The comments raised will be addressed in the assessment 
section of the report. 

Background reading/external references 

 To view details of the application go to  

 Planning and Building Standards online services 

 Planning guidelines  

 Conservation Area Character Appraisals  

 Edinburgh Local Development Plan  

 Scottish Planning Policy  

https://citydev-portal.edinburgh.gov.uk/idoxpa-web/search.do?action=simple&searchType=Application
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/planningguidelines
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/characterappraisals
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/localdevelopmentplan
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Built-Environment/planning/Policy
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David R. Leslie 
Chief Planning Officer 
PLACE 
The City of Edinburgh Council 
 
 
Contact: Elizabeth McCarroll, Planning Officer  
E-mail:elizabeth.mccarroll@edinburgh.gov.uk Tel:0131 529 3013 

Links - Policies 

 
Relevant Policies: 
 
Relevant policies of the Local Development Plan. 
 
Non-statutory guidelines 'LISTED BUILDINGS AND CONSERVATION AREAS' 
provides guidance on repairing, altering or extending listed buildings and unlisted 
buildings in conservation areas. 
 
Other Relevant policy guidance 
 
The Marchmont, Meadows and Bruntsfield Conservation Area Character Appraisal 
emphasises the well proportioned Victorian tenemental perimeter blocks with Baronial 
detailing and the substantial area of the open parkland formed by the Meadows and 
Bruntsfield Links. 
 
LDP Policy Tra 2 (Private Car Parking) requires private car parking provision to comply 
with the parking levels set out in Council guidance, and sets criteria for assessing lower 
provision. 
 

 Statutory Development 

Plan Provision 

 

Edinburgh Local Development Plan - Urban Area 

Marchmont, Meadows and Bruntsfield Conservation 

Area. 

 

 Date registered 15 February 2019 

 

 

 

 

Drawing numbers/Scheme 01-02,03(a), 

 

 

 

Scheme 2 
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LDP Policy Hou 1 (Housing Development) sets criteria for assessing the principle of 
housing proposals. 
 
LDP Policy Hou 3 (Private Green Space in Housing Development) sets out the 
requirements for the provision of private green space in housing development. 
 
LDP Policy Hou 4 (Housing Density) sets out the factors to be taken into account in 
assessing density levels in new development.  
 
LDP Policy Tra 3 (Private Cycle Parking) requires cycle parking provision in 
accordance with standards set out in Council guidance. 
 
Relevant Non-Statutory Guidelines 
 
Non-Statutory guidelines Edinburgh Design Guidance supports development of the 
highest design quality and that integrates well with the existing city. It sets out the 
Council's expectations for the design of new development, including buildings, parking, 
streets and landscape, in Edinburgh. 
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Appendix 1 
 
Application for Planning Permission 19/00792/FUL 
At 3F2, 17 Bruntsfield Gardens, Edinburgh 
Creation of new flatted dwelling within attic space and alter 
existing third floor flat. Proposed new access from existing 
communal stairwell (as amended). 
 
Consultations 

 
 
Roads Authority 
 
No objections to the application subject to the following being included as conditions or 
informatives as appropriate: 
 
1. The applicant should consider provision of secure and undercover cycle parking 
for the proposed development; 
2. The applicant should be advised that as the development is located in the 
extended Controlled Parking Zone, they will be eligible for one residential parking permit 
per property in accordance with the Transport and Environment Committee decision of 4 
June 2013.  See  
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/download/meetings/id/39382/item_7_7 (Category D - New 
Build). 
 
Note: 
The proposed zero parking is acceptable under the Council's parking standards. 
 
Environmental Protection 
 
I refer to your consultation on the above application. Environmental Protection would 
offer no comments in respect of this proposal. 
 
Waste 
 
Waste and cleansing services takes no stance either for or against the proposed 
development but as a consultee would make the following comments:  
 
Waste and Fleet Services would expect to be the service provider for the collection of 
waste as this appears to be a residential development.   
 
It is imperative that adequate provision is made for the storage of waste off street, and 
that cognisance is taken of the need to provide adequate space for the storage of 
segregated waste streams in line with the Waste (Scotland) Regulations which require 
the source separation of dry recyclable materials, glass, food, etc.  
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Adequate provision should also be made for the effective segregation of materials within 
the building not just at the point of collection.  Adequate access must also be provided to 
allow uplift of waste safely from the collection point taking into consideration the traffic 
flows at this busy location and I feel we would require to look at the bin storage areas for 
this development more closely.  
 
In view of these factors the developer must contact Waste Services on 0131 608 1100 
or contact the officer for the area Hema Herkes directly Hema.herkes@edinburgh.gov.uk 
at the earliest point for advice relating to their options so that all aspects of the waste & 
recycling service are considered i.e. access for vehicles, health & safety, presentation 
points for kerbside bins and/or boxes and size of storage areas required in residential 
gardens for all bins & boxes etc. It would be beneficial to go through the site plans and 
swept path analysis/vehicle tracking to show how the vehicle will manoeuvre.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Location Plan 

 
 

© Crown Copyright and database right 2014. All rights reserved. Ordnance Survey License number 100023420 

END 
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Development Management Sub Committee 

Wednesday 22 May 2019 

 

 

 

Application for Planning Permission 19/00095/FUL 
At 19C Fettes Row, Edinburgh, EH3 6RH 
Single storey extension to rear 

 

 

Summary 

 
The application complies with the development plan and the relevant non-statutory 
guidelines. The proposal is acceptable in this location, being of an appropriate scale, 
form and design. It will not have an adverse impact on the character of the listed building 
or character and appearance of the conservation area. The proposal will not have an 
unacceptable impact on neighbouring residential amenity. There are no material 
considerations that outweigh this conclusion and approval is recommended. 
 

 

Links 

Policies and guidance for 

this application 

LDPP, LDES12, NSG, NSLBCA, LEN04, LEN06,  

 Item number  

 Report number 

 

 

 

 

 

Wards B11 - City Centre 

file:///C:/uniform/temp/uf04148.rtf%23Policies
file:///C:/uniform/temp/uf04148.rtf%23Policies
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4.4(a)
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Report 

Application for Planning Permission 19/00095/FUL 
At 19C Fettes Row, Edinburgh, EH3 6RH 
Single storey extension to rear 
 

Recommendations  

1.1 It is recommended that this application be Granted subject to the details below. 

Background 

2.1 Site description 
 
The application refers to a sub-basement flat with garden ground to the rear, within a 
three storey, basement and sub-basement, terraced tenement by Thomas Brown, 
dating from 1821. 
 
The wider area is characterised by residential properties.  
 
The building is category B listed (ref. 28755, listed on 10.11.1966) and within the 
Edinburgh World Heritage Site. 
 
This application site is located within the New Town Conservation Area. 
 
2.2 Site History 
 
08 March 2012 - listed building consent granted to change window into French doors 
on rear elevation (application number 12/00311/LBC). 
 
19 April 2012 - planning permission granted to change window into French doors on 
rear elevation (application number 12/00311/FUL). 
 
22 January 2018 - planning permission granted to change rear window to patio doors 
(application number 17/05128/FUL).  
 
16 March 2019 - listed building consent under consideration for single storey extension 
to rear (application number 19/00096/LBC). 

Main report 

3.1 Description Of The Proposal 

 
The proposed development would be a single storey, multi-pitched roof extension 
finished in zinc cladding, with powder coated aluminium framed doors and windows. It 
would have an approximate floor area of 30 square metres and would be approximately 
3.5 metres above ground level at its highest point. 
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Supporting Statement 
 
A supporting design statement was submitted as part of the application. This is 
available to view on the Planning and Building Standards Online Services. 
 
3.2 Determining Issues 

 
Section 25 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 states - Where, in 
making any determination under the planning Acts, regard is to be had to the 
development plan, the determination shall be made in accordance with the plan unless 
material considerations indicate otherwise. 
 
Section 64 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) (Scotland) Act 
1997 states - special attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or 
enhancing the character or appearance of the conservation area.  
 
Section 59 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) (Scotland) Act 
1997 states - In considering whether to grant consent, special regard must be had to 
the desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any features of special 
architectural or historic interest which it possesses.  
 
Do the proposals comply with the development plan? 
 
If the proposals do comply with the development plan, are there any compelling 
reasons for not approving them? 
 
If the proposals do not comply with the development plan, are there any compelling 
reasons for approving them? 
 
3.3 Assessment 
 
To address these determining issues, the Committee needs to consider whether: 
 

(a) the proposal will have an adverse impact on the character of Listed Building; 
 

(b) the proposal will have an adverse impact on the character and appearance of 
the New Town Conservation Area; 

 
(c) the proposal would have an adverse effect on neighbouring residential amenity; 

 
(d) the proposal would have an adverse effect on archaeology; 

 
(e) public comments have been addressed; and 

 
(f) the proposal would raise any equalities or human rights issues. 
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(a) Impact on the character of the Listed Building 
 
The Historic Environment Policy for Scotland (HEPS) outlines how we should 
undertake our collective duty of care whenever a decision in the planning system will 
affect the historic environment. There are three key areas which define how the historic 
environment should be understood, recognised and managed to support participation 
and positive outcomes, including "Managing Change" under policies HEP2, HEP3 and 
HEP4. 
 
The proposed extension would form a contemporary addition to the rear elevation of 
the building with the use of dark-grey zinc and aluminium, combined with its angular 
roof design, providing a complimentary feature to the simple architectural detailing of 
the Georgian tenement and would be clearly read as a modern intervention within the 
building's historical narrative. 
 
It would represent a sympathetic and subservient development, and would be of an 
appropriate scale in the context of the property's curtilage. The proposed extension 
does not exceed 50% of the width of the rear elevation as set out in the Listed 
Buildings and Conservation Areas Guidance. 
 
The works would not adversely affect the historical or architectural character of the 
building and are acceptable. 
 
(b) Impact on the character and appearance of the New Town Conservation Area 

 
The New Town Conservation Area Character Appraisal summary states that the area is 
typified by the formal plan layout, spacious stone built terraces, broad streets and an 
overall classical elegance. The buildings are of a generally consistent three storey and 
basement scale, with some four storey corner and central pavilions. 
 
There are a number of similar scale additions to buildings within the surrounding area, 
and the introduction of a relatively small scale and appropriately designed extension 
would not adversely affect the spatial characteristics of the area. Its location within the 
rear garden of the property would result in the development being effectively screened 
from public view. 
 
The footprint of the extension would be 30 square metres, leaving approximately 80% 
of the original garden ground as amenity space.  
 
The development would extend over a redundant well, the date of which is unknown, 
and it is recommended that a condition is attached to secure an appropriate method of 
capping and preservation in-situ. 
 
The proposal would be a sympathetic development, would be in compliance with Policy 
Env 6 and would have no adverse effect on the character and appearance of the New 
Town Conservation Area. 
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(c) Amenity 
 
The form of the roof has been designed to ensure it would not adversely affect daylight 
entering nearby residential properties and it would have no adverse impact on sunlight 
within neighbouring gardens.  
 
In terms of privacy, the windows on the proposed extension are closer than the 
recommended nine metres from the mutual boundary in the non-statutory guidance. 
However, the garden is enclosed by vegetation and relatively high boundary walls 
which will provide adequate screening. No privacy concerns therefore arise. There is 
already an existing degree of overlooking from the flatted properties above. 
 
The proposal will not have a detrimental impact on neighbouring residential amenity. 
 
(d) Archaeology 
 
There is a well of an unknown date in the garden which the extension will be built over. 
The well is no longer a functional feature of the property. A condition has been attached 
to preserve it underneath the proposed extension. 
 
(e) Public Comments 
 
Material Issues: 
 

 light to flats above - assessed in section 3.3 (b). 

 reduction in privacy - assessed in section 3.3 (b). 

 not in keeping with other properties and the area - assessed in section 3.3 (a). 

 loss of a garden view for others in the building  - assessed in section 3.3 (b). 

 the loss of the well and natural water supply - assessed in section 3.3 (c). 

 the materials are not suitable for a listed building - assessed in section 3.3 (a). 

 out of keeping with the original building  -assessed in section 3.3 (a). 

 loss of green space in the garden  - assessed in section 3.3 (a). 

 increase of floor space will alter floor plan  - assessed in section 3.3 (a). 
 
Non-material Issues: 
 

 could set a precedent. 

 it is ground which has never been built upon before. 

 negative impact on property values. 

 residents will have to bear additional cost to work around scaffolding. 

 continuous traffic and unrestricted parking. 

 increase in noise. 

 the extension does not benefit the local area. 

 obscure access to the rear of the property for repairs. 

 light pollution  - assessed in section 3.3 (b). 
 
(f) Equalities and Human Rights Impacts 

 
The application has been assessed and has no impact in terms of equalities or human 
rights. 
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Conclusion 
 
The proposals comply with the Local Development Plan and non-statutory guidelines, 
have no adverse effect on the character or appearance of the listed building or New 
Town Conservation Area and do not harm the Outstanding Universal Value of the 
World Heritage Site. The development has no detrimental impact on significant 
architectural remains, residential amenity, road safety or infrastructure. There are no 
identified impacts on equalities or human rights and no material considerations that 
outweigh this conclusion. 
 
It is recommended that this application be Granted subject to the details below. 
 
3.4 Conditions/reasons/informatives 
Conditions:- 

 
1. No development shall take place on the site until the applicant has submitted a 

detailed drawing demonstrating how the well will be preserved in situ following 
the implementation of the development. 

 
Reasons:- 

 
1. In order to safeguard the interests of archaeological heritage. 
 
Informatives 

 
It should be noted that: 
 
1. The development hereby permitted shall be commenced no later than the 

expiration of three years from the date of this consent. 
 
2. No development shall take place on the site until a 'Notice of Initiation of 

Development' has been submitted to the Council stating the intended date on 
which the development is to commence. Failure to do so constitutes a breach of 
planning control, under Section 123(1) of the Town and Country Planning 
(Scotland) Act 1997. 

 
3. As soon as practicable upon the completion of the development of the site, as 

authorised in the associated grant of permission, a 'Notice of Completion of 
Development' must be given, in writing to the Council. 

 

Financial impact  

4.1 The financial impact has been assessed as follows: 

 
There are no financial implications to the Council. 

Risk, Policy, compliance and governance impact 

5.1 Provided planning applications are determined in accordance with statutory 

legislation, the level of risk is low. 
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Equalities impact  

6.1 The equalities impact has been assessed as follows: 
 
The application has been assessed and has no impact in terms of equalities or human 
rights. 

Sustainability impact  

7.1 The sustainability impact has been assessed as follows: 

 
This application is not subject to the sustainability requirements of the Edinburgh 
Design Guidance. 

Consultation and engagement  

8.1 Pre-Application Process 
 
There is no pre-application process history. 
 
8.2 Publicity summary of representations and Community Council comments 
 
The application was advertised on 1 February 2019. 29 letters of objection were 
received. 

Background reading/external references 

 To view details of the application go to  

 Planning and Building Standards online services 

 Planning guidelines  

 Conservation Area Character Appraisals  

 Edinburgh Local Development Plan  

 Scottish Planning Policy 

  

https://citydev-portal.edinburgh.gov.uk/idoxpa-web/search.do?action=simple&searchType=Application
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/planningguidelines
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/characterappraisals
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/localdevelopmentplan
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Built-Environment/planning/Policy
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David R. Leslie 
Chief Planning Officer 
PLACE 
The City of Edinburgh Council 
 
 
Contact: Rachel Timlin, Trainee Planner  
E-mail:rachel.timlin@edinburgh.gov.uk Tel:0131 529 6797 

Links - Policies 

 
Relevant Policies: 
 
Relevant policies of the Local Development Plan. 
 
LDP Policy Des 12 (Alterations and Extensions) sets criteria for assessing alterations 
and extensions to existing buildings.  
 
Relevant Non-Statutory Guidelines 

 
Non-statutory guidelines 'LISTED BUILDINGS AND CONSERVATION AREAS' 

provides guidance on repairing, altering or extending listed buildings and unlisted 
buildings in conservation areas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Statutory Development 

Plan Provision 

 

The site has been identified in Edinburgh's Local 

Development Plan as being an Urban Area and Historic 

Designed Landscape. 

 

 Date registered 17 January 2019 

 

 

 

 

Drawing numbers/Scheme 01-03, 

 

 

 

Scheme 1 
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LDP Policy Env 4 (Listed Buildings - Alterations and Extensions) identifies the 
circumstances in which alterations and extensions to listed buildings will be permitted. 
 
LDP Policy Env 6 (Conservation Areas - Development) sets out criteria for assessing 
development in a conservation area. 
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Appendix 1 
 
Application for Planning Permission 19/00095/FUL 
At 19C Fettes Row, Edinburgh, EH3 6RH 
Single storey extension to rear 
 
Consultations 

 
 
Archaeology  

 
The archaeological officer has recommended that a condition be attached to consent. 
 
The proposed development will directly impact the well. The exact age of this feature is 
not known though the nineteenth century OS maps of the site do not depict a well in this 
location suggesting that it is a latter 20th century garden feature. Given that there is some 
question mark as to its age, the well should be considered as being of potential local 
archaeological interest. As such it is recommended that the well is capped and preserved 
under the proposed extension and that a condition is attached to any permission requiring 
the submission of detailed drawings showing how this will be achieved. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Location Plan 

 
 

© Crown Copyright and database right 2014. All rights reserved. Ordnance Survey License number 100023420 

END 
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Application for Listed Building Consent 19/00096/LBC 
At 19C Fettes Row, Edinburgh, EH3 6RH 
Single storey extension to rear and associated internal 
alterations. 

 

 

Summary 

 
The proposals have special regard to the desirability of preserving the building and its 
setting and do not adversely affect any features of special architectural and historic 
interest. 
 

 

Links 

Policies and guidance for 

this application 

LDPP, LDES01, LEN04, LEN06, NSG, NSLBCA,  

 Item number  

 Report number 

 

 

 

 

 

Wards B11 - City Centre 

file:///C:/uniform/temp/uf04148.rtf%23Policies
file:///C:/uniform/temp/uf04148.rtf%23Policies
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Report 

Application for Listed Building Consent 19/00096/LBC 
At 19C Fettes Row, Edinburgh, EH3 6RH 
Single storey extension to rear and associated internal 
alterations. 
 

Recommendations  

1.1 It is recommended that this application be Granted subject to the details below. 

Background 

2.1 Site description 

 
The application refers to a sub-basement flat with garden ground to the rear, within a 
three storey, basement and sub-basement, terraced tenement by Thomas Brown, 
dating from 1821. 
 
The building is category B listed (ref. 28755, listed on 10.11.1966) and within the 
Edinburgh World Heritage Site. 
 
This application site is located within the New Town Conservation Area. 
 
2.2 Site History 
 
08 March 2012 - listed building consent granted to change window into French doors 
on rear elevation (application number 12/00311/LBC). 
 
19 April 2012 - planning permission granted to change window into French doors on 
rear elevation (application number 12/00311/FUL). 
 
22 January 2018 - planning permission granted to change rear window to patio doors 
(application number 17/05128/FUL).  
 
16 March 2019 - planning permission application under consideration for single storey 
extension to rear (application number 19/00095/FUL). 

Main report 

3.1 Description Of The Proposal 
 
The proposed development would be a single storey, multi-pitched roof extension 
finished in zinc cladding, with powder coated aluminium framed doors and windows. It 
would have an approximate floor area of 30 square metres and would be approximately 
3.5 metres above ground level at its highest point. 
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Supporting Statement 
 
A supporting design statement was submitted as part of the application. This is 
available to view on the Planning and Building Standards Online Services. 
 
3.2 Determining Issues 

 
Section 14 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) (Scotland) Act 
1997 states - In considering whether to grant consent, special regard must be had to 
the desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any features of special 
architectural or historic interest which it possesses. For the purposes of this issue, 
preserve, in relation to the building, means preserve it either in its existing state or 
subject only to such alterations or extensions as can be carried out without serious 
detriment to its character. 
 
Section 64 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) (Scotland) Act 
1997 states - special attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or 
enhancing the character or appearance of the conservation area.  
 
In determining applications for listed building consent, the Development Plan is not a 
statutory test. However the policies of the Local Development Plan (LDP) inform the 
assessment of the proposals and are a material consideration. 
 
3.3 Assessment 
 
To address these determining issues, the Committee needs to consider whether: 
 

(a) the proposals will adversely affect the character of the listed building;  
 

(b) the proposal will have any adverse impact on the character and appearance of 
the conservation area; 

 
(c) any impacts on equalities or human rights are acceptable; and  

 
(d) comments raised have been addressed. 

 
(a) Character of Listed Building 
 
The Historic Environment Policy for Scotland (HEPS) outlines how we should 
undertake our collective duty of care whenever a decision in the planning system will 
affect the historic environment. There are three key areas which define how the historic 
environment should be understood, recognised and managed to support participation 
and positive outcomes, including "Managing Change" under policies HEP2, HEP3 and 
HEP4. 
 
The Guidance on Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas presumes against any 
alterations that would seriously detract from the character of the listed building. 
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The rear extension is to be finished in dark-grey zinc and glass, offering a clear 
differentiation between the historic fabric and new addition. The proposed extension 
would form a contemporary addition to the rear elevation of the building and would be 
clearly read as a modern intervention within the building's historical narrative. It would 
provide a distinct and sympathetic contrast with the simple detailing of the Georgian 
architecture of the host building. 
 
The extent of the proposal would ensure that a significant proportion of the rear 
elevation of the property would be retained and could still be viewed. The proposal 
does not exceed 50% of the width of the rear elevation as set out in the Listed 
Buildings and Conservation Areas Guidance. The development would retain the 
original boundary wall as part of the extension and would enable the retention of that 
element of historic fabric as part of the scheme. 
 
The internal alterations involve the removal of doors between the kitchen and hall and 
the hall and bedroom. These elements of the proposal are relatively minor, and do not 
involve works to internal spaces of significance or architectural merit. The means of 
access to the extension would be through a frameless glazed link from the existing 
building.  
 
The works would not adversely affect the historical or architectural character of the 
building and are acceptable. 
 
Historic Environment Scotland has no objections to the proposals. 
 
(b) Character and Appearance of Conservation Area 

 
The New Town Conservation Area Character Appraisal summary states that the area is 
typified by the formal plan layout, spacious stone built terraces, broad streets and an 
overall classical elegance. The buildings are of a generally consistent three storey and 
basement scale, with some four storey corner and central pavilions. 
 
The external alterations are restricted to the rear elevation at basement level and will 
not be easily visible from any public view. The contemporary design of the extensions 
will complement the historic environment. 
 
The development would extend over a redundant well, the date of which is unknown, 
and it is recommended that a condition is attached to secure an appropriate method of 
capping and preservation in-situ. 
 
The footprint of the extension would be 30 square metres, leaving approximately 80% 
of the original garden ground as amenity space. 
 
Therefore the proposal will not have a detrimental effect on the character or 
appearance of the conservation area or World Heritage Site and so complies with 
policy Env 6. 
 
(c) Equalities and Human Rights 

 
The application has been assessed and has no impact in terms of equalities or human 
rights. 
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(d) Comments 
 
The proposal attracted 26 letters of objection. The main material points raised were: 
 
Material Objections: 
 

 Undermines the value of the World Heritage Site and Conservation Area - this 
has been addressed in section 3.3 (b). 

 The design is incongruous and too large - this has been addressed in section 
3.3 (a). 

 Building over a historic well and impact on water systems - this has been 
addressed in section 3.3 (b). 

 Building over the lawn - this has been addressed in section 3.3 (b). 

 The materials are inappropriate - this has been addressed in section 3.3 (a). 

 Unsuitable for a tenement - this has been addressed in section 3.3 (a). 

 The rear elevation is as important as the front - this has been addressed in 
section 3.3 (b). 

 
The main non-material points raised were: 
 

 Not beneficial to the local area. 

 Sets a precedent. 

 No consultation with neighbours prior. 

 Query about removed objection. 

 If the property is too small he can move out. 

 The examples of other extensions are not comparable. 

 Residents have to work around scaffolding. 

 Development is motivated by financial gain. 

 Shared outdoor space going into single ownership. 

 Estate agents offering cash for shared garden space. 

 Dirt from construction. 

 Alteration to external downpipes effect on neighbours. 

 Loss of privacy. 

 Noise and smell. 

 Light pollution. 

 Continuous traffic and unrestricted parking. 

 Loss of views. 

 Obscured access to the rear of the property. 

 Loss of natural light for neighbours. 
 
The proposals have special regard to the desirability of preserving the building and its 
setting and will have no adverse effect on any feature of special architectural interest. 
 
It is recommended that this application be Granted subject to the details below. 
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3.4 Conditions/reasons/informatives 
 
 
 
 
Informatives 

 
It should be noted that: 
 
1. The works hereby permitted shall be commenced no later than the expiration of 

three years from the date of this consent. 
 

Financial impact  

4.1 The financial impact has been assessed as follows: 

 
There are no financial implications to the Council. 

Risk, Policy, compliance and governance impact 

5.1 Provided planning applications are determined in accordance with statutory 
legislation, the level of risk is low. 

Equalities impact  

6.1 The equalities impact has been assessed as follows: 

 
The application has been assessed and has no impact in terms of equalities or human 
rights. 

Sustainability impact  

7.1 The sustainability impact has been assessed as follows: 
 
This application is not subject to the sustainability requirements of the Edinburgh 
Design Guidance. 

Consultation and engagement  

8.1 Pre-Application Process 
 
There is no pre-application process history. 
 
8.2 Publicity summary of representations and Community Council comments 
 
The application was advertised on 1 February 2019. It attracted 26 letters of objection. 

Background reading/external references 

 To view details of the application go to  

 Planning and Building Standards online services 

 Planning guidelines  

https://citydev-portal.edinburgh.gov.uk/idoxpa-web/search.do?action=simple&searchType=Application
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/planningguidelines
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 Conservation Area Character Appraisals  

 Edinburgh Local Development Plan  

 Scottish Planning Policy 

  

http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/characterappraisals
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/localdevelopmentplan
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Built-Environment/planning/Policy
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David R. Leslie 
Chief Planning Officer 
PLACE 
The City of Edinburgh Council 
 
 
Contact: Rachel Timlin, Trainee Planner  
E-mail:rachel.timlin@edinburgh.gov.uk Tel:0131 529 6797 

Links - Policies 

 
Relevant Policies: 
 
Relevant policies of the Local Development Plan. 
 
LDP Policy Des 1 (Design Quality and Context) sets general criteria for assessing 
design quality and requires an overall design concept to be demonstrated. 
 
LDP Policy Env 4 (Listed Buildings - Alterations and Extensions) identifies the 
circumstances in which alterations and extensions to listed buildings will be permitted. 
 
LDP Policy Env 6 (Conservation Areas - Development) sets out criteria for assessing 
development in a conservation area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Statutory Development 

Plan Provision 

 

The site has been identified in Edinburgh's Local 

Development Plan as being an Urban Area and Historic 

Designed Landscape. 

 

 Date registered 10 January 2019 

 

 

 

 

Drawing numbers/Scheme 01-03, 

 

 

 

Scheme 1 
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Relevant Non-Statutory Guidelines 
 
Non-statutory guidelines 'LISTED BUILDINGS AND CONSERVATION AREAS' 
provides guidance on repairing, altering or extending listed buildings and unlisted 
buildings in conservation areas. 
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Appendix 1 
 
Application for Listed Building Consent 19/00096/LBC 
At 19C Fettes Row, Edinburgh, EH3 6RH 
Single storey extension to rear and associated internal 
alterations. 
 
Consultations 

 
 
Historic Environment Scotland 
 
Historic Environment Scotland does not object to this application and do not have any 
comments to make on the proposals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Location Plan 

 
 

© Crown Copyright and database right 2014. All rights reserved. Ordnance Survey License number 100023420 

END 
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Development Management Sub Committee 

Wednesday 22 May 2019 

 

 

 

Application for Planning Permission 19/01333/FUL 
At Land 30 Metres South Of 31, Groathill Road South, 
Edinburgh 
Application to amend the design of the consented and 
commenced development of 9 flats on the site at the south 
end of Groathill Road South, Edinburgh (planning ref 
14/00026/FUL). The proposal aims to provide further 
amenities to the penthouse apartment through the addition 
of a room to the roof. 

 

 

Summary 

 
The proposed rooftop addition complies with the policies contained in the Edinburgh 
Development Plan. The extension to the roof will be in-keeping with the overall 
development design and will not result in adverse harm to its wider surroundings.  
Neighbouring amenity will not be adversely affected by the proposals. There are no 
material considerations that would outweigh this conclusion. 
 

 

Links 

Policies and guidance for 

this application 

LDPP, LDES01, LDES04, LDES05, NSG, NSGD02,  

 Item number  

 Report number 

 

 

 

 

 

Wards B05 - Inverleith 

file:///C:/uniform/temp/uf04148.rtf%23Policies
file:///C:/uniform/temp/uf04148.rtf%23Policies
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Report 

Application for Planning Permission 19/01333/FUL 
At Land 30 Metres South Of 31, Groathill Road South, 
Edinburgh 
Application to amend the design of the consented and 
commenced development of 9 flats on the site at the south 
end of Groathill Road South, Edinburgh (planning ref 
14/00026/FUL). The proposal aims to provide further 
amenities to the penthouse apartment through the addition 
of a room to the roof. 
 

Recommendations  

1.1 It is recommended that this application be Granted subject to the details below. 

Background 

2.1 Site description 

 
The application site is a triangular shaped area of land, measuring 0.17 hectares and is 
located south west off Groathill Road South. Within the site, the construction of a 
detached dwelling house is on-going. 
 
The site is set below and to the north of a former railway junction, raised on 
embankments above the surrounding land and passing along both the eastern and 
western boundaries of the site. The tracks of the former railway lines have been 
converted into public footpaths and cycle paths. 
 
The site is located within a residential area with the nearest residential properties 
located on Maidencraig Crescent, Queens Road and Groathill Road South.  
 
2.2 Site History 

 
24 November 2014 - Planning permission was granted to erect 9 flats and 1 detached 
house on site previously used for housing (as amended) (Application number 
14/00026/FUL). 
 
26 June 2015 - Non-material variation - change to design and materials (Application 
number 14/00026/VARY). 
 
28 August 2015 - Planning permission granted to erect two storey dwelling with hipped 
roof (as amended) (Application number 15/02901/FUL). 
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3 November 2015 - Planning permission refused to erect two storey dwelling with 
hipped roof, on land to the south of 29 Groathill Road South and adjacent to a 
previously permitted detached house (15/02901/FUL) (Application number 
15/04130/FUL). 
 
16 March 2016 - Planning permission granted for the development of one additional 
detached dwelling over and above previously consented detached dwelling 
(15/02901/FUL), on land to the south of 31 Groathill Road South (Application number 
16/00761/FUL). 
 
12 October 2017 - Non material variation to permission 14/00026/FUL (Application 
number 14/00026/VAR2). 

Main report 

3.1 Description Of The Proposal 

 
The application seeks to amend the design of a development of nine flats that was 
consented under planning application number 14/00026/FUL. The proposal seeks to 
extend the penthouse apartment on the fourth floor with an additional room to the roof 
and outside terrace area. The extension will comprise a flat roof structure, with full 
height glazing, including vertical cedar timber cladding for part of its elevations.  
 
The development overall will comprise six floors.  
 
3.2 Determining Issues 

 
Section 25 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 states - Where, in 
making any determination under the planning Acts, regard is to be had to the 
development plan, the determination shall be made in accordance with the plan unless 
material considerations indicate otherwise. 
 
Do the proposals comply with the development plan? 
 
If the proposals do comply with the development plan, are there any compelling 
reasons for not approving them? 
 
If the proposals do not comply with the development plan, are there any compelling 
reasons for approving them? 
 
3.3 Assessment 
 

To address these determining issues, the Committee needs to consider whether: 
 

a) the development design is acceptable;  
 

b) the proposal will impact on neighbouring amenity; and 
 

c) any matters raised in representations have been addressed. 
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a) Development Design 
 
Policy Des 1- Design Quality and Context of the LDP requires development proposals 
to create or contribute towards a sense of place. The design should be based on an 
overall design concept that draws upon the positive characteristics of the surrounding 
area. Permission will not be granted for proposals that are inappropriate in design or for 
proposals that would be damaging to the character or appearance of the area.  
 
Policy Des 4 Development Design - Impact on Setting of the LDP also requires 
development proposals to have a positive impact on its surroundings, including the 
character of the wider townscape, having regards to its height and form; scale and 
proportions, including the spaces between the buildings, position of buildings and other 
features on the site; and the materials and detailing. 
 
The assessment of the proposal is limited to the proposed rooftop extension only. The 
development design and height of the block of flats was approved under planning 
application 14/00026/FUL. The scale, form and design of the proposed roof top addition 
would be in keeping with the overall design of the scheme and it will not appear as an 
overwhelming or incongruous addition to the wider townscape. The overall height of the 
development will not impact on important views.   
 
The proposal complies within policy Des 1 and Des 4 of the LDP. 
 
b) Neighbouring Amenity 
 
Policy Des 5 Development Design - Amenity of the LDP states that planning permission 
will be granted for development where it is demonstrated that the amenity of 
neighbouring residents will not be adversely affected by the proposal. 
 
The approved scheme under application 14/00026/FUL was revised to reduce its 
height. However, the current proposal in comparison to the original scheme does not 
occupy the entire roof.  
 
The proposed roof top addition is within the approved foot print for the fifth floor plan 
and it will not result in overshadowing or loss of daylight to neighbouring windows.  
 
In terms of privacy, the proposed rooftop addition will not result in adverse harm. The 
western section of the development will face onto the flats on Queens Road and the 
extension will have a distance of 45 metres from these buildings. The proposal will not 
have an adverse impact. 
 
The northern section of the extension will be set back from the edge of the by 8 metres 
and the proposal will not result in overlooking or loss of privacy levels to neighbouring 
properties on Groathill Road South. 
 
The southern section of the extension is orientated towards Queensferry Road. 
Although elevated, the extension and the terrace area will not face directly onto the 
windows of neighbouring buildings on Maidencraig Crescent and the extension will 
have an approximate distance of 50 metres from these properties. While the existing 
trees currently provide a degree of screening, the overall height and orientation of the 
development will not result in unacceptable levels of harm. 
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It should be noted that planning does not control/regulate individual access or use of 
rooftop spaces. 
 
The proposed rooftop addition will not result in adverse degree of overlooking or result 
loss of privacy to neighbouring windows. 
 
The proposal complies with policy Des 5 of the LDP. 
 
c) Matters raised in representations 
 
Material - Objection 
 

 Development not in-keeping with the surroundings - Addressed in Section 3.3 
(a). 

 Impact on neighbouring privacy levels - Addressed in Section 3.3 (b). 

 Rooftop addition will project above trees - Addressed in Section 3.3 (b). 

 Existing trees will not provide screening during winter - Addressed in Section 3.3 
(b). 

 Previous scheme was revised to reduce the height - Addressed in Section 3.3 
(b). 

 
Non-Material - Objection 
 

 Impact of the rooftop usage for a gym- planning does not control the usage of 
domestic rooms. 

 Loss of views - there is no right to a particular view in planning legislation. 

 Residents on Maidencraig Crescent were not notified - neighbour notification 
were carried out to land/buildings within 20 metres of the application site. A list of 
the notifiable neighbours are available to view on the Planning and Building 
Standards online portal.  

 Impact on wildlife corridor -not relevant to the assessment of a rooftop addition.  
 
Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, the proposed rooftop addition complies with the policies contained in the 
Local Development Plan. The extension to the roof will be in keeping with the overall 
development design and will not result in adverse harm to its wider surroundings.  
Neighbouring amenity will not be adversely affected by the proposals. There are no 
material considerations that outweigh this conclusion. 
 
It is recommended that this application be Granted subject to the details below. 
 
3.4 Conditions/reasons/informatives 
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Financial impact  

4.1 The financial impact has been assessed as follows: 
 
There are no financial implications to the Council. 

Risk, Policy, compliance and governance impact 

5.1 Provided planning applications are determined in accordance with statutory 
legislation, the level of risk is low. 

Equalities impact  

6.1 The equalities impact has been assessed as follows: 

 
The application has been assessed and has no impact in terms of equalities or human 
rights. 

Sustainability impact  

7.1 The sustainability impact has been assessed as follows: 

 
This application is not subject to the sustainability requirements of the Edinburgh 
Design Guidance. 

Consultation and engagement  

8.1 Pre-Application Process 
 
There is no pre-application process history. 
 
8.2 Publicity summary of representations and Community Council comments 
 
Neighbours were notified of the application 21 March 2019 and the proposal attracted 
10 objections. The comments are addressed in the assessment section of the report. 

Background reading/external references 

 To view details of the application go to  

 Planning and Building Standards online services 

 Planning guidelines  

 Conservation Area Character Appraisals  

 Edinburgh Local Development Plan  

 Scottish Planning Policy 

  

https://citydev-portal.edinburgh.gov.uk/idoxpa-web/search.do?action=simple&searchType=Application
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/planningguidelines
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/characterappraisals
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/localdevelopmentplan
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Built-Environment/planning/Policy
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David R. Leslie 
Chief Planning Officer 
PLACE 
The City of Edinburgh Council 
 
 
Contact: Laura Marshall, Planning Officer  
E-mail:laura.marshall@edinburgh.gov.uk Tel: 

Links - Policies 

 
Relevant Policies: 
 
Relevant policies of the Local Development Plan. 
 
LDP Policy Des 1 (Design Quality and Context) sets general criteria for assessing 
design quality and requires an overall design concept to be demonstrated. 
 
LDP Policy Des 4 (Development Design - Impact on Setting) sets criteria for assessing 
the impact of development design against its setting. 
 
LDP Policy Des 5 (Development Design - Amenity) sets criteria for assessing amenity.  
 
Relevant Non-Statutory Guidelines 
 
Non-Statutory guidelines Edinburgh Design Guidance supports development of the 
highest design quality and that integrates well with the existing city. It sets out the 
Council's expectations for the design of new development, including buildings, parking, 
streets and landscape, in Edinburgh. 
 

 Statutory Development 

Plan Provision 

 

The site is an urban area as designated in the 

Edinburgh Local Development Plan. 

 

 

 Date registered 14 March 2019 

 

 

 

 

Drawing numbers/Scheme 01-05., 

 

 

 

Scheme 1 
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Appendix 1 
 
Application for Planning Permission 19/01333/FUL 
At Land 30 Metres South Of 31, Groathill Road South, 
Edinburgh 
Application to amend the design of the consented and 
commenced development of 9 flats on the site at the south 
end of Groathill Road South, Edinburgh (planning ref 
14/00026/FUL). The proposal aims to provide further 
amenities to the penthouse apartment through the addition 
of a room to the roof. 
 
Consultations 

 
 
No consultations undertaken. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Location Plan 

 
 

© Crown Copyright and database right 2014. All rights reserved. Ordnance Survey License number 100023420 

END 
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Summary 

Protocol Note for Hearing  

Summary 

The Council is committed to extending public involvement in the planning process.  

Hearings allow members of the public to put their views on planning applications 

direct to the Councillors on the Development Management Sub-Committee. 

The Sub-Committee members have a report on the planning application which 

contains a summary of the comments received from the public.  Copies of the letters 

are available for Councillors to view in the group rooms.   

Committee Protocol for Hearings  

The Planning Committee on 25 February 2016 agreed a revised general protocol 

within which to conduct hearings of planning applications as follows: 

- Presentation by the Chief Planning 

Officer 

20 minutes 

- Questions by Members of the 

Sub-Committee 

 

- Presentation by Community Council 5 minutes 

- Presentations by Other Parties 5 minutes, each party 

- Questions by Members of the 

Sub-Committee 

 

- Presentation by Ward Councillors 5 minutes each member 

- Questions by Members of the 

Sub-Committee 

 

- Presentation by Applicant 15 minutes 

- Questions by Members of the Sub-

Committee 

 

- Debate and decision by members of 

the Sub-Committee 

 

 



Order of Speakers for this Hearing 

 

1 Chief Planning Officer - presentation of report  10.15 -10.35 

2 Representors or Consultees 

Peter Scott, Cramond and Barnton Community 

Council 

Charlotte Cowe, Davidson’s Mains and 

Silverknowes Association 

Sally Chalmers, Cammo Residents Association 

 
   
10.40 -10.45 

 

10.50 -10.55 

 

11.00 -11.05 

3 Ward Councillors 

Councillor Kevin Lang 

Councillor Graham Hutchison 

Alex Cole-Hamilton MSP 

 

11.10 -11.15 

11.20 -11.25 

11.30 -11.35 

 

4 Break 11.40 -11.50 

5 Applicant and Applicant’s Agent  

Ewan McIntyre (EMA) 

Pol MacDonald (OPEN) 

Gavin Pope (CALA Homes) 

Nicholas Wright (David Wilson Homes) 

 

 

11.55 –12.10 

 

6 Break for Lunch 12.15 –12.50 

7 Debate and Decision on Application by Sub-
Committee 

12.55 

Scheduled times are approximate but within this the time limits for speakers will be 

enforced – speakers will be reminded when they have 1 minute remaining.  

Speakers should keep to “material planning matters” that the Sub-Committee can 

take into account.  Any visual material must be submitted to Committee Services at 

least 24 hours before the meeting.  Decisions will generally be to approve or refuse.  

Conditions of approval or reasons for refusal may be considered at a subsequent 

meeting.  If the application is continued for further information, the Hearing will not be 

re-opened at a later stage and contributors will not be invited to speak again.  In 

such cases, the public can attend the meeting to observe the discussion from the 

gallery. 
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Development Management Sub Committee 

Wednesday 22 May 2019 

 

 

 

Application for Planning Permission 18/01755/FUL 
At Land 345 Metres Southeast Of 18, Cammo Walk, 
Edinburgh 
Development of LDP allocated site HSG20 for residential 
development supported by ancillary mixed uses including 
associated works and landscaping (as amended). 

 

 

Summary 

 
The principle of housing development is acceptable on this allocated site (HSG 20 
Cammo). The proposed development delivers a good mix of housing types with on-site 
affordable housing. There is a strong landscape context. The proposals comply with the 
wider objectives of the Local Development Plan. 
 

 

Links 

Policies and guidance for 

this application 

LDPP, LHOU01, LHOU02, LHOU03, LHOU04, 

LHOU06, LHOU10, LDES01, LDES02, LDES03, 

LDES04, LDES05, LDES06, LDES07, LDES08, 

LDES09, LDEL01, LTRA01, LTRA02, LTRA03, 

LTRA04, LTRA08, LEN03, LEN07, LEN08, LEN09, 

LEN11, LEN12, LEN15, LEN16, LEN21, LEN22, 

SUPP, SGDC, NSG, NSGD02, NSHAFF,  

 Item number  

 Report number 

 

 

 

 

 

Wards B01 - Almond 

file:///C:/uniform/temp/uf04148.rtf%23Policies
file:///C:/uniform/temp/uf04148.rtf%23Policies
9079393
6.1(b)
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Report 

Application for Planning Permission 18/01755/FUL 
At Land 345 Metres Southeast Of 18, Cammo Walk, 
Edinburgh 
Development of LDP allocated site HSG20 for residential 
development supported by ancillary mixed uses including 
associated works and landscaping (as amended). 
 

Recommendations  

1.1 It is recommended that this application be Granted subject to the details below. 

Background 

2.1 Site description 
 
The site lies within the Almond basin covering an area of approximately 28ha and is 
currently in agricultural use (Class 2 Prime Agricultural Land). The Edinburgh Green 
Belt abuts the site on its western and southern boundaries. The Bughtlin Burn also 
follows this boundary. Cammo Walk spans the length of the western edge of the site, 
providing links to Cammo Estate Park and further south to Craigs Road Junction. The 
northern site boundary is formed by the rear gardens of residential properties located 
along Cammo Grove, with Maybury Road (A902) forming the eastern boundary. The 
site topography is largely flat throughout, with a fairly steep level change off Maybury 
Road at the north east corner. 
 
The surrounding area to the south and west is largely characterised by agricultural 
arable land with recreational opportunities at Cammo Estate Park. The residential area 
of Cammo to the north of the site is dominated by low density detached suburban villas. 
Directly to the east of Maybury Road, East Craigs is defined by higher density housing 
with an organic urban grain and an area of open space providing a landscaping buffer 
between this residential area and Maybury Road. Due to proximity to Edinburgh Airport, 
the site lies within an Airport Development Restriction Zone. 
 
Beyond the application boundary to the west, there are a number of significant sites 
and designations within close proximity. These include; Cammo Special Landscape 
Area, Cammo Estate Local Nature Reserve, Cammo Garden and Designed 
Landscape, Cammo Tower and Mauseley Hill. There are also several listed buildings to 
the west of the site associated with Cammo Estate.  
 
Cammo House Knoll (LB47715) on the top of Mauseley Hill and Cammo Water Tower 
(LB28039) are both Category B listed buildings which are located to the west of the 
site. 
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2.2 Site History 
 
16 October 2013 - Proposed Application Notice for residential development supported 
by ancillary mixed uses, including associated works and landscaping on land to the 
southeast of Cammo Walk (13/03999/PAN). 
 
04 December 2014 - An appeal against deemed refusal on grounds of non-
determination  for the Proposal for up to 670 unit residential development supported by 
ancillary mixed uses, including associated works and landscaping (as amended) 
(14/01776/PPP).  An appeal was lodged to Scottish Ministers against non-
determination and this appeal was dismissed (PPA-230-2134). 
 
The Reporter was minded to grant the appeal, however it was called in by Scottish 
Ministers who dismissed the appeal. In dismissing the appeal Scottish Ministers took 
the view that in this case, there was prejudice to the Proposed LDP and the application 
should not be approved at this stage. Scottish Ministers considered that the wider 
cumulative impacts of the development within the West Edinburgh area were yet to be 
fully considered through the comprehensive LDP process. The start of the LDP 
examination was imminent at that point, and Scottish Ministers did not agree with the 
Reporter who concluded that the advantages of the scheme outweighed the 
implications to the LDP process. 
 
08 November 2017 - Proposal of Application Notice for residential development 
supported by ancillary mixed uses including associated works and landscaping (Ref: 
17/04395/PAN). 
 
November 2016- The site was allocated for housing as LDP Site HSG 20 in the 
Adopted Edinburgh Local Development Plan.  
 
Neighbouring Sites 
 
LDP Site HSG 19 
The neighbouring allocated site of Maybury HSG 19 lies under 1km to the south of the 
Cammo site and is allocated in the LDP for an estimated 1700-2000 houses, providing 
cycle and pedestrian links to Edinburgh Gateway Station. 

Main report 

3.1 Description Of The Proposal 
 
The revised proposal is for planning permission for a residential development 
comprising of 655 units (previously 656 units), with ancillary mixed uses, associated 
works and landscaping. The ancillary uses within the proposed Community Hub at the 
north eastern corner of the site are proposed to be a nursery and multi-functional 
spaces. 
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A comprehensive masterplan has been developed which follows similar design 
principles of the previous PPP scheme (14/01776/PPP), respecting the two main view 
corridors looking from Maybury Road to the Special Landscape Area which are integral 
to this site. The masterplan is based around these two main view corridors which 
provide a variety of usable open spaces to serve future residents whilst creating a 
coherent green network throughout the site and beyond in both western and eastern 
directions. 
 
The housing mix comprises of 491 private housing units and 164 affordable housing 
units, providing an overall total of 655 new homes. This has been broken down as 
follows:  
 
Private Housing (491 in total) 
 
Houses 
 
82 x 3 bed (78 Terrace, 4 Detached) 
121 x 4 bed (6 Terrace, 115 Detached) 
32 x 5 bed (Detached) 
 
Flats 
10 x 1 bed 
141 x 2 bed 
63 x 3 bed 
42 x 3 bed colonies 
 
Affordable Housing (164 in total) 
Houses 
33 x 3 bed 
 
Flats 
33 x 1 bed 
98 x 2 bed 
 
The architectural style is predominantly modern, with traditional elements throughout. 
The split of houses between both developers, CALA and David Wilson Homes, can be 
seen within the Accommodation Schedule which has been submitted in support of this 
application. CALA will be delivering the houses to the north of Mauseley Park and 
Barratt David Wilson will deliver the houses to the south of this.  All other infrastructure 
and landscape will be delivered jointly by the consortium.  
 
Vehicular access would be taken from two access points on Maybury Road. The 
northern access will be a new junction some 150 metres south of Cammo Gardens.  
The access to the south of the development will be a new junction approximately 440 
metres to the north of Maybury Drive roundabout. Pedestrians and cyclists have four 
access points along Maybury Road, as well as an existing access at the north west 
corner onto Cammo Walk and a proposed footbridge over the Bughtlin Burn at the 
south west corner. The hierarchy of footpaths and cycle routes within the site will 
connect to a series of existing surrounding active travel routes to encourage 
sustainable travel options in this busy area of West Edinburgh. 
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The primary road throughout the site links the north and south accesses, forming the 
principal street and acting as the main movement spine for pedestrians, cyclists and 
motorists. Avenue planting is proposed on both sides of the street to ensure this 
primary street is an attractive environment whilst helping to reduce vehicle speeds. This 
also helps to identify a clear street hierarchy and ensures legibility throughout the 
development. 
 
There are four key landscape areas throughout the site providing a well-connected 
landscape led masterplan. These four landscape character areas have a variety of 
passive and active spaces incorporating active travel routes, play areas, community 
growing areas, civic space and informal open space. 
 
Revised Scheme 
 
A revised scheme was submitted in November 2018. This provided for the following 
revisions to the original scheme:- 
 

 The design layout of housing along western edge, adjacent to Cammo Estate, 
have been amended to remove the private driveways/vehicular parking from the 
front of the homes and introduce a series of secondary lanes to the rear of the 
properties. This has moved the proposed houses forwards and created a car 
free frontage along the western edge; 

 Communal Open Space has replaced the originally proposed car parking behind 
the apartment blocks; 

 The form, location and heights of apartments along Maybury Road have been 
amended to comprise of 3 and 4 storey apartment blocks, with the massing 
reduced to 3 storey at the corners to frame the long views to Cammo Estate;  

 Apartment blocks 10 and 11 adjacent to the community building have been 
lowered from 4 to 3 storey. Apartment block 19 has increased in height, from 3 
to 4 storeys; 

 Revised proposed material finishes with the apartment blocks to be finished in 
brick as opposed to the originally proposed mixed render and brick; 

 The replacement of the proposed timber fence with a wall behind the community 
building and 

 The proposed active travel route is extended to connect back to the existing path 
on the south eastern boundary.  

 
Supporting Statements 
 
The applicant submitted the following documents in support of the application: 
 

 Cultural Heritage Desk-based Assessment; 

 Design and Access Statement; 

 Drainage Strategy Plan; 

 Environmental Impact Assessment Report; 

 Flood Risk Assessment; 

 Ground Investigation Report; 

 Landscape Framework Masterplan; 

 Noise Impact Assessment; 

 PAC Report; 
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 Quality Audit Report; 

 Road Safety Audit; 

 Swept Path Analysis; and 

 Transport Assessment. 
 
An Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Screening Request established that an 
EIA Report would be required for this development, namely to focus on the impacts on 
numerous significant sites within close proximity and to consider the wider cumulative 
impacts within the surrounding area.  An EIA Report was submitted to accompany the 
planning application and broadly covered the following topic areas: 
 

 Noise; 

 Air Quality; 

 Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment; and 

 Ecology and Nature Conservation. 
 
All supporting documentation is available to view on the Planning and Building 
Standards Online Services. 
 
3.2 Determining Issues 

 
Section 25 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 states - Where, in 
making any determination under the planning Acts, regard is to be had to the 
development plan, the determination shall be made in accordance with the plan unless 
material considerations indicate otherwise. 
 
In considering whether to grant consent, special regard must be had to the desirability 
of preserving the building or its setting or any features of special architectural or historic 
interest which it possesses. For the purposes of this issue, preserve, in relation to the 
building, means preserve it either in its existing state or subject only to such alterations 
or extensions as can be carried out without serious detriment to its character. 
 
Do the proposals comply with the development plan? 
 
If the proposals do comply with the development plan, are there any compelling 
reasons for not approving them? 
 
If the proposals do not comply with the development plan, are there any compelling 
reasons for approving them? 
 
3.3 Assessment 
 

To address these determining issues, the Committee needs to consider whether: 
 

a) the principle of the development proposed is acceptable; 
 

b) the density, scale, design, layout and housing mix are acceptable; 
 

c) the landscape impacts are acceptable; 
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d) the proposal preserves or enhances the historic environment; setting of listed 
building, designed landscape and archaeological significance; 

 
e) the impact on traffic, road safety and active travel is acceptable; 

 
f) the local infrastructure can accommodate the development; 

 
g) the proposal preserves neighbour and future occupier amenity; 

 
h) the impact on air quality is acceptable; 

 
i) flooding and drainage issues have been addressed; 

 
j) there is no adverse impact on local biodiversity; 

 
k) all public comments are addressed; 

 
l) the proposal meets sustainability criteria; and 

 
m) any impacts on equalities or human rights are acceptable. 

 
a) Principle 
 
The site is identified in the LDP as housing site HSG 20 Cammo. LDP Policy Hou 1 
states that priority will be given to the delivery of housing and relevant infrastructure 
through sites allocated in the plan. 
 
The LDP gives an estimated capacity of 500-700 homes based on a site of 28 hectares 
of which 20 hectares is developable land. These figures, as per the Housing Site 
Assessment within the LDP Environmental Report Volume 2 (2014), are based on 
providing 3ha of woodland planting and safeguarding 5ha for view corridors and 
Maybury Road frontage as part of the key Development Principles in the LDP; this did 
not include land which is non-developable due to flood risk. The proposed masterplan 
excludes a significant area of land from built development due to flood risk on the 
western and southern boundary of the site. This area is proposed as a large parkland 
area within the site, providing usable open space and ensuring the delivery of a co-
ordinated masterplan, as per LDP Policy Des 2. 
 
The Maybury and Cammo Site Brief sets out the parameters for the comprehensive 
development of the site through 12 key principles. 
 
These are summarised below, with the full description set out on page 59 of the LDP: 
 

 Maximum accessibility to public transport; 

 Opportunity to enhance connections across and improve frontage of Maybury 
Road; 

 Allow views through the site to Mauseley Hill, Cammo Water Tower, Cammo 
Estate Park and the Pentland Hills; 

 Enhance the context of the Designed Landscape; 

 Provide new woodland, grassland and wetland boundary along southern and 
western edge of site; 
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 Re-align and improve treatment of the Bughtlin Burn; 

 Provide green network connections in and around the site; 

 Address General Development Principles on transport and education for West 
Edinburgh; 

 Ensure appropriate access from Maybury Road; 

 Ensure safe pedestrian crossing of Maybury Road;-Address any impacts on the 
safe operation of the local road network; and 

 Final masterplan to be informed by a Flood Risk Assessment. 
 
The 12 LDP principles will be addressed throughout this report and the proposal 
satisfies the majority of these. 
 
The principle of housing development on this site is therefore acceptable, subject to 
compliance with other relevant LDP policies. 
 
b) Density, scale, design, layout and housing mix 
 
The proposed overall residential density equates to 36 units per hectare. This excludes 
9.8 hectares of non-developable land due to flood risk on the western edge. The LDP 
recommends a density of 25-35 units per hectare, therefore the proposal is slightly in 
breach of this.  In comparison, the surrounding area to the immediate north of the site 
has a density of 25 units per hectare whilst the residential area to the east of the site 
has a density of 33 units per hectare. 
 
The proposed higher density housing is located within the eastern edge of the site 
which borders Maybury Road. Flatted blocks are common place on the adjacent side of 
Maybury Road and therefore the high density units are not out of character for this 
area. This location is also closest in proximity to access existing bus services and 
further facilities on Queensferry Road and Whitehouse Road. The presence of high 
density buildings will also assist in changing the character of Maybury Road with the 
presumption of assisting to reduce vehicle speed limits. 
 
Higher density low rise buildings (colonies) have also been incorporated within the 
proposal in the central spinal area of the masterplan, looking onto Mauseley Park and 
Cammo Tower Avenue. The higher density housing units are restrained to primary 
routes within the site which overlook areas of the proposed open space network. 
 
Whilst the overall proposed density is higher than the surrounding areas, particularly 
the flatted blocks facing Maybury Road, the increased density is not perceived to have 
an adverse impact on local character, environmental quality or residential amenity, as 
per LDP Policy Hou 4 and the Edinburgh Design Guidance. The proposed densities 
allow a variety of townscape capable of achieving an urban environment with various 
characteristics and a good sense of place. The marginal increase from the LDP density 
recommendation is acceptable to ensure the efficient use of an allocated site land 
within the City. 
 
Scale and height 
LDP Policy Des 4 requires new development proposals to have similar characteristics 
to the surrounding urban grain, paying close attention to scale, height and positioning 
of buildings, whilst incorporating the wider landscape and view corridors. 
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The proposal includes a varied building scale and height throughout the site. As 
mentioned above, the higher density buildings are located adjacent to Maybury Road 
and in areas overlooking the avenues of public open space. 
 
On Maybury Road, Scheme 1 proposed a more solid massing with four storey blocks 
spanning the length of this edge. Architecture and Design Scotland and various 
representations received were not supportive of this approach. As a result, Scheme 2 
has revised the built form in this location to provide a broken roofscape with varied 
height and scale of three and four storey blocks. The overall scale and massing has 
therefore been reduced. This improved architectural response allows additional 
permeability through the site, a less dominant built form edge and raises awareness of 
the landscape through and beyond the site, as stipulated by the LDP site brief. This 
also has a positive impact on air quality with Maybury Road being perceived as less of 
a 'tunnel of development'. 
 
The proposed units bordering both the northern and southern edge of Mauseley Park 
are three and four storeys in height, with a mixture of colony type units, terraces and 
larger flatted blocks with active frontages facing the public open space and anticipated 
key desire line. Further three storey blocks are spread infrequently throughout the 
central part of the site. The rest of the site features two storey, largely detached 
housing. 
 
As development spans from east to west, the scale, height and massing of building 
intentionally drops off as the development approaches Cammo Estate contributing to 
defensible Green Belt boundary, as per LDP Policy Des 9.  This hierarchy of 
architecture provides a suitable boundary and appropriate integration with the wider 
landscape.  
 
Design and layout 
LDP Policy Des 7 seeks new developments to enhance community safety and urban 
vitality whilst providing direct connections for pedestrians and cyclists through a well-
designed layout. 
 
The applicant has submitted a comprehensive Design and Access Statement which 
details the Urban Design Strategy for the proposal. It states that the overall masterplan 
concept has been designed around a landscape led approach, focussing on the key 
contextual structures and views beyond the site whilst ensuring permeability throughout 
the site to enhance connections with the wider environment. 
 
The proposal includes two linear view corridors from Maybury Road through to the 
historic environment on the western periphery, which dictate the overall layout of the 
design concept. The proposed buildings are then split into three development blocks.  
The blocks are regular in shape and form, seeking to mirror the pattern of development 
within the existing Cammo residential area to the north. The general urban form within 
East Craigs could be described as organic in nature, so the proposal is more reflective 
of the area to the north. 
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The street hierarchy is clearly legible with the primary vehicle route looping through 
connecting the north and south access points. This street is tree lined on both sides to 
delineate it from other streets. A series of secondary streets provide connections and 
movements within this loop. Pedestrians and cyclists have four access points along 
Maybury Road with clearly visible green networks providing a car free environment on 
the linear parks to ensure safe movement throughout the site. These green networks 
have been successfully designed to combine open space with active travel routes and 
are overlooked by residential units. The proposed routes connect into an existing 
networks of paths to the north, east, south and west of the development. 
 
Police Scotland have recommended their Secure by Design principles are incorporated 
to ensure crime prevention through environmental design. The applicant has been in 
discussions with Police Scotland to confirm the design is in accordance with their 
recommendations. The masterplan proposed active frontages to open spaces and 
footpaths which ensures a higher level of community security throughout the 
development. 
 
The revised flatted blocks on Maybury Road are dual frontage to maximise the amenity 
of residents and increasing safety to allow flats to overlook the areas of open space. 
Projecting balconies were also originally proposed which Environmental Protection 
objected to due to air quality issues. The revised Scheme 2 has removed these 
projecting balconies and proposes a limited number of recessed balconies only on 
corner feature blocks which protects amenity and emphasises the architectural 
response. 
 
The primary material proposed for this development site is brick. The palette of 
materials extends to include cream render, dark grey cladding, dark grey and brown 
UPVC windows and doors and grey concrete roof tiles. The architectural style and 
same materials runs throughout the whole development site to ensure coherence whilst 
contributing to a distinctive sense of place. The buildings located on the eastern edge 
of the site will be the most visible from passing traffic on Maybury Road. Two types of 
brick are proposed on these elevations, which would be utilised to create different 
textures with zinc panelling on feature corners.   
 
A standard condition is recommended for a sample palette of materials to be approved 
prior to development commencing. 
 
In terms of boundary treatments, Scheme 2 has amended the layout of housing to the 
western edge, adjacent to Cammo Estate, to remove the private drives along the front, 
and introduced a series of secondary lanes to the rear of the properties. This has 
created a vehicle free active frontage along the western boundary. 
 
Overall the proposed design and layout is in accordance with the design principles for 
new development as set out in the LDP, and most notably with LDP Policy Des 1. 
 
Housing mix 
LDP Policy Hou 2 seeks developments to provide a wide range of house types and 
sizes to ensure there is a wide choice of housing provision to create sustainable and 
diverse communities. This allows a wide range of population groups to occupy the 
development. 
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The Edinburgh Design Guidance requires larger housing schemes to provide 20% of 
the total homes as family housing. Family housing is described as having three or more 
bedrooms, good levels of storage, direct access to private gardens, with a minimum 
internal floor area of 91m2. The proposal is in accordance with these 
recommendations.  
 
Affordable Housing 
The applicant has made a commitment to provide 25% (164 units) on-site affordable 
housing. 100% of these units will be delivered on site. 70% of these units will be 
provided for an RSL, with the remainder 30% being provided as golden share housing. 
 
Whilst the overall number of on-site affordable housing units are in line with LDP Policy 
Hou 6, Scheme 1 did not achieve a representative mix of house types and sizes being 
heavy reliant on 1 and 2 bed flats. After continued dialogue between the applicant and 
the Council's Housing Department, Scheme 2 now provides for the following:- 
 

 114 units for RSL housing in partnership with Places for People, with an 
acceptable mix of house sizes (104 x 2 bed flats, 10 x 3 bed terraces); with a 
majority of these 114 homes to be provided as social rent. 

 

 50 units (27 x 2 bed flats, 23 x 3 bed terraces) to be provided for Golden Share. 
 
In order to meet the highest priority need of the city, the Council requested a reduction 
in the number of golden share properties and requested an increased number of RSL 
rented homes. However, supplementary guidance on affordable housing policy at the 
time this application was submitted stated a preference for 70% social housing and 
indicates by default, that 30% housing can be alternative tenures. As such, this 
provision is in compliance with LDP Policy Hou 6 and non-statutory guidance. 
 
The affordable housing will be largely located on the eastern edge of the site; closest to 
existing amenities and public transport links. All the affordable homes must meet the 
Edinburgh Design Guidance and also meet the relevant Housing Association Design 
Guidance size and space standards. In the interests of delivering mixed, sustainable 
communities, the affordable housing policy units will be tenure blind through the use of 
the same palette of materials for private housing and well-integrated within the 
development.  
 
c) Landscape Impacts 
 
The landscape framework for this proposal is a vital consideration and integral to 
achieving a high quality development that can successfully integrate within the 
surrounding sensitive landscape. The surrounding environmental designations provide 
a unique setting and opportunity to create a distinctive development. 
 
LDP Policy Des 8 supports proposals which demonstrate that all external spaces and 
features have been designed as an integral part of the scheme. The proposed 
landscape design strategy presents four key areas of open space that form the overall 
development masterplan. 
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Firstly, the two linear parks - Mauseley Park (460m x 32m) and Cammo Tower View 
(320m x 18m) - which span from east to west within the site provide community open 
space with a variety of functions within them including formal lawns, community 
growing areas, formal and informal play provision whilst providing a green network 
throughout the site from Maybury Road to Cammo Estate. 
 
Secondly, Cammo Estate Park is within the flood plain, forming the western and 
southern edge of the development following the channel of the Bughtlin Burn and is a 
community parkland, helping to form an appropriate boundary between the surrounding 
landscape and proposed development. This informal open space provides wildflower 
meadows, varied grassland management, natural play spaces and a number of paths 
connecting into Cammo Estate and the south of Cammo Walk as well as through the 
development to Maybury Road. 
 
Lastly, Maybury Road Avenue forms a new urban avenue parallel to the strategic road 
in an effort to change the character of this road into a street as opposed to an 'urban 
bypass', as per the LDP Site Brief. This linear park is 20m wide and spans the length of 
the eastern edge of the development. It would provide a 4m multi-user segregated 
path, an avenue of trees with shrub planting and nodes at frequent intervals with 
seating areas and bike stands. The proposed crossing points over Maybury Road will 
lead off from this avenue. At the most northern part of the site adjacent to the proposed 
community hub, built development has been set back to provide a grass amphitheatre 
within Cammo Square, a suitable design response for this area which has a 
challenging topography. 
 
LDP Policy Des 8 d) has been satisfied through the submission of a Landscape 
Maintenance Schedule, detailing the proposed management and maintenance for soft 
landscaping, hard landscaping, SUDs management, play areas and all planting 
(including street trees, hedgerows, verges and lawns) for a 15 year period.  
 
The LDP Site Brief requires views through the site to the surrounding landscape and 
historic environment, supported by the principles of LDP Policy Des 3. Mauseley Park 
and Cammo Tower View provide view corridors from Maybury Road through to the 
significant landmarks of Mauseley Hill, Cammo Water Tower and Cammo Estate itself.  
The vast parkland along the western edge, Cammo Estate Park, provides views to the 
south encompassing the Pentland Hills. Views to the south are also offered throughout 
the site down streets that bisect the proposed layout. A Landscape and Visual Impact 
Assessment was submitted as part of the application detailing the proposed 
developments impact on various viewpoints. The proposed layout, design and height of 
the development ensures that these key views will be protected. 
 
LDP Policy Env 11 seeks to prevent any development making an adverse impact on 
any Special Landscape Areas (SLA). Cammo SLA spans 95 hectares and is directly to 
the west of the development site. The Review of Local Landscape Designations Report 
(January 2010) states that 'Cammo's distinctive character, recreational and cultural 
value is derived from its designed landscape of parkland, woodland and eye-catching 
structures, centred on low lying hills to the south of the Almond Valley'.  
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The principle of development on this site adjacent to Cammo SLA has already been 
established through the LDP. The LDP Site Brief puts landscape integrity at the 
forefront of the development principles and the developer has shown through the 
masterplan how the proposal can be integrated within the sensitive landscape whilst 
ensuring elements of the surrounding historic environment act as focal points. This 
helps to create a unique sense of place and identity from within the development site. 
 
LDP Policy Des 9 ensures that development which adjoins the green belt will only be 
permitted where it: conserves and enhances the landscape setting; promotes access to 
the countryside; and strengthens the greenbelt boundary whilst contributing to 
enhanced green networks. 
 
The proposal achieves all of the above principles to ensure integration between built 
development and the adjacent greenbelt.  Vital views through the development are 
protected whilst green networks aim to promote access through the site into the 
greenbelt and Cammo Estate. The inclusion of tree species that reflect the species 
within Cammo Estate assist in strengthening the boundary treatment on the western 
edge of the development site. It is essential this woodland tree belt planting along the 
western and southern boundaries is carried out at the earliest stage of the development 
as this will help to mitigate the visual impact of the development from Cammo Estate 
into the development site, whilst promoting biodiversity. 
 
The applicant submitted a Tree Survey and Arboricultural Constraints document which 
emphasised that the proposed masterplan allows for the retention of the majority of 
these peripheral trees and hedges whilst supplementing and enhancing them with 
significant additional planting. A condition is attached requiring a Tree Protection Plan 
to be submitted for approval. Furthermore, a condition is attached stipulating the 
submission of a Landscape Phasing Plan to be approved by the local authority.  
 
Scottish Natural Heritage were consulted on this planning application and provided no 
objection. They stated that if the proposal was delivered to the appropriate standards 
then it would have the potential to provide a new neighbourhood with a favourable level 
of integrated, accessible and multi-functional green infrastructure. 
 
Bughtlin Burn 
The LDP Site Brief requires the development to 'improve the quality of the water 
environment through works to realign and improve the bank side treatment of the 
Bughtlin Burn'. This was included as per advice given by SEPA at the LDP Main Issues 
Report stage and consequently supported by the Reporter in the LDP Examination 
Report. 
 
The development provides an opportunity to re-meander the artificially straightened 
burn and undertake habitat enhancement. Re-alignment of the Bughtlin Burn could 
provide more developable land, in addition to other benefits such as improved water 
quality and ecological status, and potentially allow more scope in design and layout 
opportunities for non-developable land to address both flooding and LDP development 
principles concurrently. Due to proximity to Cammo Garden and Designed Landscape, 
there is an opportunity to reflect the historic naturalistic landscape design through re-
alignment. 
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However, the applicant does not propose re-alignment of the Bughtlin Burn. 
Alternatively, the applicant has stated that the new park along the southern and 
western edges of the site has been designed to incorporate the burn. It is proposed that 
appropriate planting and a strategy for ongoing maintenance will create an attractive 
and interesting edge to the masterplan and the boundary with Cammo Estate without 
the need for its re-alignment. As an alternative to the re-alignments, the applicant 
proposes to improve the quality of water through a channel enhancement, repairs to 
any sections of eroding river bank and minor changes to the river corridor. 
 
In light of the above, given that the developer does not propose re-alignment of the 
Bughtlin Burn, this element of the proposal is contrary to the LDP Site Brief. 
 
SEPA were consulted on this planning application and provided no objection.  However 
they have stated that they support this aspect of the LDP Site Brief and a plan led 
planning system, and the current application does not fulfil the requirements of the LDP 
due to the exclusion of provisions to realign the Bughtlin Burn. 
 
Notwithstanding the above, the overall water quality will be improved and the 
landscape framework satisfies the majority of the LDP Site Brief requirements which 
focus on landscape and the environment.   
 
d) Historic Environment, Setting of Listed Building and Archaeological Significance. 
 
The Historic Environment Policy for Scotland (HEPS) outlines how we should 
undertake our collective duty of care whenever a decision in the planning system will 
affect the historic environment. There are three key areas which define how the historic 
environment should be understood, recognised and managed to support participation 
and positive outcomes, including "Managing Change" under policies HEP2, HEP3 and 
HEP4. 
 
Scottish Planning Policy aims to enhance elements of the historic environment whilst 
supporting sustainable development and advises that siting and design of development 
should take account of all aspects of the historic environment, including scheduled 
monuments, listed buildings and designed landscapes. The application site is 
surrounded by a diverse historic environment, defining the character and history of the 
local area. The LDP Site Brief seeks numerous design principles are considered to 
ensure the significance of the historic environment is retained and where possible, 
enhanced. 
 
Setting of Listed Building 
LDP Policy Env 3 aims to protect the setting of listed buildings.  Cammo House Knoll 
(LB47715) on the top of Mauseley Hill and Cammo Water Tower (LB28039) are both 
Category B listed buildings which are located to the west of the site and currently highly 
visible from Maybury Road. 
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The proposal adopts a design, as determined by the LDP Site Brief, which ensures that 
views through the site to focal points on the periphery form the basis of the masterplan, 
allowing maintained views of both listed buildings from Maybury Road. These two 
iconic points of interest have informed the overall landscape strategy from the outset, 
ensuring that the proposed vistas continue to allow a visual representation from 
Maybury Road. Tree planting throughout the view corridors will be sensitively chosen to 
ensure these views are not compromised. 
 
Designed Landscape 
LDP Policy Env 7 seeks to protect sites included in the national Inventory of Gardens 
and Designed Landscapes. Cammo Garden and Designed Landscape (GDL00081) is 
located directly to the west of the site. Typical design features of this include enclosed 
parkland contained by woodland and shelterbelts with design avenues, vistas and eye 
catchers. 
 
The proposal refers to this historic landscape and incorporates some of these features 
in a contemporary way, such as the proposed clumps of parkland trees surrounded by 
wooden fencing in Cammo Estate Edge Park. The view corridors proposed are 
functional to modern needs but also reflect the historical setting with Cammo Estate, 
ensuring the provision of a unique place and identity. 
 
Archaeological Significance 
The site has been identified as occurring within an area of historic archaeological 
significance. Policy Env 9 of the LDP aims to protect and enhance significant 
archaeological features from development; preserving remains in situ as a first option, 
and where this is not possible, archaeological excavation or an appropriate level of 
recording may be a suitable alternative.  
 
Historic Environment Scotland were consulted and raised no objection. In their view, 
the development would not have a significant impact on the setting of the designed 
landscape. The Council's Archaeology Officer also believes that the provision of the 
linear parks and parkland surrounding the burn will ensure that there is no significant 
impact on the setting of Cammo Garden and Designed Landscape. 
 
The applicant detailed the results of an archaeological evaluation undertaken between 
April and June 2018. The results demonstrated that the site has been heavily ploughed 
in the past however discovered Palaeo channels relating to the adjacent burn. Such 
deposits are archaeologically important as they can provide significant information 
regarding historic environmental changes and land uses going back perhaps as early 
as the last Ice Age circa. 12,000 BC. 
 
Therefore a condition is recommended to ensure that a programme of archaeological 
works is undertaken to excavate, record and analyse these Palaeo-channels prior to 
development. 
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e) Traffic, road safety and active travel 
 
LDP Policy Tra 8 requires all development proposals relating to major housing sites 
which would generate a significant amount of traffic to demonstrate through an 
appropriate transport assessment and proposed mitigation that any required transport 
infrastructure and site specific requirements have been addressed as relevant to the 
proposal . 
 
The applicant submitted a Transport Assessment which includes baseline transport 
information, road safety and accident analysis, trip generation figures and an 
assessment of the envisaged impacts of the development. The EIA Report builds upon 
data within the Transport Assessment and concludes that no adverse impacts have 
been predicted for access, traffic and transport as a result of the proposed 
development. The mitigation measures proposed aim to improve road safety whilst 
creating an enhanced environment for pedestrians and cyclists. 
 
Traffic and congestion 
The vast majority of representations received through the consultation process for this 
planning application mention existing traffic congestion and the cumulative impact of 
allocated housing sites within the surrounding area. Cramond and Barnton Community 
Council also submitted a discussion paper entitled 'Barnton: Easing Traffic Congestion 
and Enhancing Safety', December 2017. The paper included suggested strategic 
infrastructure changes that could be considered in the LDP and Action Programme 
review and more localised suggestions that the North West Locality Team are currently 
considering, such as reviewing directional signage. 
 
The development can bring opportunities to improve transport issues, by increasing 
active travel and public transport options in the area. The congestion will not be eased 
by this development, and the Council hopes to promote a change in travel behaviour 
through various ongoing projects. Considerable work is going into various projects 
which focus on encouraging sustainable travel within this area and the wider vicinity, 
most notably the Local Transport Strategy, Low Emission Zones and the West 
Edinburgh Active Travel Network. 
 
Road safety 
The LDP Site Brief requires development at HSG20 to change the character of 
Maybury Road through street design, to enable and improve path connections across 
Maybury Road and create residential frontage with a reduced speed limit from 40mph 
to 30mph. 
 
Through the provision of four signalised crossing points , reducing the speed limit to 
30mph, a landscaped urban avenue adjacent to the road and a strong built 
environment edge it is envisaged that the character of this strategic route will be 
positively altered and allow an improvement to road safety.  A separate 4m wide 
pedestrian and cycle link would be set back the edge of Maybury Road within a 20m 
wide landscape zone creating a positive and safe pedestrian environment. 
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This development is of particular interest within the catchment area of the Community 
Links PLUS West Edinburgh Active Travel Network (WEATN). The proposed 
masterplan makes good provision for active travel throughout the site and into the 
surrounding area which is largely combined with the proposed green networks. The 
linear park adjacent to Maybury Road will be an attractive environment for pedestrians 
and cyclists, which will then connect into further WEATN links to the north, east and 
south as well as through the site connecting to Cammo Estate on the western boundary 
of the development. 
 
Four crossing points will be provided on Maybury Road, connecting through to East 
Craigs into existing active travel routes. These crossings will all be signalised and either 
Toucan or D island crossings. It has been agreed that the developer will design and 
deliver the crossings over Maybury Road. Further design development will be required 
on the four links in to East Craigs. The Action Programme has set out a cost of £52,000 
for these works. However, recent costings have provided a figure in the region of 
£300,000. It has been agreed with the developer that further design development will 
take place on these links and an appropriate level of contribution will be sought within 
the S75 Agreement.  
 
Cammo Walk, which is to the west of the development site, was identified in the LDP as 
the alignment of a walking and cycling route, to be delivered through either a multiuse 
path running alongside the road, or by redetermining the roadway itself to close it off to 
motor vehicles. There is currently no definite position as to what will be implemented at 
Cammo Walk, or committed timescales. The southern end of Cammo Walk may be 
closed as a result of the Craigs Road junction redesign, however this is linked to the 
development at Maybury HSG19. 
 
Parking 
The proposed 529 car parking spaces (including 42 disabled) complies with the 
Council's car parking standards and is considered acceptable. Overall parking numbers 
are within parking standards as set out in the Edinburgh Design Guidance and LDP 
Policy Tra 2 for the whole site. The proposals have been amended to reduce front 
curtilage parking as set out in the Edinburgh Design Guidance. Parking for semi-
detached and detached plots should be to the side of the dwelling with an optional 
garage set back. The revised proposal conveys better parking design solutions as 
detailed above. 
 
Those areas with allocated parking bays will be built to adoptable standard but not 
offered up for adoption. These will be clearly defined by the use of different materials 
and narrowed entrances to ensure they are not utilised as main routes through the 
development. 
 
Public Transport 
The proposal includes the provision of a bus turning circle in the north east corner of 
the site at Cammo Square. This was not a requirement of the LDP Site Brief however 
the applicant insisted on this to ensure the site was future proofed for public transport, 
should a bus provider wish to turn within the site. The applicant has designed the layout 
of this facility in conjunction with a local bus provider. 
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There are currently no bus routes servicing Maybury Road. The nearest bus services to 
the site within a 10 minute walk (800m) are accessible at North Bughtlin Road, 
Queensferry Road and Maybury Drive, providing approximately 20 bus services per 
hour to and from the city centre. The applicant is in active discussion with bus service 
providers to extend current public transport routes in to the site. The developer is 
required to provide six bus shelters along Maybury Road.  
 
Cycle parking, electric charging and car club 
The 860 secure cycle parking spaces to be provided complies with the Council's 
minimum cycle parking requirement (844) for the proposed flats, colonies and terraces. 
The applicant proposes public bike hiring scheme adjacent to the community hall to 
promote cycling within the proposed development, in compliance with LDP Policy TRA 
3. 19 motorcycle spaces being provided complies with the Council's minimum 
requirement for the proposed development. 
 
The developer has committed to provide 100% of the driveways serving each property 
with an electric vehicle charging point in accordance with the Edinburgh Design 
Guidance along with one in six car charging points for the remaining car parking 
spaces. The applicant is also proposing 6 car club spaces. 
 
Developer Contributions 
The Draft Developer Contributions and Infrastructure Delivery Supplementary Guidance 
identifies the application site to be within the Maybury/ Barnton Transport Contribution 
Zone. This states that Cammo HSG20 should contribute £1,171,117 towards 
improvements at three strategic junctions: Barnton (T18), Craigs Road (T17) and 
Maybury (T16).  this represents a 29% share of the required contributions within this 
zone.  The remaining 71% share of required contributions will be sought from the 
development of Maybury HSG19. 
 
Most notably at Barnton Junction, the developer is required to make a contribution 
towards improved signal controls (likely to be MOVA or SCOOT) as well as making 
better provision for pedestrians and cyclists at this busy interchange. Given that school 
children from HSG20 will initially be within the catchment for Cramond Primary School 
and the Royal High School, ensuring this junction is safe for active travel is paramount.   
 
The Action Programme details further site specific interventions and sets out the 
following required developer contributions: 
 

 Cammo to Maybury cycle path, and extending to Cammo Estate.  Toucan 
crossings at Craigs Road junction = £367,500; 

 Bridge over Bughtlin Burn =£560,000; 

 Four toucan or D island crossings providing pedestrian/cycle connection from 
development site across Maybury Road into East bullet Craigs = £245,000; 

 Bus infrastructure on Maybury Road and peak period bus capacity 
improvements- Upgrade bus infrastructure (replace existing bus stops) = 
£490,000; 

 TRO for lower speed limit along Maybury Road = £2,450; 

 3 x TROs = £6,000; 

 Car Club contribution for 6 vehicles = £34,500; 
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 3.5 metre wide shared use paths to connect to East Craigs =£51,450 - current 
costing is £305,000 - this figure will be reviewed as part of the progression of the 
Section 75 discussion. 

 
Various active travel routes throughout the site and beyond which connect into existing 
path networks must also be delivered as a part of the development. 
 
In conclusion, having reviewed the transport assessment and supporting information 
Transport is satisfied overall that the proposed transport infrastructure will be able to 
accommodate the impact of the proposed development and should be secured by 
condition/section 75 legal agreement if the planning application is granted to make the 
site suitable for housing.  
 
f) Infrastructure provision 
 
LDP Policy Del1 requires contributions to the provision of infrastructure to mitigate the 
impact of development. In addition to the developer contributions required for transport 
infrastructure as stated in section d above, the Action Programme and Draft Developer 
Contributions and Infrastructure Delivery Supplementary Guidance sets out further 
contributions required for healthcare and education. 
 
Healthcare 
LDP Policy Hou 10 states that planning permission will only be granted where there are 
associated proposals to provide any necessary health facilities relative to the impact 
and scale of development proposed. The Action Programme sets out that the medical 
services for the Cammo development will be provided through an extension to 
Parkgrove Medical Practice and other new sites in West Edinburgh will be 
accommodated in a new practice co-located with the new Maybury Primary School 
within LDP Site HSG19. The location and provision of medical services for the 
proposed developments in West Edinburgh have been agreed with the Health and 
Care Partnership which consists of the Council and NHS Lothian. 
 
This site is located within the Parkgrove Contribution Zone. The Council is seeking a 
contribution of £105 per dwelling towards the expansion of existing premises. The 
contribution towards healthcare facilities equates to £67,775 (£105 x 655 units). 
 
Education 
The Council's Action Programme identifies the need for a new primary school and a 
new secondary school within West Edinburgh to accommodate pupils from new 
development - including pupils from HSG 20. Potential school locations have been 
considered as part of the recent informal education consultation on future school 
infrastructure in West Edinburgh. The location for a new secondary school 
infrastructure in West Edinburgh will be progressed through development of a West 
Edinburgh spatial strategy to be prepared as part of the new Local Development Plan. 
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Communities and Families provided a consultation response which sets out the level of 
developer contributions required for this proposal which falls within Sub-Area W1 of the 
West Education Contribution Zone within the draft Developer Contributions and 
infrastructure Delivery Supplementary Guidance. The assessment was based on 268 
houses and 344 flats (excluding one bedroom flats), using the established 'per house' 
and 'per flat' rates for that zone.  The total infrastructure contribution for education 
required has been calculated as £5,444,152.00.  The total land contribution required is 
£711,000. 
 
The developer has suggested that homes on the Cammo housing site could start to be 
completed from 2019 but may not be fully built out until 2026. The current Action 
Programme identifies a delivery date of 2022 for the new primary school and secondary 
school, although this date will be reviewed as part of a future update to the Action 
Programme and would be dependent on getting agreement with third party land 
owners. 
 
The application site is currently within the catchment area of Cramond Primary School 
and The Royal High School but school roll projections show that there is not sufficient 
capacity in either school to support a significant increase in pupils. 
 
If new housing on this development site progresses as expected but the required new 
schools are not in place, temporary arrangements may therefore have to be put into 
place to mitigate the impact of the new pupils. This may mean that pupils from the new 
development have to be assigned to the nearest appropriate existing school (a formal 
statutory consultation process would be required before such an arrangement could be 
put in place). Temporary accommodation solutions at existing primary schools may also 
be required. The legal agreement should therefore allow flexibility in terms of the use of 
contributions for the delivery of temporary and permanent accommodation solutions.  
 
Open space and play provision 
The North West Locality Open Space Action Plan (March 2017) indicates that there are 
homes without access to a good quality local and large greenspace and play areas in 
this vicinity in 2016. This document requires developers to provide the following 
through development of HSG 20: 
 

 Provision of 2.5ha green corridor linking north and south, connecting Core Paths 
11 and 12; 

 Northern woodland planting at Maybury (3.5ha); 

 Open space provision to provide view corridors to the west; 

 A landscape framework to Maybury Road and Bughtlin Burn; and 

 New on-site play provision. 
 
The proposed play provision combines formal and informal facilities and will help to 
alleviate the deficit of good quality play facilities in the surrounding local area. 
 
The development proposal satisfies all of the above requirements through the 
submitted landscape framework and are in line with the guidelines set out in the 
Edinburgh Design Guidance. 
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Community facilities 
The masterplan proposes a Community Hub within the north east corner of the site - 
Cammo Square - which is the closest part of the site to existing bus services on 
Queensferry Road, as well as the proposed bus turning circle. The applicant has 
suggested this hub would be designed to accommodate a range of uses and be flexible 
to allow provision of facilities for the wider community. It is suggested Class 2 use 
(doctors and/ or dental surgery) and Class 10 use (nursery/ crèche/ community hall) 
would be potential initially. 
 
The proposed Community Hub is not required as part of the site brief as it is considered 
that there are predominantly adequate community facilities within the surrounding area.  
Those areas where a deficit has been identified, developer contributions have been 
sought (e.g. healthcare provision). Whitehouse Road and East Craigs are both 
identified as nearby Local Centres providing various local services. Both Local Centres 
are identified as being within 400m (5 minute walking distance) from the edge of the 
development site; Whitehouse Road to the north east and East Craigs to the south 
east. Therefore there is no basis for the proposed Community Hub to be implemented 
through the Council and should be managed by the private sector. 
 
g) Neighbour and future occupier amenity 
 
LDP Policy Des 5 supports proposals that have no adverse impact on neighbouring 
developments. For this development proposal, the northern boundary is adjoining with 
existing rear gardens at properties along Cammo Grove and Cammo Gardens. 
 
The applicant has proposed a treebelt boundary to ensure the privacy and amenity of 
existing residents is protected. Tree species must be carefully selected for the northern 
boundary to ensure that the existing rear gardens and houses receive sufficient 
sunlight. 
 
Rear gardens at existing properties and rear gardens at proposed units on the northern 
edge of the development site will have no further issues for daylighting, sunlighting or 
privacy due to appropriate garden sizes. 
 
Amenity of Future Occupants 
LDP Policy Des 5 also aims to ensure that the amenity of future residents is a key 
consideration throughout the masterplan process. Edinburgh Design Guidance sets out 
minimum internal floor areas to ensure satisfactory amenity of future residents.  The 
proposal meets these requirements. 
 
Sunlight analysis has been submitted with the application. The proposal complies with 
criterion of the Edinburgh Design Guidance with respect to the protection of future 
occupiers.  
 
In terms of privacy, the proposal meets the minimum distance required between 
window and window to ensure privacy is protected. 
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LDP Policy Hou 3 provides the specifications for an acceptable level of private green 
space within new housing developments. Whilst generous areas of public open space 
are proposed throughout the development, the provision of private open space, 
especially within flatted blocks, must also be acceptable to ensure the amenity of future 
residents. 
 
The revised scheme conveys that the flatted blocks throughout the development meet 
the policy guidelines of 10 sq.m of communal open space per flat. All ground floor flats 
also have private gardens which are 3m in depth, meeting the standards set out in the 
Edinburgh Design Guidance. Recessed balconies are also proposed on feature corners 
of flatted block to provide additional open space for residents. However these do not 
meet the noise and air quality standards so have not been included in the overall 
calculations for amenity space for future residents. 
 
Private garden grounds for the remaining housing units are also of an appropriate size.  
The distinction between public and private open space is apparent throughout the 
development with the provision of various boundary treatments: fencing, walls, hedging 
and estate railing (to define the Cammo Estate Park edge). 
 
Concern was raised with regards to noise levels for amenity space in close proximity to 
Maybury Road. Details of proposed mitigation were submitted by the developer whom 
has proposed acoustic barriers along Maybury Road and reduced balconies to ensure 
that the required external noise criteria can be achieved in order to safeguard pleasant 
and useable outside spaces. Acoustic glazing is required on residential building 
facades exposed to Maybury Road.  
 
The site falls outside the noise contours for the airport. 
 
Overall, it is considered that a satisfactory level of amenity for neighbours and future 
occupants of the proposed development can be achieved. 
 
h) Air Quality 
 
Air Quality Management Areas (AQMA) have been declared for areas within City of 
Edinburgh Council. Poor air quality at these locations is largely due to traffic 
congestion, through exceedances of NO2 and PM10 objectives. There is a significant 
amount of development already planned for West Edinburgh and additional 
development will further increase pressure on the local road network, which may lead 
to the Council declaring further AQMA's where Air Quality Standards are exceeded. 
 
The closest AQMA to this proposal is St Johns Road, under 2km to the south east of 
the site. The Air Quality Assessment submitted within the EIA Report accounts for 
committed development and concludes that the 'proposed development' does not 
prevent the implementation or success of Action Plan measures to improve air quality 
within the St Johns AQMA. 
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LDP Policy Env 22 aims to ensure that no development will result in significant adverse 
effects for health, environment or air quality and appropriate mitigation measures can 
be provided to minimise adverse impacts. Whilst the submitted assessment shows only 
a negligible impact on air quality with no mitigation measures proposed, the planning 
system has a role to in ensuring that future air quality is not compromised. Reducing 
the need to travel and promoting the use of sustainable modes of transport are key 
principles identified in the LDP. 
 
An Air Quality Impact Assessment (within EIA Report) considered the potential for 
impacts on local air quality due to dust emissions during the construction phase and 
from road traffic emissions during the operational phase. 
 
The result indicates that the proposed development does have the potential to increase 
levels of airborne dust and PM10 during the construction phase. A number of proposed 
dust mitigation measures have been identified and must be included within a 
Construction Environmental Management Plan which will be submitted and approved to 
the City of Edinburgh Council prior to commencement of development.  A suitable 
condition has been suggested. 
 
The EIA Report continues to assess predicted concentrations of NO2 and PM10 
vehicle emission factors with and without the proposed development. The assessment 
produced an outcome that conveyed an adverse impact at three locations adjacent to 
Maybury Road - Maybury House, Cammo Gardens and North Gyle Terrace as a result 
of the proposed development.  
 
The proposal includes specific design measures to further reduce the impact of vehicle 
emissions through active travel provision and enhancing access to public transport 
options. The site is well situated in relation to the existing transport network, with a 
series of footpaths, footways and usable cycle links offering connections to the wider 
network, along with access to public transport. A Green Travel Plan will be produced to 
help mitigate traffic related air quality impacts.  
 
The developer has committed to provide 100% of the driveways serving each property 
with an electric vehicle charging point in accordance with the Edinburgh Design 
Guidance as well as installing low NOx boilers to the residential properties, along with 
one in six car charging points for the remaining car parking spaces. 
 
SEPA were consulted on this application and had no objection in relation to air quality. 
 
Many representations were received that objected to the proposal on the grounds of 
deteriorating air quality in the area and the detrimental impact this has on health of 
local residents. The Council are currently working on three projects with the primary 
aim of promoting sustainable travel and improving air quality across the City - Central 
Edinburgh Transformation, the City Mobility Plan and the Low Emission Zone. These 
three projects have recently been combined into one document called a Prospectus 
and sets out 15 ideas that will change movement in the City, and ultimately the 
deteriorating air quality in some parts. These projects, along with the development 
proposals of increasing active travel routes, provision of EV charging points and 
infrastructure for bus provision, should assist with air quality issues in the area.  
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i) Flooding and drainage 
 
LDP Policy Env 21 sets out the criteria for assessing the impact of development on 
flood protection. The applicant submitted a Drainage Strategy Plan and Flood Risk 
Assessment which was carried out to the satisfaction of SEPA. The Bughtlin Burn flows 
along the western and southern boundaries of the application site with the immediate 
surrounding area lying within the 1 in 200 year floodplain. The SEPA flood maps show 
this area as being high and medium risk to surface water flooding. 
 
In line with SPP, the proposal excludes this floodable area for any built development 
and instead proposes this non-developable area is utilised as Cammo Estate Park 
which is an acceptable land use. Additional attenuation is proposed within the site that 
would reduce the amount of overland flow going to the Bughtlin Burn. Development has 
also been set back from the edge of Maybury Road with a flow pathway between the 
road to route any flood waters overtopping the road into the site away from properties. 
 
The proposal includes a combination of Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems and 
swales, which have been designed in accordance with LDP Policy Des 6. Given the 
proximity to Edinburgh Airport, Safeguarding of Aerodromes Advice Note 6 was also 
referenced when designing the detention basins and Edinburgh Airport have made no 
objection. 
 
The Council's Bridges and Structure's Team has raised no objection to the proposed 
development and is satisfied that the developer has designed the site using best 
practice. 
 
SEPA provided pre-application advice to the applicant at an early stage in the planning 
process and as a result, they have no objection to the proposal on flood risk grounds.  
Scottish Water were consulted on this application and have no objection. 
 
The above ground storage (basins) is to be covered under section 7 agreement 
between Scottish Water and City of Edinburgh Council. 
 
The applicant has confirmed that the details of the sewer network and associated 
underground tanks have been submitted to Scottish Water for approval through the 
Technical Approval process, with the intention that Scottish Water vests the pipes and 
underground tanks. The Council does not maintain these tanks.  
 
j) Biodiversity 
 
LDP Policy ENV 16 states permission will not be granted for development that would 
have an adverse impact on species protected under European or UK Law. 
 
A need for further surveys was identified in respect of protected species, including bats, 
otters and badgers to be in compliance with Env 16. These surveys were submitted 
and for approval by the local authority. A Construction Environmental Management 
Plan is required to safeguard the interests of nature conservation.  
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The site is adjacent to a Local Nature Conservation Site within Cammo Estate. In line 
with LDP Policy Hou 15, the adverse consequences of allowing the development for 
the value of the site have been minimised and mitigated in an acceptable manner. This 
has been demonstrated through an appropriate landscape framework for the site which 
respects the surrounding sensitive landscape, enhances connections through improved 
green networks and provides an enhanced ecological corridor along the Bughtlin Burn. 
 
k) Public Comments 
 
Neighbours were notified of Scheme 1 on 11 May 2018. The proposal generated eight 
letters of support and 238 letters of objection. A petition with some 2,050 names 
objecting to the planning application was also submitted on 8 June 2018. 
 
Neighbours were notified of Scheme 2 on 14 Jan 2019 which generated 96 letters of 
objection. 
 
Support 
 

 The site is allocated in the Local Development Plan; 

 Good for City growth; and 

 Addressing housing shortage. 
 
Material Objections 
 

 Existing traffic congestion in surrounding area, most notably at Barnton Junction, 
Queensferry Road and Maybury Road - addressed in section 3.e). 

 Insufficient infrastructure in area to accommodate a rise in population, most 
notably the existing road network, schools and medical services - addressed in 
section 3.f). 

 Concerns with air quality due to pollution from congestion and the impacts this 
has on the health of residents - addressed in section 3.h). 

 Loss of views to Cammo Estate and Cammo Tower – addressed in section 3.c).  

 Lack of bus service along Maybury Road - addressed in section 3.e). 

 Active Travel proposals are insufficient to address transport and congestion 
problems - addressed in section 3.e). 

 Intelligent traffic lighting will not solve traffic problems - addressed in section 
3.e). 

 Loss of biodiversity, wildlife, ecology and open space due to greenfield 
development - addressed in section 3.j). 

 Against the principle of development on this site - addressed in section 3.a).  

 Destruction of greenbelt - addressed in section 3.a). 

 Existing flooding, drainage and sewerage problems in the area - addressed in 
section 3.i).  

 Failure to consider brownfield development sites - addressed in section 3.a).  

 Transport Assessment is complacent - addressed in section 3.e).  

 Cammo Gardens junction is already dangerous and this development would only 
exacerbate this - addressed in section 3.e).  

 Over development in the area - addressed in section 3.b). 

 Flats along Maybury Road will destroy views - addressed in section 3.c). 

 Concerns over the northern boundary - addressed in section 3.g). 
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 Proposed density is inappropriate based on the area of developable area – 
addressed in section 3.b).  

 Footpaths into East Craigs are inappropriate and will destroy acoustic bund - 
addressed in section 3.e). 

 Maybury Road is unsafe and development will exacerbate this - addressed in 
section 3.b). 

 Over provision of car parking - addressed in section 3.e). 

 Development does not prioritise pedestrians with a dominance on car use - 
addressed in section 3.e). 

 New community hub will detract from existing facilities at Barnton junction - 
addressed in section 3.f). 

 Too much unusable open space with a high maintenance burden - addressed in 
section 3.b). 

 Poor standard of design and layout - addressed in section 3.b). 

 Detrimental impact on Cammo Estate - addressed in section 3.c). 

 Environmental Assessment is flawed as a lack of surveys have been carried out 
- addressed in section 3.c and 3.j).  

 No safe route to Cramond Primary School or Royal High School - addressed in 
section 3.e). 

 Contrary to SESplan and LDP policies - addressed in section 3.a). 

 Four storey buildings at Maybury Road will cause a wind tunnel - addressed in 
section 3.b and 3.f). 

 There should be public open space with a good size and quality play park - 
addressed in section 3.b). 

 Impact on surrounding residents has been ignored - addressed in section 3.g). 

 Application is premature and requires proper assessment of impact of both HSG 
19 and HSG 20 - addressed in section 3.a). 

 Insufficient parking provided on site and will result in overspill in Cammo streets - 
addressed in section 3.e).  

 Concerns over privacy for existing residents at Cammo Grove - addressed in 
section 3.g). 

 Lack of housing mix with priority for existing upmarket homeowners - addressed 
in section 3.b). 

 Site was least preferred option at Main Issues Report stage so consultation was 
based on that and therefore a new consultation process should take place 
before allocating site - addressed in section 3.a). 

 
Non-material comments 
 

 Creating paths into East Craigs will promote crime; 

 Developers should be making contributions to Cammo Estate; 

 Developer Contributions to amenity and transport are inadequate; 

 The number of properties in the city that are used for holiday homes and/or buy 
to let needs to be controlled to help address the housing shortage; 

 Planning application is seriously flawed; 

 A footpath into Cammo Walk will cause an accident; 

 Boundary to Cammo Grove is inadequate and will cause disruption and break 
ins; 

 Residents will have to travel further for shopping; 
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 The development will have a detrimental impact on internet speed; 

 Loss of view from existing house at Cammo Grove; 

 Development is solely for the financial gain of the Council; and 

 Detrimental impact on house prices in the area. 
 
The following additional comments were raised in Scheme 2. 
 
Material Considerations 
 

 Danger to human and animal life due to proposed soakaway on north western 
boundary- addressed in section 3.i).  

 Lack of elderly parking spaces- parking arrangements addressed in Section 3.d).  

 Impact of SUDs Basins with regards to odour/sediment monitoring-addressed in 
section 3.i). 

 
Community Council 
 
Cramond and Barnton Community Council objected to the proposed development. The 
community council accepts that the site is allocated for housing within the LDP.  The 
key areas of concern for the community council are identified as: 
 

 Delivery of Infrastructure; 

 Traffic Issues; 

 Landscape Impacts of 4 storey buildings; 

 Schools Provision; 

 Air Quality; 

 Link Path; and 

 Ownership Issues along the northern boundary.  
 
l) Sustainability  
 
The applicant has submitted a Sustainability Statement Form in support of the 
application. The proposal has been assessed as a major development and has been 
assessed against Part B of the standards. 
 
The proposal meets the essential criteria.  The proposal accords with LDP Policy Des 
6. 
 
m) Equalities and Human Rights 
 
The proposal does not impact upon equalities or human rights.  
 
Conclusion 
 
The proposal complies with the development plan and non-statutory guidance. The 
principle of housing development is acceptable on this allocated site (HSG 20 Cammo). 
The proposed development delivers a good mix of housing types with on-site affordable 
housing. There is a strong landscape context. The proposals comply with the wider 
objectives of the Local Development Plan. There are no material considerations that 
outweigh this conclusion. 
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It is recommended that this application be Granted subject to the details below. 
 
3.4 Conditions/reasons/informatives 
Conditions:- 

 
1. No development shall take place until a construction environmental 

management plan, relating to biodiversity (CEMP: biodiversity), has been 
submitted to and approved in writing by the planning authority.  

 
The CEMP (biodiversity) shall include the following. 
a) Risk assessment of potentially damaging construction activities. 
b) Identification of "biodiversity protection zones". 
c) Practical measures (both physical measures and sensitive working practices) 
to avoid or reduce impacts during construction. 
d) The location and timing of sensitive works to avoid harm to biodiversity 
features. 
e) The times during construction when specialist ecologist need to be present on 
site to oversee works. 
f)  Responsible persons and lines of communication. 
g) The role and responsibilities on site of ecological clerk of works (ECoW) or 
similar competent person.  
h) The use of protective fences, exclusion barriers and warning signs.  

 
2. Development shall not commence until a Bird Hazard Management Plan has 

been submitted to and approved in writing by the Planning Authority. The 
submitted plan shall include details of: -  

 

 monitoring of any standing water within the site temporary or permanent  
 

 sustainable urban drainage schemes (SUDS) - Such schemes shall comply 
with Advice Note 3 'Wildlife Hazards' (available at 
http://www.aoa.org.uk/policy-campaigns/operationssafety/). 

 

 management of any flat/shallow pitched/green roofs on buildings within the 
site which may be attractive to nesting, roosting and "loafing" birds. The 
management plan shall comply with Advice Note 3 'Wildlife Hazards.'  

 reinstatement of grass areas - maintenance of planted and landscaped 
areas, particularly in terms of height and species of plants that are allowed to 
grow  

 

 which waste materials can be brought on to the site/what if any exceptions 
e.g. green waste - monitoring of waste imports (although this may be covered 
by the site licence) - physical arrangements for the collection (including litter 
bins) and storage of putrescible waste, arrangements for and frequency of 
the removal of putrescible waste 

 

 signs deterring people from feeding the birds. The Bird Hazard Management 
Plan shall be implemented as approved, on completion of the development 
and shall remain in force for the life of the building. No subsequent 
alterations to the plan are to take place unless first submitted to and 
approved in writing by the Planning Authority 
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3. No development shall take place on the site until the applicant has secured and 
implemented a programme of archaeological work (excavation, reporting & 
analysis and publication) in accordance with a written scheme of investigation 
which has been submitted by the applicant and approved by the Planning 
Authority 

 
4. A detailed specification, including trade names where appropriate, of all the 

proposed external materials shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the 
Planning Authority before work is commenced on site; Note: samples of the 
materials may be required. 

 
5. The following noise protection measures to the proposed development, as 

defined in the Robin Mackenzie Partnership 'Environmental Noise Assessment' 
report (Ref R-7982A-CL4-RGM), dated 27 November 2018: 

 
 

 Glazing units with a minimum insulation value of 10/12/6.4mm double glazing 
shall be installed for the external doors and windows with trickle ventilators 
with a minimum Dn,e,w+Ctr 42dB facades highlighted in drawing 
17153(PL)001_E, dated 18/04/18.  

 

 Glazing units with a minimum insulation value of 10/12/6mm double glazing 
shall be installed for the external doors and windows with trickle ventilators 
with a minimum Dn,e,w+Ctr 40dB facades highlighted in drawing 
17153(PL)001_E, dated 18/04/18.  

 

 Glazing units with a minimum insulation value of 6/16/6.8 double glazing 
shall  be installed for the external doors and windows with trickle ventilators 
with a minimum Dn,e,w+Ctr 38dB facades highlighted in drawing 
17153(PL)001_E, dated 18/04/18.  

 

 Glazing units with a minimum insulation value of 10/12/4mm double glazing 
shall  be installed for the external doors and windows with trickle ventilators 
with a minimum Dn,e,w+Ctr 36dB facades highlighted in drawing 
17153(PL)001_E, dated 18/04/18.  

 

 Acoustic barriers with a minimum a minimum surface density of 10 kg/m2 
and  minimum heights (1.8m-2.3m) as stated on drawing 17153(PL)001 
dated 18/04/18  shall be installed prior to occupation of the phased sites. 
Where close boarded timber fences are used as noise barrier, they must be 
constructed continuously ensuring there are no air gaps, either between the 
boards or at the barrier base. 

 
6. Prior to the commencement of construction works on site: 
 

a) A site survey (including intrusive investigation where necessary) must be 
carried out to establish, either that the level of risk posed to human health and 
the wider environment by contaminants in, on or under the land is acceptable, or 
that remedial and/or protective measures could be undertaken to bring the risks 
to an acceptable level in relation to the development; and 
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b) Where necessary, a detailed schedule of any required remedial and/or 
protective measures, including their programming, must be submitted to and 
approved in writing by the Planning Authority. 

 
i) Any required remedial and/or protective measures shall be implemented in 
accordance with the approved schedule and documentary evidence to certify 
those works shall be provided for the approval of the Planning Authority. 

 
7. Prior to the commencement of works a Landscape Phasing Plan is to be 

submitted for approval by the Planning Authority. This shall demonstrate the 
delivery of the strategic landscaping. 

 
8. Prior to the commencement of works an updated Tree Survey shall be carried 

out and submitted to the local authority for approval. This shall include a Tree 
Protection Plan which shall be implemented to the commencement of 
development on site and retained throughout the construction of the 
development. 

 
9. The approved landscaping scheme shall be fully implemented within six months 

of the completion of the development. 
 
Reasons:- 

 
1. In order to safeguard the interests of nature conservation. 
 
2. It is necessary to manage the development in order to minimise its 

attractiveness to birds which could endanger the safe movement of aircraft and 
the operation of Edinburgh Airport. 

 
3. In order to safeguard the interests of archaeological heritage. 
 
4. In order to enable the Head of Planning to consider this/these matter/s in detail. 
 
5. In order to protect the amenity of the occupiers of the development. 
 
6. In the interests of public safety. 
 
7. In order to ensure that a high standard of landscaping is achieved, appropriate 

to the location of the site. 
 
8. In order to safeguard protected trees. 
 
9. In order to ensure that the approved landscaping works are properly established 

on site. 
 
Informatives 

 
It should be noted that: 
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1. Consent shall not be issued until a suitable legal agreement, including those 
requiring a financial contribution payable to the City of Edinburgh Council, has 
been concluded in relation all of those matters identified in the proposed Heads 
of Terms. 
These matters are: 

 
Healthcare - Parkgrove Contribution Zone - £105 per dwelling - £67,775 

 
Education  - Infrastructure Contribution - £5,444,152 
-Land Contribution - £711, 000 
Transport  
Contribute £1,171,117 towards improvements at three strategic junctions: 
Barnton (T18), Craigs Road (T17) and Maybury (T16).   

 
Identified Action Programme Works: 
o Cammo to Maybury cycle path, and extending to Cammo Estate.  Toucan 
crossings at Craigs Road junction = £367,500; 
o Bridge over Bughtlin Burn =£560,000 - to be reviewed during Section 75 
process to refine total cost. 
o Four toucan or D island crossings providing pedestrian/cycle connection 
from development site across Maybury Road into East Craigs = £245,000; 
o Bus infrastructure on Maybury Road and peak period bus capacity 
improvements- Upgrade bus infrastructure (replace existing bus stops) = 
£490,000; 
o TRO for lower speed limit along Maybury Road = £2,450; 
o 3 x TROs = £6,000; 
o Car Club contribution for 6 vehicles = £34,500; 
o        3.5 metre wide shared use paths to connect to East Craigs =£51,450. 
Initial design costing provides figure of £305,000.  This figure to be reviewed 
followed further value engineering works.   

 
Affordable Housing - 25% on site provision 

 
The legal agreement should be concluded within 6 months of the date of this 
notice. If not concluded within that 6 month period, a report will be put to 
committee with a likely recommendation that the application be refused. 

 
2. The works hereby permitted shall be commenced no later than the expiration of 

three years from the date of this consent. 
 
3. No development shall take place on the site until a 'Notice of Initiation of 

Development' has been submitted to the Council stating the intended date on 
which the development is to commence. Failure to do so constitutes a breach of 
planning control, under Section 123(1) of the Town and Country Planning 
(Scotland) Act 1997. 

 
4. As soon as practicable upon the completion of the development of the site, as 

authorised in the associated grant of permission, a 'Notice of Completion of 
Development' must be given, in writing to the Council. 
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5. Roads Authority Informatives 
 

All accesses must be open for use by the public in terms of the statutory 
definition of 'road' and require to be the subject of applications for road 
construction consent. The extent of adoptable roads, including footways, 
footpaths, accesses, cycle tracks, verges and service strips to be agreed. The 
applicant should note that this will include details of lighting, drainage, 
Sustainable Urban Drainage, materials, structures, layout, car and cycle parking 
numbers including location, design and specification. Particular attention must 
be paid to ensuring that refuse collection vehicles are able to service the site.  
The applicant is recommended to contact the Council's waste management 
team to agree details; 

 
A Quality Audit, as set out in Designing Streets, to be submitted prior to the grant 
of Road Construction Consent; 

 
In accordance with the Council's LTS Travplan3 policy, the applicant should 
consider developing a Travel Plan including provision of pedal cycles (inc. 
electric cycles), public transport travel passes, a Welcome Pack, a high-quality 
map of the neighbourhood (showing cycling, walking and public transport routes 
to key local facilities), timetables for local public transport; 

 
The applicant should note that new road names will be required for the 
development and this should be discussed with the Council's Street Naming and 
Numbering Team at an early opportunity; 

 
6. The applicant or his client to submit a Green Travel Plan to the Council's 

Transport Section prior to the first occupation of any property on the site. 
 
7. Edinburgh Airport Informatives 
 

The Bird Hazard Management Plan must ensure that flat/shallow pitched roofs 
be constructed to allow access to all areas by foot using permanent fixed access 
stairs ladders or similar. The owner/occupier must not allow gulls, to nest, roost 
or loaf on the building. Checks must be made weekly or sooner if bird activity 
dictates, during the breeding season. Outside of the breeding season gull 
activity must be monitored and the roof checked regularly to ensure that gulls do 
not utilise the roof. Any gulls found nesting, roosting or loafing must be 
dispersed by the owner/occupier when detected or when requested by 
Edinburgh Airport Airside Operations staff. In some instances it may be 
necessary to contact Edinburgh Airport Airside Operations staff before bird 
dispersal takes place. The owner/occupier must remove any nests or eggs found 
on the roof. The breeding season for gulls typically runs from March to June. The 
owner/occupier must obtain the appropriate licences where applicable from 
Scottish Natural Heritage before the removal of nests and eggs. 
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8. SEPA 
 

Authorisation is required  under The Water Environment (Controlled Activities) 
(Scotland) Regulations 2011 (CAR) to carry out engineering works in or in the 
vicinity of inland surface waters (other than groundwater) or wetlands. Inland 
water means all standing or flowing water on the surface of the land (e.g. rivers, 
lochs, canals, reservoirs). 

 
Management of surplus soils may require an exemption under The Waste 
Management Licensing (Scotland) Regulations 2011. Proposed crushing or 
screening will require a permit under The Pollution Prevention and Control 
(Scotland) Regulations 2012. Consider if other environmental licences may be 
required for any installations or processes. 

 
You may need to apply for a construction site licence under CAR for water 
management across the whole construction site. These will apply to sites of 4ha 
or more in area, sites 5 km or more in length or sites which contain more than 
1ha of ground on a slope of 25 degrees or more or which cross over 500m of 
ground on a slope of 25 degrees or more. It is recommended that you have pre-
application discussions with a member of the regulatory team in your local SEPA 
office. Guidance can be found here.  

 
Details of regulatory requirements and good practice advice for the applicant can 
be found on the Regulations section of our website. If you are unable to find the 
advice you need for a specific regulatory matter, please contact a member of the 
regulatory team in the local SEPA office at: 

 
Silvan House, SEPA 3rd Floor, 231 Corstorphine Road, Edinburgh EH12 7AT. 

 
Tel: 0131 449 7296 

 
9. Environmental Protection - Construction Impacts 
 

All mobile plant introduced onto the site shall comply with the emission limits for 
off road vehicles as specified by EC Directive 97/68/EC. All mobile plant shall be 
maintained to prevent or minimise the release of dark smoke from vehicle 
exhausts. Details of vehicle maintenance shall be recorded. 

 
The developer shall ensure that risk of dust annoyance from the operations is 
assessed throughout the working day, taking account of wind speed, direction, 
and surface moisture levels. The developer shall ensure that the level of dust 
suppression implemented on site is adequate for the prevailing conditions. The 
assessment shall be recorded as part of documented site management 
procedures. 

 
Internal un-surfaced temporary roadways shall be sprayed with water at regular 
intervals as conditions require. The frequency of road spraying shall be recorded 
as part of documented site management procedures. 
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Surfaced roads and the public road during all ground works shall be kept clean 
and swept at regular intervals using a road sweeper as conditions require. The 
frequency of road sweeping shall be recorded as part of documented site 
management procedures. 

 
All vehicles operating within the site on un-surfaced roads shall not exceed 
15mph to minimise the re-suspension of dust. 

 
Where dust from the operations are likely to cause significant adverse impacts at 
sensitive receptors, then the operation(s) shall be suspended until the dust 
emissions have been abated. The time and duration of suspension of working 
and the reason shall be recorded. 

 
This dust management plan shall be reviewed monthly during the construction 
project and the outcome of the review shall be recorded as part of the 
documented site management procedures. 

 
No bonfires shall be permitted. 

 
The applicant should ensure that SEPA are fully consulted regarding the 
possible impacts from the composting facility and furthermore if there is any 
proposed medium sized (1MW>) combustion plant on the development site. 

 
10. Charging outlet (wall or ground mounted) should be of the following minimum 

standard:  
 

Type 2 (EN62196-2), Mode 3 (EN61851-1) compliant and be twin outlet.  With 
the ability to supply 22kW (32 Amps) AC - Three Phase power and have the 
ability to be de rated to supply 11kW to each outlet when both are in use.  
Where this is not possible then 7kW (32 Amps) AC - Single Phase chargers that 
have the ability to deliver power of 7kW capacity to each outlet simultaneously. 

 

Financial impact  

4.1 The financial impact has been assessed as follows: 

 
This planning application is subject to a Section 75 Legal Agreement. 

Risk, Policy, compliance and governance impact 

5.1 Provided planning applications are determined in accordance with statutory 
legislation, the level of risk is low. 

Equalities impact  

6.1 The equalities impact has been assessed as follows: 

 
The application has been assessed and has no impact in terms of equalities or human 
rights. 
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Sustainability impact  

7.1 The sustainability impact has been assessed as follows: 
 
This application meets the sustainability requirements of the Edinburgh Design 
Guidance. 

Consultation and engagement  

8.1 Pre-Application Process 

 
The proposal has been subject to pre-application discussions. 
 
The proposal was considered at the Architecture and Design Scotland (A&DS) 
Workshop and a report was issued dated 30th May 2018. 
 
8.2 Publicity summary of representations and Community Council comments 
 
Neighbours were notified of Scheme 1 on 11 May 2018. The proposal generated eight 
letters of support and 238 letters of objection. A petition with some 2,050 names 
objecting to the planning application was also submitted on 8 June 2018. 
 
Neighbours were notified of Scheme 2 on 14 Jan 2019 which generated a further 0 
letters of support and 95 letters of objection. 
 
Cramond and Barnton Community Council also submitted a discussion paper entitled 
'Barnton: Easing Traffic Congestion and Enhancing Safety', December 2017. 

Background reading/external references 

 To view details of the application go to  

 Planning and Building Standards online services 

 Planning guidelines  

 Conservation Area Character Appraisals  

 Edinburgh Local Development Plan  

 Scottish Planning Policy 

  

https://citydev-portal.edinburgh.gov.uk/idoxpa-web/search.do?action=simple&searchType=Application
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/planningguidelines
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/characterappraisals
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/localdevelopmentplan
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Built-Environment/planning/Policy
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David R. Leslie 
Chief Planning Officer 
PLACE 
The City of Edinburgh Council 
 
 
Contact: Sonia Macdonald, Planning Officer  
E-mail:Sonia.Macdonald@edinburgh.gov.uk Tel:0131 529 4279 

Links - Policies 

 
Relevant Policies: 
 
Relevant policies of the Local Development Plan. 
 
LDP Policy Hou 1 (Housing Development) sets criteria for assessing the principle of 
housing proposals. 
 
LDP Policy Hou 2 (Housing Mix) requires provision of a mix of house types and sizes in 
new housing developments to meet a range of housing needs. 
 
LDP Policy Hou 3 (Private Green Space in Housing Development) sets out the 
requirements for the provision of private green space in housing development. 
 
LDP Policy Hou 4 (Housing Density) sets out the factors to be taken into account in 
assessing density levels in new development.  
 
LDP Policy Hou 6 (Affordable Housing) requires 25% affordable housing provision in 
residential development of twelve or more units.  
 

 Statutory Development 

Plan Provision 

 

The proposal is an allocated site, Cammo HSG 20, in 

the Edinburgh Local Development Plan. 

 

 Date registered 2 May 2018 

 

 

 

 

Drawing numbers/Scheme 001B- 214B, 

 

 

 

Scheme 2 
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LDP Policy Hou 10 (Community Facilities) requires housing developments to provide 
the necessary provision of health and other community facilities and protects against 
valuable health or community facilities. 
 
LDP Policy Des 1 (Design Quality and Context) sets general criteria for assessing 
design quality and requires an overall design concept to be demonstrated. 
 
LDP Policy Des 2 (Co-ordinated Development) establishes a presumption against 
proposals which might compromise the effect development of adjacent land or the 
wider area. 
 
LDP Policy Des 3 (Development Design - Incorporating and Enhancing Existing and 
Potential Features) supports development where it is demonstrated that existing and 
potential features have been incorporated into the design. 
 
LDP Policy Des 4 (Development Design - Impact on Setting) sets criteria for assessing 
the impact of development design against its setting. 
 
LDP Policy Des 5 (Development Design - Amenity) sets criteria for assessing amenity.  
 
LDP Policy Des 6 (Sustainable Buildings) sets criteria for assessing the sustainability of 
new development. 
 
LDP Policy Des 7 (Layout design) sets criteria for assessing layout design.  
 
LDP Policy Des 8 (Public Realm and Landscape Design) sets criteria for assessing 
public realm and landscape design.  
 
LDP Policy Des 9 (Urban Edge Development) sets criteria for assessing development 
on sites at the Green Belt boundary. 
 
LDP Policy Del 1 (Developer Contributions and Infrastructure Delivery) identifies the 
circumstances in which developer contributions will be required. 
 
LDP Policy Tra 1 (Location of Major Travel Generating Development) supports major 
development in the City Centre and sets criteria for assessing major travel generating 
development elsewhere. 
 
LDP Policy Tra 2 (Private Car Parking) requires private car parking provision to comply 
with the parking levels set out in Council guidance, and sets criteria for assessing lower 
provision. 
 
LDP Policy Tra 3 (Private Cycle Parking) requires cycle parking provision in 
accordance with standards set out in Council guidance. 
 
LDP Policy Tra 4 (Design of Off-Street Car and Cycle Parking) sets criteria for 
assessing design of off-street car and cycle parking. 
 
LDP Policy Tra 8 (Provision of Transport Infrastructure) sets out requirements for 
assessment and mitigation of transport impacts of new development. 
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LDP Policy Env 3 (Listed Buildings - Setting) identifies the circumstances in which 
development within the curtilage or affecting the setting of a listed building will be 
permitted. 
 
LDP Policy Env 7 (Historic Gardens and Designed Landscapes) protects sites included 
in the national Inventory of Gardens and Designed Landscapes and other historic 
landscape features. 
 
LDP Policy Env 8 (Protection of Important Remains) establishes a presumption against 
development that would adversely affect the site or setting of a Scheduled Ancient 
Monument or archaeological remains of national importance. 
 
LDP Policy Env 9 (Development of Sites of Archaeological Significance) sets out the 
circumstances in which development affecting sites of known or suspected 
archaeological significance will be permitted. 
 
LDP Policy Env 11 (Special Landscape Areas) establishes a presumption against 
development that would adversely affect Special Landscape Areas. 
 
LDP Policy Env 12 (Trees) sets out tree protection requirements for new development. 
 
LDP Policy Env 15 (Sites of Local Importance) identifies the circumstances in which 
development likely to affect Sites of Local Importance will be permitted. 
 
LDP Policy Env 16 (Species Protection) sets out species protection requirements for 
new development. 
 
LDP Policy Env 21 (Flood Protection) sets criteria for assessing the impact of 
development on flood protection.  
 
LDP Policy Env 22 (Pollution and Air, Water and Soil Quality) sets criteria for assessing 
the impact of development on air, water and soil quality. 
 
Draft Developer Contributions and Infrastructure Delivery SG sets out the approach to 
infrastructure provision and improvements associated with development. 
 
Relevant Non-Statutory Guidelines 
 
Non-Statutory guidelines Edinburgh Design Guidance supports development of the 
highest design quality and that integrates well with the existing city. It sets out the 
Council's expectations for the design of new development, including buildings, parking, 
streets and landscape, in Edinburgh. 
 
Non-statutory guidelines - on affordable housing gives guidance on the situations 

where developers will be required to provide affordable housing. 
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Appendix 1 
 
Application for Planning Permission 18/01755/FUL 
At Land 345 Metres Southeast Of 18, Cammo Walk, 
Edinburgh 
Development of LDP allocated site HSG20 for residential 
development supported by ancillary mixed uses including 
associated works and landscaping (as amended). 
 
Consultations 

 
 
Scottish Water comment 

 
Scottish Water has no objection to this planning application; however, the applicant 
should be aware that this does not confirm that the proposed development can currently 
be serviced and would advise the following: 
 
Water 
 
This proposed development will be fed from Glencorse Water Treatment Works. 
Unfortunately, Scottish Water is unable to confirm capacity at this time so to allow us to 
fully appraise the proposals we suggest that the applicant completes a Pre-Development 
Enquiry (PDE) Form and submits it directly to Scottish Water. The applicant can 
download a copy of our PDE Application Form, and other useful guides, from Scottish 
Water's website at the following link: 
 
www.scottishwater.co.uk/business/connections/connecting-your-
property/newdevelopment-process-and-applications-forms/pre-development-application 
 
Foul 
 
This proposed development will be serviced by Edinburgh Waste Water Treatment 
Works. Unfortunately, Scottish Water is unable to confirm capacity at this time so to allow 
us to fully appraise the proposals we suggest that the applicant completes a Pre-
Development Enquiry (PDE) Form and submits it directly to Scottish Water. The applicant 
can download a copy of our PDE Application Form, and other useful guides, from Scottish 
Water's website at the following link: 
 
www.scottishwater.co.uk/business/connections/connecting-your-
property/newdevelopment-process-and-applications-forms/pre-development-application 
 
The applicant should be aware that we are unable to reserve capacity at our water and/or 
waste water treatment works for their proposed development. Once a formal connection 
application is submitted to Scottish Water after full planning permission has been 
granted, we will review the availability of capacity at that time and advise the applicant 
accordingly. 
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Surface Water 
 
For reasons of sustainability and to protect our customers from potential future sewer 
flooding, Scottish Water will not normally accept any surface water connections into our 
combined sewer system. 
 
There may be limited exceptional circumstances where we would allow such a 
connection for brownfield sites only, however this will require significant justification from 
the customer taking account of various factors including legal, physical, and technical 
challenges. 
In order to avoid costs and delays where a surface water discharge to our combined 
sewer system is anticipated, the developer should contact Scottish Water at the earliest 
opportunity with strong evidence to support the intended drainage plan prior to making a 
connection request. We will assess this evidence in a robust manner and provide a 
decision that reflects the best option from environmental and customer perspectives. 
 
Next Steps 
 
10 or more domestic dwellings 
 
For developments of 10 or more domestic dwellings (or non-domestic equivalent) we 
require a Pre-Development Enquiry (PDE) Form to be submitted directly to Scottish 
Water prior to any formal Technical Application being submitted. This will allow us to fully 
appraise the proposals. Where it is confirmed through the PDE process that mitigation 
works are necessary to support a development, the cost of these works is to be met by 
the developer, which Scottish Water can contribute towards through Reasonable Cost 
Contribution regulations. 
 
Police Scotland comment 
 
We would welcome the opportunity for one of our Police Architectural Liaison Officers to 
meet with the architect to discuss Secured by Design principles and crime prevention 
through environmental design in relation to this development. 
 
Flood Prevention initial comment 
 
In support of the above planning application the Flood Prevention Unit have reviewed the 
following documents, 
 
o Location Plan drawing, number 17153(OS)001B dated 12/04/2018 
o Proposed Site Layout Plan drawing, number 17153(PL)002 dated 26/09/2018 
o Drainage Strategy Plan dated April 2018 
o Flood Risk Assessment version 4.0 dated 20/03/2018 
o Pre- Development Flow Paths Sheet 1, P13692-1000 dated 14/03/2018 
o Pre- Development Flow Paths Sheet 2, P13692-1001 dated 14/03/2018 
o Post Development Flow Paths Sheet 1, P13692-1002 dated 14/03/2018 
o Post Development Flow Paths Sheet 2, P13692-1003 dated 14/03/2018 
o Proposed Drainage Schematic Sheet 1 of 2, P13692-1004 dated 18/04/2018 
o Proposed Drainage Schematic Sheet 2 of 2, P13692-1005 dated 18/04/2018 
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In order to better inform the planning application process further information is required 
with respect to drainage. 
 
1. The applicant has not completed a declaration for this application covering the 
flood risk assessment (Certificate A1). As this development is classed as a major 
development under Planning definition then an independent consultant is also required 
to check the design and submission. They must then sign the required declaration 
(Certificate B1) for inclusion with the application prior to determination by CEC Planning. 
 
Flood Prevention final comment 

 
The application can proceed to determination with no further comment from our 
department. 
 
Flood Prevention comment on EIA 
 
Our response to the EIA scoping would be to follow the CEC guidelines available on the 
website.  
 
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/info/20045/flooding/1584/flood_planning_application  
 
The documents produced to support 18/01755/FUL (FRA and Drainage Strategy) largely 
address the guidelines. 
 
Transport Scotland comment 
 
The Director does not propose to advise against the granting of permission. 
 
Parks and Greenspace comment 
 
The issue will be more around visitors to Cammo Park deciding to park outside the homes 
of the new residents, causing conflict. 
 
Cramond + Barnton Community Council comment 

 
Community Council is responding as a statutory consultee to the application for full 
planning consent for housing and associated development and landscaping at Cammo 
(HSG 20). 
 
The Community Council accepts that the Cammo site is allocated for housing 
development in the Local Development Plan and is striving to ensure that any 
development on this site and its associated landscaping provides a high quality living 
environment, fits within the local neighbourhood and landscape and provides supporting 
infrastructure which fully meets the needs of the residents of the proposed housing and 
pressures on wider locality from the resultant increase in population. 
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Having fully assessed the proposals, with support from professional planners and traffic 
engineers, and consulted the community through an exhibition of the proposals and 
discussion at its May meeting, Cramond and Barnton Community Council advocates 
refusal of the application, or the use of suspensive conditions, to ensure that deficiencies 
in the application and issues with regard to design, drainage, traffic, etc. are resolved to 
the satisfaction of the City Council, Community Council and local communities, prior to 
any planning proposals being approved.  
 
Of particular concern to the Community Council are - 
 
Unresolved ownership issues relating to northern boundary  
Substantial deficiencies in assessments supporting the application 
Density, layout and landscape impacts associated with the apartment buildings 
Traffic and air quality issues 
Inadequate assurances on provision of essential infrastructure   
Opportunities to enhance the utility, landscaping and layout of proposals. 
 
Many of these issues have been the subject of more detailed documentation submitted 
by the Community Council and displayed on the planning portal (see Consultation 
documents: 28 May). 
 
UNRESOLVED OWNERSHIP ISSUES RELATING TO NORTHERN BOUNDARY 
 
For the last few years, the Community Council, Cammo Residents Association and 
property owners have emphasised issues arising from the lack of clarity and 
discrepancies between property boundaries shown on plans and those demarcated on 
the ground by fences, hedges, etc. Over many years some boundaries have been 
extended beyond those in residents' titles; however, the current developers have 
indicated a flexibility and acceptance of the de facto boundaries, rather than reverting 
precisely to owners' title boundaries. 
 
It is apparent to residents that reliance on an informal agreement is unsatisfactory and 
could lead to legal and planning issues; for example:planning permissions, conditions 
and obligations would apply to all land within red line boundaries shown on plans 
accompanying the application.  However, the straight line boundaries do not precisely 
reflect proprietors titles and may not include land incorporated within individual 
boundaries over a long period of occupation, which may be covered by legal provisions 
for prescription.  
 
It is unacceptable to residential owners along the Cammo Gardens and Cammo Grove 
boundary that parcels of their land may inadvertently be incorporated in land covered by 
planning decisions, conditions or obligations resulting from this application. 
 
While the developers are prepared to accept the on-the-ground boundaries, it is not 
sufficient for this to rely on a gentleman's agreement, as the current or new owner of the 
development site could challenge this in future.  Residential owners have concerns also 
regarding uncertainties over the extent of their ownership/occupation of land in legal 
events, such as the sale of their property.  
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These boundary issues are not insurmountable and the Community Council has 
proposed consultations between the residents and developers to enable demarcation of 
mutually agreed boundaries for registration in the Scottish Land Registry.  Planning 
approval should not be granted until all property issues along the northern boundary have 
been resolved. 
 
SUBSTANTIAL DEFICIENCIES IN ASSESSMENTS SUPPORTING THE 
APPLICATION 
 
It is unacceptable that, between the validation date of 2 May and 28 May, around 65 
plans and assessments have been drip-fed onto the planning portal in support of the 
application and it is understood that the Council has sought further documentation.  All 
documents should have been available throughout the entire public consultation period.   
 
Consequently, the Community Council is seeking a further public notification and 
consultation period, once all supporting information has been provided, including 
information identified below as being deficient. This is required to strengthen the 
community's confidence in the planning process, which is at an extremely low level 
resulting from involvement in, and treatment of submissions on, the HSG 20 site 
throughout the LDP process. 
 
With specific regard to assessments available on the planning portal (at end May), the 
Community Council has concerns over: 
 
Deficiencies in Landscape Impact Assessments  
 
The LDP brief for HSG 20 respects the importance of views of the Pentland Hills from 
the site and Maybury Road, and views from the north through the site to the treed Craigs 
Road ridge and Pentland Hills are highly valued features of the landscape for Cammo 
residents, who along with the Community Council have argued for safeguarding of such 
views.  The proposed 4- and 3- storey apartment blocks along much of the northern and 
south-western edges of the Mauseley Park corridor - comprising much of the highest 
ground in the site, will effectively block medium-distance views of Craigs Road ridge and 
longer-distance views of the Pentlands from within the site and residential areas to the 
north.   
 
Current photomontages inadequately represent wider landscape impacts. A 
topographical cross-section of the site from a high point in existing housing at Cammo 
(e.g. Cammo Parkway) across the site is required, showing heights of land and buildings 
along the Mauseley Park corridor to the Craigs Road ridge and including a representation 
of the Pentland Hills. This would illustrate the extent, if any, of views which may be 
retained across the site from north to south and beyond. In addition, a helium balloon 
test would demonstrate likely landscape impacts of the 3- and 4- storey buildings.  
 
The recommended assessments may demonstrate the need to relocate apartment 
blocks from the northern side of Mauseley Park to a less prominent position, or reduce 
the height of at least some apartment blocks.  The assessments recommended above 
are identified in Edinburgh Design Guidance as appropriate to the assessment of 
landscape impacts of housing developments.  Without this information, the landscape 
impacts cannot be fully assessed, the application and EIA are deficient and permission 
should be withheld.   
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Inadequacies in Traffic Assessments 
 
Traffic impacts of the proposed development, and the cumulative impacts of other major 
developments in North and West Edinburgh and beyond, comprise a principal basis for 
the community's concerns over the proposals. 
 
The Community Council, with support from transport engineers, has assessed the 
Transport Assessment (TA) and found it inadequate in scope, data and assessments - 
especially in respect of traffic flows, congestion levels and time delays on key arterial 
roads and junctions which will be effected by the development. Key deficiencies are 
highlighted in the Appendix below.  
 
The applicants should be required to provide a more robust and comprehensive TA, 
which the community and Council's Planning Service can have confidence in. This should 
be the subject of community consultations, prior to any planning decisions for the Cammo 
site.  
 
Deficiencies in Air Quality Assessments 
 
The air quality assessments are deficient and largely derived from estimates/forecasts of 
average traffic speeds on key traffic corridors.  They do not assess the air quality impacts 
of queuing traffic during saturation traffic flows at Barnton, Maybury and other 
junctions/crossings.  Due to the sensitivity of these junctions, any increase in traffic 
volumes will exacerbate congestion and create disproportionate increases in exhaust 
gases and particulates emissions of hazard to health.   
 
Data from the air quality monitoring device on Queensferry Road, near Barnton Junction, 
shows PM10 particulate matter concentrations exceeding EU/UK regulation standards 8 
times and NO2  exceedances twice in 2017 (www.scottishairquality.co.uk).  Additional 
traffic from the Cammo development, and cumulative traffic volumes generated by 
developments in West Edinburgh and beyond, along with new junctions and crossings 
on Maybury Road, will exacerbate traffic congestion and queuing on Maybury, 
Queensferry, Whitehouse and Glasgow Roads, with associated traffic generated 
pollution.  
  
These issues should be of concern to the City Council in exercising its duties to ensure 
pollution levels do not exceed permitted health standards and to reduce exceedences.  
More comprehensive assessments are required of air pollution and health impacts of 
traffic volumes, congestion and queuing on traffic arteries in the vicinity of the proposed 
development. 
 
Drainage and Flood Risk Assessments 
 
The Flood Risk Assessment refers to the redundant ditch along the northern boundary 
and suggests that this dltch along with the proposed 5m landscape buffer will be ' more 
than sufficient. to pass any surface flows able to reach the ditch and ' In this way an 
appropriate flow pathway will be maintained along the northern edge of the site, in the 
event of flooding from the ditch/culvert or from any of the Scottish Water services flowing 
along the edge of the site. 
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A further statement indicates that ' an appropriate flow pathway should be provided along 
the northern edge of the site to route flows emerging from sewers along the site boundary 
without flooding properties, within or outside of the site.  Any water emerging from the 
sewers would flow along the low-lying ground along the northern edge of the site.  
Sections of the lowest-lying ground along the northern boundary are owned by adjacent 
residential owners. 
 
Assessments that the redundant ditch may be available and suitable as a flow pathway 
for flood water and/or sewerage overflows are inaccurate, as the ditch will remain at least 
partially outwith the ownership and management of the developers and much of the ditch 
has been partially or completely infilled.  Hence, assessments and proposals for drainage 
along the northern boundary of the site require to be revised.   
 
Ecological Assessments  
 
Only preliminary ecological assessments have been undertaken.  Further surveys will be 
required in respect of protected species, including bats and badgers, to satisfy UK and 
EU regulations. 
 
DENSITY, LAYOUT AND LANDSCAPE IMPACTS ASSOCIATED WITH APARTMENT 
BLOCKS 
 
Table 4 of the LDP indicates an estimated total capacity: 500-700 (housing units) for 
HSG 20 and the LDP Site Brief states that ' The finalised site capacity, design and layout 
should be informed by an adequate flood risk assessment.  Subsequently, the applicants' 
Flood Risk Assessments have resulted in substantial areas within the southern, western 
and north-western sections of the site being identified as subject to risk from flooding and 
allocated for open space.  However, the number of proposed houses in the current 
application remain at the higher level (i.e. 656 houses), resulting in a higher density of 
development than originally envisaged in the LDP and the need to include a substantial 
number of 3- and 4-storey blocks of flats - mostly in dominant locations in the landscape 
on higher ground along the Mauseley Park corridor, which will largely block views across 
the site to the treed Craigs Road corridor and Pentland Hills beyond.   
 
Similarly, the blocks of 4-storey flats along Maybury Road will effectively block views of 
the high landscape bund bordering the east side of Maybury Road - another attractive 
landscape feature.    
 
The LDP Site Brief refers to the protection of key views and the Community Council and 
wider community have consistently argued for height restrictions on any apartment 
buildings and protection of views through the site in all directions.  Throughout the 
formulation of the LDP and PAN stages of this/previous planning applications, concerns 
have been raised also about the orientation of Mausleley Park on exposed ground along 
the direction of the prevailing south-westerly winds.  Higher flats along the northern edge 
of Mauseley Park will exacerbate wind tunnel effects and channel winds along Mauseley 
Park to the discomfort of residents and users of the open space.   
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The developers should be required to submit amended plans, which reduce the density 
of development on this site and, in particular: 
 
replace the dominant, high apartment blocks along the Mauseley Park corridor, with 
lower height buildings (e.g. colony or townhouse-type buildings) and more intervening 
spaces 
 
replace the 4-storey apartment blocks along Maybury Road with 3-storey apartments in 
both cases, to reduce landscape and climatic impacts of these buildings, as highlighted 
above.  
 
TRAFFIC AND AIR QUALITY ISSUES 
 
Issues associated with traffic generation, congestion and delays - deficiencies in the 
Transport Assessment and Air Quality Assessment documents are outlined above and 
in the Appendix. Traffic is a principal issue of concern to the Community Council and 
local communities.  It is widely recognised, including by Council officers, that Maybury 
and Barnton Junctions are often operating at or over capacity, resulting, in the latter case, 
in queuing on Queensferry Road, as far as Dalmeny (morning) and Telford Road Junction 
(evening), and on the Maybury and Whitehouse Road approaches to Barnton Junction 
(many times of day).  This congestion results in lengthy travel delays and economic costs 
to the City.  Proposals to change the character of Maybury Road to a 'street' ignore the 
strategic role of this artery as a de facto extension of the City Bypass.  Any displacement 
of traffic from Maybury Road onto Drumbrae and/or Clermiston Road will cause greater 
delays and unacceptable disruption to local communities.  
 
The proposals rely on MOVA traffic signals and the advocacy of modal shift as solutions 
to additional traffic volumes and congestion generated by the Cammo, West Edinburgh 
SDA and other major developments in North/West Edinburgh and beyond.  These 
solutions alone are unrealistic, given the frequent saturation flows on Queensferry and 
Glasgow Roads and associated junctions and the additional congestion which will be 
created on Maybury Road by introducing new signal controlled junctions and pedestrian 
crossings to serve the Cammo development.  The Community Council, with traffic 
engineering support, has promoted recommendations in its Barnton Junction Discussion 
Paper for improving traffic flows and safety at Barnton.  So far these have been side-
lined by Council officers. 
 
Cramond + Barnton Community Council comment on EIA 

 
The Community Council is responding formally, as a statutory consultee, to the 
consultation on the EIA accompanying the Cammo development. 
 
The Community Council objects to the continuing drip-feed of additional information onto 
the planning portal since validation of the planning application, including EIA material 
which should have been required from the developer in advance of validation.  Over 65 
documents of relevance have been added between the validation date (2 May) and date 
of this submission (25 May), and CEC have informed the CC that more information is 
expected.  This makes a mockery of the public notification and consultation process and 
compounds issues of loss of confidence in the planning process resulting from CEC's 
responses to previous consultations on the Cammo (HSG20) site. 
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With specific regard to EIA contents currently provided on the planning portal, the 
Community Council has concerns over: 
 
Landscape Assessments  
  
The LDP brief for HSG20 respects the importance of views of the Pentland Hills from the 
site and Maybury Road and views from the north through the site to the treed Craigs 
Road ridge and Pentland Hills are highly valued features of the landscape for Cammo 
residents, who along with the CC have argued for safeguarding such views. Proposed 4 
and 3 storey apartment blocks along much of the northern and south-western edges of 
the Mauseley Park corridor, which comprises much of the highest ground in the site, will 
effectively block medium-distance views of Craigs Road ridge and longer-distance views 
of the Pentlands from residential areas to the north. 
 
Current photomontages provide inadequate representation of wider landscape impacts.  
A topographical cross-section of the site from a high point within existing housing at 
Cammo (eg Cammo Parkway) across the site is required, showing heights of land and 
buildings along the Mauseley Park corridor to the Craigs Road ridge and including a 
representation of the Pentland Hills. This would illustrate the extent, if any, of views which 
may be retained across the site from north to south and beyond.  In addition, a helium 
balloon test would demonstrate likely landscape impacts of the 3 and 4 storey buildings. 
 
 
The recommended assessments may demonstrate the need to relocate apartment 
blocks from the northern side of Mauseley Park to a less prominent position, or to reduce 
the height of at least some apartment blocks. The assessments recommended above 
are identified within Edinburgh Design Guidance as appropriate to the assessment of 
landscape impacts of housing developments and without such information the landscape 
effects of the development cannot be fully assessed, the EIA is deficient and permission 
should be deferred.  
 
Inadequacies in Traffic Assessments 
 
Traffic impacts of the proposed development, and the cumulative impacts of major new 
developments in North and West Edinburgh and beyond, comprise a principal basis for 
the community's concerns over the proposals. The CC, with support from transport 
engineers, has assessed the Transport Assessment (TA) and found it inadequate in 
scope, basic data and assessments - especially assessments of traffic flows, congestion 
levels and time delays on key arterial roads and junctions which will be impacted by the 
development.  Key deficiencies are highlighted in the Appendix below.  
 
Assessments of the planning application should be deferred until a more robust and 
comprehensive TA, which the community and Council's Planning Service can have 
confidence in, is completed.  
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Air Quality Assessments 
 
The air quality assessments are deficient and largely derived from estimates/forecasts of 
average traffic speeds on key traffic corridors. They do not assess the air quality impacts 
of queuing traffic during saturation traffic flows at Barnton, Maybury and other junctions 
and crossings.  As a result of the sensitivity of these junctions, any increase in volumes, 
however small, will exacerbate congestion and create disproportionate increases in 
exhaust gases and particulates emissions which are hazardous to health. 
 
Data from the air quality monitor on Queensferry Road, east of Barnton Junction, shows 
PM10 particulate matter concentrations exceeding EU/UK regulation standards 8 times 
and NO2  exceedances twice in 2017 (www.scottishairquality.co.uk). Additional traffic 
from the Cammo development, and cumulative traffic volumes generated by 
developments in West Edinburgh and beyond, along with new junctions and crossings 
on Maybury Road, will exacerbate traffic volumes and queuing on Maybury, Queensferry, 
Whitehouse and Glasgow Roads, with associated traffic generated pollution. 
   
These issues should be of concern to the City Council in exercising its duties to ensure 
pollution levels do not exceed permitted health standards and to reduce exceedences 
where these occur.  
 
More comprehensive assessments are required of the air pollution and health impacts of 
future traffic volumes, congestion and queuing at key junctions and traffic arteries in the 
vicinity of the proposed development. 
 
Drainage and Flood Risk Assessments 
 
The Flood Risk Assessment (Kaya Consulting Ltd 2018) refers to the redundant ditch 
along the northern boundary and suggests that this ditch along with the proposed 5m 
landscape buffer will be more than sufficient to pass any surface flows able to reach the 
ditch and in this way an appropriate flow pathway will be maintained along the northern 
edge of the site, in the event of flooding from the ditch/culvert or from any of the Scottish 
Water services flowing along the edge of the site. 
 
Similarly, a later statement indicates that an appropriate flow pathway should be provided 
along the northern edge of the site to route flows emerging from sewers along the site 
boundary without flooding properties, within or outside of the site. Any water emerging 
from the sewers would flow along the low-lying ground along the northern edge of the 
site.  Sections of lowest-lying ground along the northern boundary are owned by adjacent 
residential owners. 
 
Indications in the EIA documents that the redundant ditch may be available and suitable 
as a flow pathway for flood water and/or sewerage overflows are inaccurate, as the ditch 
will remain at least partially outwith the ownership and management of the developers 
and much of the ditch has been partially or completely infilled.  Hence, assessments and 
proposals for drainage along the northern boundary of the site require to be revised.  
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Ecological Assessments 
 
It would appear from the documentation that only preliminary ecological assessments 
have been undertaken and further surveys are required in respect of protected species, 
including bats and badgers, to satisfy UK and EU regulations. 
Appendix 
 
CRAMOND AND BARNTON COMMUNITY COUNCIL REVIEW OF PROPOSED 
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, CAMMO (HSG20) 
 
TRANSPORT ASSESSMENT (SWECO 2018) 
 
This initial review has been undertaken by Cramond + Barnton Community Council (CC) 
with support from professional traffic engineers.  It has exposed a number of apparent 
deficiencies in the Traffic Assessment (TA) which result in the CC and its advisers having 
concerns over the comprehensiveness and reliability of the TA.   
 
As the Community Council has not, so far, been able to access the City of Edinburgh 
Council's (CEC) Scoping Report (omitted from Appendix A of TA) and advice on intended 
coverage of the TA, it has been unable to ascertain whether perceived shortfalls in the 
TA are a consequence of the Council's guidance on the scope of the TA, or deficiencies 
in SWECO's assessments. 
 
Key Issues 
 
Scope of TA 
 
Current and future traffic volumes and characteristics are dependent on traffic volumes, 
roads and junctions' capacities, etc beyond those relating directly to the HSG20 
development, Maybury Road and its approaches to Barnton and Maybury Junctions, and 
development sites assessed within the WETA Study.  The TA fails to adequately assess, 
for example, traffic volumes, congestion, etc. on Queensferry Road and Whitehouse 
Road - all of which have implications for traffic flows, queuing, etc through Barnton 
Junction and beyond and knock-on effects on traffic flows and congestion on Maybury 
Road. 
 
In particular, the assessments ignore data within the SESPlan Cross Boundary Report 
relating to traffic generated by out-of-town developments on the A90 corridor and Barnton 
Junction, which the Cross Boundary Report identifies as operating in excess of capacity 
- currently and in traffic forecasts. CBCC sought assurances at meetings with the 
Consultants and CEC staff that the TA would assess Cross Boundary traffic issues, in 
addition to those pertaining to West Edinburgh. 
 
Strategic Importance of Maybury Road and Queensferry Road Corridors 
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Recent reports have highlighted the scale and economic costs of congestion in 
Edinburgh.  The TA ignores the strategic role of Maybury Road which is essentially a de 
facto extension of the City Bypass. There are no data on the costs of traffic congestion 
and delays associated with the development of numerous new junctions and pedestrian 
crossings associated with the Cammo and Maybury developments, or the effects of 
additional traffic generated by the developments on congestion and delays on the 
Queensferry Road corridor, where traffic backs up to Telford Road in the evening peak. 
 
Reliance on WETA traffic data, without validation of WETA data and calibration of traffic 
model to take account of local traffic patterns - The TA indicates data used for modelling 
traffic flows and junction capacities on Maybury Road and at the site access points were 
derived from the WETA study.  There is no indication that the data were validated against 
on-the-ground surveys of traffic volume, queuing and time delay data for the northern 
section of Maybury Road, or key junctions (e.g. Barnton, Cammo Gardens, East 
Craigs/Bughtlin and Maybury Junctions), or that the traffic models were calibrated 
against such locally derived data. A related example, of discrepancies between the 
WETA information and observed reality are the peak traffic times (s 7.3), as daily 
observations indicate that peak evening traffic flows are 17.00-19.30 not 17.00-18.00. 
The assessments took account of the cumulative effects of the proposed new junctions 
and pedestrian crossings on traffic flows and congestion.   
 
The modelling assessments in Figs 7.2 and 7.3 are further flawed, as the calculations for 
the southern approaches to the two new junctions assume that continuing traffic flows 
along Maybury Road northwards towards Barnton will not be obstructed. 
 
However much of the time the Barnton Junction is over-capacity (as shown in Cross 
Border Study) and traffic is backed-up southwards on Maybury Road often as far as the 
location of the proposed southern access to the Cammo development, and certainly as 
far as the northern access point.   
 
Traffic turning in and out of Cammo Gardens further exacerbates traffic volumes and 
delays on this section of road (not assessed in TA). 
 
In the above situations, traffic would not flow through the junctions, to clear the queues 
estimated in Figs 7.2 and 7.3 and these would further build-up over time along with 
congestion and travel delays/costs on this strategic travel route.  Consequently, the data 
in Figs 7.2 and 7.3 for traffic travelling northwards towards Barnton Junction are patently 
misleading, as these do not take account of queuing when traffic routes and junctions 
are at/near saturation levels.  Further data on queue lengths and time delays in the wider 
network especially throughout Maybury Road and on Queensferry Road and Whitehouse 
Road are required as part of the TA. 
 
Due to the deficiencies in baseline data and subsequent assessments, and, in particular, 
the lack of detailed traffic impact assessments for the northern section of Maybury Road 
and Barnton Junction and redesign requirements for the key junctions (see above), the 
community has little confidence in the assessments in section 7 of the TA. 
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Issues of community severance have not been assessed - Transport Scotland's 
Transport Assessment Guidelines (s 5.19) state that transport assessments should 
identify any effects which a proposed development may have on creating a barrier to 
access within the community and whether the level of traffic using nearby roads make 
links between parts of the community more difficult.   
 
CBCC's Barnton Junction Discussion Paper (provided to developers and CEC) highlights 
access and egress issues and roads safety hazards relating to the Cammo 
Gardens/Maybury Road and Pinegrove Gardens and Maybury Road junctions.   
 
These issues have not been assessed and will be exacerbated by traffic generated by 
the Cammo development, unless traffic signal controls are installed to cover these 
junctions.  Again, the CC brought such issues to the Consultants and CEC's attention 
and asked that these be considered in the TA. 
 
Distance from schools and implications for travel modes  
 
The TA (Fig 4.2) shows that Cramond Primary School and the Royal High School - the 
interim schools serving the Cammo development prior to the new Maybury Primary and 
West Edinburgh High Schools being developed (still at early planning stage) - are some 
2.4km/30 minute adult walking time, excluding major road crossings from the mid-point 
of the Cammo site. 
 
It is unrealistic to expect most primary pupils and many secondary pupils to walk such 
distances to school and PAN 75 Planning for Transport (Scottish Government) states 
that a maximum threshold of 1600m for walking is broadly in line with observed travel 
behaviour.  It is the case also that parents are unlikely to undertake two 4.8km (1 hour) 
return journeys to take primary pupils to and collect pupils from Cramond Primary, which 
has current issues of parking congestion and road safety hazards associated with 
children drop-offs and collection. 
 
Cramond + Barnton Community Council further comment 

 
The Community Council accepts that the Cammo site is allocated for housing 
development in the Local Development Plan and is striving to ensure that any 
development and associated landscaping provides a high quality living environment, fits 
within the local neighbourhood and landscape and provides supporting infrastructure 
which fully meets the needs of the residents of the proposed housing and minimises 
pressures on wider locality from the resultant increase in population. 
 
The Community Council appreciates the developers' recognition of, and responses to, 
recent suggestions made by the Community Council and others in respect of the previous 
application and their on-going liaison with the Community Council.  However, having fully 
assessed the proposals, with support from professional planners and traffic engineers, 
and consulted the community through an exhibition of the revised proposals and 
discussion at its recent meetings, Cramond and Barnton Community Council advocates 
refusal of the revised application, or use of suspensive conditions, to ensure that 
deficiencies in the application and the issues outlined below are resolved to the 
satisfaction of the City Council, Community Council and local communities, prior to any 
planning proposals being approved.  
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Of particular concern to the Community Council are - 
 
o Need for Implementation Programme to match stages in development with 
delivery of infrastructure and services   
o Traffic issues 
o Landscape impacts of 4-storey apartment buildings 
o Schools provision 
o Air quality issues 
o Link path to Cammo Local Nature Reserve  
o Unresolved ownership issues relating to northern boundary 
 
Many of these issues have been the subject of more detailed documentation previously 
submitted by the Community Council, as provided on the planning portal. 
 
1.   Need for Implementation Programme to match stages in development with 
delivery of infrastructure and services by the Council and developers   
 
The LDP Action Programme highlights key infrastructure needed to support this 
development (e.g. roads/junction improvements, schools, drainage).  While the 
developers are prepared to comply with planning obligations and fund required 
infrastructure, discussions with Council staff have highlighted uncertainties over the 
Council's commitments to funding and delivering infra-structure and services for which 
the Council will be responsible.  
 
Insofar as the CC is aware: 
 
o While the LDP Action Programme provides for improved traffic signals and 
pedestrian/cyclist crossings at Barnton Junction, meetings with the Council's traffic 
engineers have disclosed that more substantial measures to enhance traffic flows 
through Barnton Junction (including proposals by CBCC) are still under investigation and 
no budgets have been confirmed.  Such works are essential to reduce queueing and 
congestion on Maybury Road and other approaches to Barnton Junction and will not be 
achieved solely through the introduction of 'smart' signalling systems, as proposed by 
the Council. 
 
o Local GP practices are operating at/over capacity, however, the current Action 
Programme states that a new West Edinburgh practice is still at exploring options stage, 
with no delivery timescale. 
 
o The City Council have been unable to assure the Community Council that primary 
and secondary schools capacity will be available during and following the roll-out of the 
housing development (see 4. below). 
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LDP Policy Del 1 requires that ' Development should only progress subject to sufficient 
infrastructure already being available or where it is demonstrated that it can be delivered 
at the appropriate time.  Consequently, the Community Council urges the City Council to 
withhold planning consent until the developers and the Council agree an explicit 
Implementation Programme (or similar), which sets out commitments to the funding and 
delivery of essential infrastructure, especially road junction improvements, schools 
capacity and GP surgery provision, and matches such provision to key stages in the roll-
out of the Cammo development.  This is required to provide the community and in-coming 
residents with confidence that policy Del 1 will be upheld and that key stages of the 
Cammo development will proceed alongside the phased provision of essential 
infrastructure.  
 
2.  Traffic Issues 
 
Traffic issues arising from existing traffic levels on Queensferry, Glasgow and Maybury 
Roads, additional traffic generated by the Cammo development and cumulative impacts 
of traffic from major developments in nearby areas (e.g. Maybury, IBG, Edinburgh Park), 
Fife and West Lothian are of major concern to CBCC, the communities it represents and 
the wider communities of North and West Edinburgh.   
 
Evaluations of the developers' Traffic Assessments and proposals by CBCC members 
and experienced traffic engineers have highlighted major issues, which require resolution 
prior to any planning consent being granted.  These include - 
 
Deficiencies in the Traffic Assessment (TA) - for example -  
 
The assessments ignore data in the SESplan Cross Boundary Report on traffic 
generated by out-of-town developments on the A90 corridor and Barnton Junction, which 
the Cross Boundary Report identifies as operating in excess of capacity - currently, and 
in forecasts for future traffic levels.  CBCC has sought assurances at meetings with the 
Consultants and CEC staff that the TA would assess Cross Boundary traffic issues, in 
addition to those pertaining to West Edinburgh, but these shortfalls remain. 
 
The TA fails to adequately assess traffic volumes, congestion and delays on Queensferry 
Road and Whitehouse Road - all of which have implications for traffic flows and 
congestion through Barnton Junction and beyond, and knock-on effects on impeded 
traffic flows on Maybury Road on the local traffic network (e.g. Drumbrae and Clermiston 
Roads).   
 
Recognition should be given also to the Council's intentions to control traffic movements 
(especially of diesels) in the vicinity of the proposed St Johns Road Low Emissions Zone, 
which may result in more vehicles using the Queensferry Road-Maybury Road-Glasgw 
Road route to avoid the St Johns LEZ.  This has not been factored into the Cammo TA.  
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The traffic assessments and proposals fail to recognise and assess the economic costs 
of congestion on roads associated with this development - Recent reports (e.g. INRIX) 
have highlighted the immense scale and economic costs of congestion in Edinburgh.  
The TA provides no data on the costs of congestion and delays arising from the 
installation of several new junctions and pedestrian crossings associated with the 
Cammo and Maybury developments, or the cumulative impacts of additional traffic from 
these developments on congestion and delays on the Queensferry Road corridor and 
road network throughout North and West Edinburgh. 
 
Reliance on WETA traffic data, without validation of WETA data and calibration of traffic 
models to take account of local traffic patterns - data used for modelling traffic flows and 
junction capacities on Maybury Road and site access points were solely derived from the 
WETA study.  CBCC's evaluation of the TA indicates that SWECO's assessments -  
 
Failed to validate data and calibrate models against locally derived data relating to traffic 
volumes over a significant period, queuing times or congestion costs on Maybury Road 
and key junctions at Barnton, Cammo Gardens, East Craigs/Bughtlin and Maybury.  For 
example, local observations indicate that the evening peak on Maybury Road extends 
from 16.30 to 19.30, not 17.00-18.00, as in WETA. 
 
Fail to take account of the cumulative effects of the proposed new junctions and 
pedestrian crossings on traffic flows and congestion.   
 
Provide inaccurate modelling of traffic flows and underestimate potential congestion on 
Maybury Road, as they indicate that -  
 
Traffic on Maybury Road will be free from congestion - ignoring issues of queuing due to 
Barnton Junction operating at/near saturation and/or traffic queuing at the Cammo 
Gardens or Pinegrove Gardens junctions, or at the new signals controlled junctions and 
pedestrian crossings associated with the Cammo development.  These assumptions are 
patently flawed, as, for example, over many hours each day, the Barnton and Maybury 
Junctions operate at/ over capacity (as shown in the Cross Boundary Report).  
 
Estimates of an additional 372 vehicles entering/leaving the Cammo development during 
the forecast one-hour morning peak period and 383 vehicles entering/leaving during the 
one-hour evening peak will be absorbed within the capacity of Maybury Road.  This may 
be shown in modelling, but Maybury Road is already operating at/over capacity at the 
evening peak; hence additional congestion and queuing will result on extensive sections 
of Maybury Road. 
 
Due to deficiencies in baseline data and subsequent assessments, and, in particular, the 
lack of reliable traffic impact assessments for the northern section of Maybury Road and 
Barnton Junction, the community has little/no confidence in the assessments in the TA. 
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Effects of changing the character of Maybury Road to a 'street' -  
 
Current proposals to change the character of Maybury Road to a 'street' ignore the 
strategic role of this artery as a de facto link between the City Bypass and the road 
networks of North Edinburgh, including to the Port of Leith.  Any displacement of through 
traffic from Maybury Road onto Drumbrae, Clermiston Road or other local roads will 
cause greater delays and unacceptable disruption to communities throughout North and 
West Edinburgh.  
 
Inadequate proposals to resolve congestion at Barnton Junction and on Maybury Road. 
 
Currently City Council staff are proposing the introduction of 'smart' traffic signals at 
Bartnon Jucntion and the promotion of modal shift as solutions to additional traffic 
volumes and congestion at Barnton Junction and on Maybury Road.  These solutions 
alone are unrealistic, given the frequent saturation flows on Queensferry and Glasgow 
Roads and associated junctions and the additional congestion which will be created on 
Maybury Road by introducing signal controlled junctions and pedestrian crossings to 
serve the Cammo development.   
 
The Community Council, with traffic engineers' support, has promoted recommendations 
in its Barnton Junction Discussion Paper for improving traffic flows and safety at Barnton.  
It is understood that these are now being examined by the Council's traffic engineers; 
however, officers have informed the Community Council that programming and funding 
of physical improvements to enhance traffic flows at Barnton Junction (e.g. lane 
widening) are not programmed and no funding is committed.  Development of the HSG 
20 site should not be approved until the developers and City Council provide realistic, 
programmed and funded commitments to mitigating additional traffic volumes and 
congestion that will be generated in this locality by the Cammo and other major 
developments in North and West Edinburgh. 
 
There is a one-off opportunity to use s.75 planning obligation funding to improve the 
physical layout of Barnton Junction to the benefit of those residing in the new Cammo 
development, the wider community and all users of road networks in North and West 
Edinburgh.  The developers' consultants and CBCC's advisers have developed several 
means of enhancing traffic flows.  This opportunity should not be lost due to intransigence 
by the Council. 
 
Unrealistic expectations for modal shift due to distances from schools and workplaces -   
 
The TA (Fig 4.2) shows that Cramond Primary and the Royal High School, both of which 
are expected to serve the Cammo development prior to the new Maybury Primary and 
proposed West Edinburgh High Schools being developed, are around 2.4km/30 minute 
adult walking time from the Cammo site.  These walking times fail to take account of 
slower walking speeds of young children and times taken to cross major traffic routes, 
such as Queensferry Road. 
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PAN 75: Planning for Transport (Scottish Government) states that ' A maximum threshold 
of 1600m for walking is broadly in line with observed travel behaviour. It is clearly 
unrealistic to expect most primary pupils and many secondary pupils to walk such 
distances to school and few parents can spare the time to undertake two or more 4.8km 
(1 hour) return walking trips to/from Cramond Primary each day.  The proposed Maybury 
Primary and West Edinburgh High Schools will also be outwith the walking threshold.    
  
Hence, the focus in the TA on active travel trips to schools fails to appreciate the 
implications of schools' locations and forecasts of high levels of modal shift from car 
travel to walking (or cycling) to schools are extremely unlikely to be met.   
 
Community severance -  
 
Transport Scotland's Transport Assessment Guidelines (s. 5.19) state that transport 
assessments should identify any effects which a development may have on ' creating a 
barrier to access within the community ' and ' whether the level of traffic ' using nearby 
roads make links between parts of the community more difficult.   
 
Despite emphasis of the issues in CBCC's Barnton Junction Discussion Paper (provided 
to developers and CEC) and in discussions with the developers and CEC staff, 
access/egress issues and safety hazards at the Cammo Gardens/Maybury Road and 
Pinegrove Gardens/Maybury Road junctions have not been assessed and will be 
exacerbated by traffic generated by the Cammo development, unless traffic signal 
controls are installed to cover these junctions.  Additional traffic loads on Maybury Road 
and proposed closure of Cammo Walk will effectively leave the 450 or so houses at 
Cammo, Strathalmond and Lennie landlocked and dependent on access solely via the 
Cammo Gardens Junction, as access to from the City-bound carriageways to/from 
Cammo Road is too hazardous to safely negotiate at most times. 
 
Provision for emergency services -  
 
Currently, hatched sections of Maybury Road are the only means whereby emergency 
service vehicles can pass queuing traffic and speedily and safely travel along northern 
sections of Maybury Road, which is a strategic travel route in emergencies at the Airport, 
City Bypass, etc..  The removal of this non-traffic corridor and obstructions by several 
new traffic islands, crossings and lights controlled junctions will significantly reduce 
emergency response times.  This issue has not been taken account of in the TA. 
Traffic-related air quality issues - see below.   
 
3. Landscape Impacts of 4-Storey Apartment Buildings 
 
The LDP Site Brief refers to the protection of key views and the Community Council and 
wider community have consistently argued for height restrictions on the apartment 
buildings and protection of views through the site in all directions.  Throughout the 
formulation of the LDP and PAN stages of this and previous planning applications, 
concerns have been raised also about the orientation of Mausleley Park on exposed 
ground along the direction of the prevailing south-westerly winds.  Higher flats along the 
northern edge of Mauseley Park will exacerbate wind tunnel effects and channel winds 
along Mauseley Park to the discomfort of residents and users of the open space.   
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The Community Council welcomes the applicants' lowering of some 4-storey apartments 
along Maybury Road, but notes that some 4-storey apartments are retained along 
sections of Maybury Road and on higher ground along Mauseley Park corridor.  The 
scale and massing of the latter, as illustrated in Section 5 (page 110) of the Design and 
Access Statement is of particular concern. 
The Community Council urges the Council to require the developers to -  
 
o replace all 4-storey apartment blocks along Mauseley Park corridor with 3-storey 
apartments, or preferably colony or townhouse buildings; 
o reduce all 4-storey apartment blocks along Maybury Road to 3-storey buildings in 
both cases, to reduce the landscape and climatic impacts of these buildings. 
 
4. Schools Provision 
 
The 2019 LDP Action Programme indicates delivery dates of August-23 for a new West 
Edinburgh Secondary School and August-22 for a new Maybury Primary/Nursery School.  
The planning, design and development stages of these schools are at such an early 
stage that the community has no confidence of the delivery date for either school being 
met.  Hence, temporary accommodation is being proposed at existing schools, which are 
outwith acceptable walking distances and currently operating near capacity, especially 
in respect of younger age groups.   
 
The local community is extremely concerned at the lack of adequate school provision for 
residents of the proposed development, the potential distance from the development site 
to a new West Edinburgh School (e.g. Ratho, Kirkliston, IBG) and impacts on the 
temporary receptor schools of increased pupil numbers, given their current and forecast 
capacities in the 2020s.  
 
5.  Air Quality Issues 
 
Data from the air quality monitoring device on Queensferry Road, near Barnton Junction, 
show PM10 particulate matter concentrations exceeding EU/UK regulation standards 4 
times (daily mean) and NO2  exceedances twice (hourly mean) in 2018 
(www.scottishairquality.co.uk).  Additional traffic from the Cammo development, and 
cumulative traffic volumes generated by developments in West Edinburgh and beyond, 
along with new junctions and crossings on Maybury Road, will exacerbate traffic 
congestion and queuing on Maybury, Queensferry, Whitehouse and Glasgow Roads 
(including the St Johns Road AQMA) and increase traffic-generated air pollution and 
health risks.   
 
The air quality assessments provided for this development are deficient and do not 
assess the air quality impacts of queuing traffic during saturation traffic flows at Barnton 
and Maybury, or resulting from queuing at new junctions and crossings associated with 
the development.   
 
Due to the sensitivity of the Barnton and Maybury junctions, any increase in traffic 
volumes will exacerbate congestion and create disproportionate increases in exhaust 
gases and particulates emissions of hazard to health.  More comprehensive 
assessments are required of air pollution and health impacts of traffic volumes, 
congestion and queuing on traffic arteries in the vicinity of the proposed development. 
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While the Transport Assessment suggests that modal shift can minimise traffic generated 
by the Cammo development to relatively low levels, this is unrealistic, for reasons 
outlined above.  
Air quality issues should be of concern to the City Council in exercising its duties to 
ensure pollution levels do not exceed permitted health standards and to reduce 
exceedences.  This application should be refused until credible proposals are produced 
to mitigate increases in air pollution associated with additional traffic volumes and 
congestion arising from the Cammo, Maybury and other major developments in North 
and West Edinburgh. 
 
6. Relocation of Link Path to Cammo Local Nature Reserve and Provision of Parking 
Area 
 
As agreed by Cammo Estate Advisory Committee and the Council's Parks, Forestry & 
Cemeteries Service, the proposed link path from the Cammo development to Cammo 
LNR should be realigned to a more southerly location on Cammo Walk (north of the 90o 
bend).  This realigned path would connect to the entrance to South Field in the LNR, as 
opposed to the route currently proposed, which requires users to walk along Cammo 
Walk (restricted footway), enter the current gate, and return along the boundary path to 
South Field, or walk to the main entry at Cammo Lodge.  Avoidance of this longer and 
tortuous route is likely to result in the creation of damaging desire lines through the 
woodland edge of Cammo LNR. 
 
Local experience suggests that some residents of, and professional dog walkers serving, 
the new homes will use vehicles to travel to Cammo LNR, despite the short distances 
involved.  The developers should be required to provide a small layby for 6-8 cars, with 
disabled parking, within the development and close to the relocated path linking to 
Cammo LNR (as above); thereby helping to discourage parking in the LNR car parks, 
which are often at capacity with resultant overspill parking on Cammo Walk or Cammo 
Road. 
 
7. Unresolved Ownership Issues relating to Northern Boundary 
 
The Community Council, Cammo Residents' Association and individual owners have 
emphasised discrepancies between property boundaries on the northern boundary, as 
shown on plans and as demarcated on the ground by fences, hedges, etc. The 
developers have indicated a flexibility and acceptance of the de facto boundaries, but 
indicated that these cannot be accepted until they acquire ownership of the land.  
 
Residents consider that reliance on an informal agreement on boundaries is 
unsatisfactory and could lead to legal and planning issues; for example -   
 
o planning permissions, conditions and obligations would apply to all land within the 
'red line' boundaries on plans accompanying the application.  However, these 'straight 
line' boundaries do not accurately reflect proprietors' titles and include land which may 
be covered by legal provisions for prescription.  It is unacceptable to residential owners 
along the Cammo Gardens and Cammo Grove boundary that parcels of their land may 
inadvertently be incorporated in land covered by planning decisions, conditions or 
obligations resulting from this application. 
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o while the developers are prepared to accept the 'on-the-ground' boundaries, it is 
not sufficient for this to rely on a 'gentleman's agreement', as the current or a new owner 
of the development site could challenge this in future.  Residential owners have concerns 
also regarding uncertainties over the extent of their ownership/occupation of land in legal 
events, such as the sale of their property.  
 
These issues are not insurmountable and the Community Council has proposed 
consultations between the residents and developers to enable demarcation and 
registration in the Scottish Land Registry of mutually agreed boundaries.  Planning 
consent should be subject to a suspensive condition requiring the resolution of property 
issues along the northern boundary of the development site. 
 
Architecture + Design Scotland comment 
 
1.0 Scope of Appraisal 
 
(This indicates the purpose of this appraisal report.  It indicates the status of this advice 
relative to that of statutory and other consultees for the planning submissions intended.) 
 
A&DS's appraisal of the proposals for housing at Cammo is based on a desktop review 
of the planning application as submitted in comparison to earlier proposals discussed at 
pre-application stage.  We have reviewed the extent to which qualities and objectives of 
placemaking design sought in our pre-application advice have been addressed.  It should 
be noted that this does not represent a review of the full scope of the planning application 
documentation.  
 
A&DS are an advisory, non-statutory body who have provided advice to the applicant 
and the council at pre-application stage.  Our advice and this appraisal is not intended to 
replace or override the policy assessment of the council or statutory consultees. 
 
2.0 Background 
 
(This section indicates the role that A&DS have had in engaging with the project, the 
stages of engagement and those involved.  This section highlights the proposals that 
were current at appraisal stage.  This section also highlights the focus of attention during 
the workshop series, including the scope of topics that have been covered and that have 
given rise to A&DS's advice) 
 
2.1 A&DS have provided design advice and support to the council and the developers 
design team in parallel with pre-application design development between October 2017 
and February 2018.  This has taken the form of a series of four workshops managed by 
A&DS.  These aligned with stages of pre-application community consultation to provide 
a link. 
 
2.2 The site at Cammo is allocated as a major housing site in the Edinburgh Local 
Development Plan (LDP).  The planning application description indicates "Development 
of LDP allocated site HSG20 for residential development supported by ancillary mixed 
uses including associates works and landscaping to southeast of Cammo Walk." 
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2.3 The present proposals are being brought forward by a design team led by Ewan 
Macintyre Architects and OPEN landscape architects for Barratt/David Wilson Homes 
and for CALA Homes.  
 
2.4 An earlier series of A&DS workshops provided advice to the design team and 
council during the design development stage of masterplan proposals for the site by 
Halliday Fraser Munro and the landowners appointed design team.  This input was 
preparatory to submissions to the council for an application for Planning Permission in 
Principle in 2013 - 14. 
 
3.0 Summary Appraisal 
 
(This section provides a summary of A&DS's appraisal of the project and records the 
level of support. Levels are assessed in relation to the question.  "Have the building and 
the environs been successfully considered in terms of the needs of the users as well as 
the wider community?".  Supported: level 1- potential exemplar, level 2 - well considered.  
Unsupported: level 3 - with potential, level 4 - outcome at risk.) 
 
3.1 Summary 
 
3.1.1 During the pre-application stage considerable work has been done by the project 
team to develop qualities of place for the proposed housing that builds on dialogue with 
A&DS, the council, SNH and HES during the earlier masterplan stage and more recent 
workshop series.  We welcome this work and the strengths of the proposals in many 
aspects.  Many of the issues raised and discussed have been addressed in the planning 
application.   
 
Improvements have included: 
 
o steps to define the function, purpose and sustainability of the various parkland 
landscapes, amenity areas and corridors; 
o steps to design formats of apartment housing and colonies to create well-defined 
urban and parkland frontages;  
o steps to create a variety of street character and identity responsive to site 
conditions;  
o steps to improve on the amenity of planned 'back court' parking in areas of high 
density;   
o steps to create a street network that is attractive and easy to move around for 
people cycling or on foot;  
o steps towards elevational design and materials pallette linking the various housing 
formats into a family; 
o steps to integrate the site with the neighbouring residential areas of Cammo and 
East Craigs, with Barnton to the north and the planned new school at Maybury to the 
south;  
o steps to integrate a sustainable urban drainage system and flood management 
within the streetscape and landscape proposals.  
 
All this has required an alignment of the commercial brief, market assessment, housing 
tenure and mix with objectives of placemaking and designing street policies. 
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3.1.2 Whilst the proposals are broadly supported in these respects some concerns 
remain in relation to: 
 
o Layout Design: 
o Design of the gateway square 
o Design of edge housing to the wider landscape and Cammo Tower Park 
o Shelter tree planning in Mauseley Park 
o Implementation: 
o Provision of routes external to the site by the council. 
o Maybury Road Frontage detail. 
o Street detailing generally including - plot boundary, landscape and civil 
engineering elements.  In particular street detailing to high density and on-street parking 
areas.  
o Open spaces, gardens and play areas detailing. 
o Factoring and landscape management. 
3.2 Level of Support 
 
The proposals are capable of being supported as level 2 - well considered.  However this 
would be subject to our further advice being addressed by the applicants and the council 
as indicated in the topics below.  
 
4.0 Appraisal by Topic  
 
(This section indicates a concluding analysis and appraisal of the proposals in terms of 
the topics discussed during the Design Forum workshop Series.  Further advice is 
included where applicable) 
 
4.1 Landscape Framework:  
 
4.1.1 Objectives identified in previous advice: 
 
Managing the scale of parkland proposed to ensure it has a well-defined purpose and is 
capable of being well maintained - with a balance of low maintenance and high 
maintenance areas. 
 
Ensuring that particular immediate residential amenity areas and gardens are identified 
with residents of particular blocks likely to use these and have a sense of ownership. 
 
Ensuring that wider recreational uses are provided for such as larger playgrounds, sport 
and recreational use, allotments, open space etc. 
Having a legible set of characteristics for different types of street and parkland landscape 
to provide a sense of place and ease of orientation within the street network.  
 
Ensuring the routes through the Cammo Estate edge landscape are attractive and well 
linked into walking routes. 
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4.1.2 Appraisal on this topic:  
 
The extent to which open space standards are met is a matter for the council.  However 
the proposals have largely addressed our advice in these areas.  The steps taken to 
better define the purpose of the extensive proposed areas of parkland and open space 
are recognised as are the amenity elements included in the streetscape and the simpler 
form of landscape corridor now proposed towards Cammo Estate. 
 
4.1.3 Further advice on this topic:  
 
We would note the importance of ensuring suitable factoring arrangements are in place 
however this aspect has not been reviewed. 
 
Given their extent and importance as a focus for the new community the detailed design 
and quality of implementation of the open space elements will be very important and 
these aspects should continue to be prioritised. 
 
In terms of immediate residents amenity and the planned street character close attention 
continues to be required to follow through with detailed design and delivery of key 
landscape elements.  This includes private garden boundary hedges and walls, street 
trees and the design of the accessible amenity gardens associated each area of housing.  
It includes the provision of suitable and accessible play areas and immediate recreation 
space associated with areas of high density where levels of parking provision and hard 
standing have an impact on private amenity. Parents should feel confident that their 
children have somewhere to play safely in these areas. 
 
Wider Pedestrian Framework and Accessibility 
 
4.2.1 Objectives identified in previous advice: 
 
Provision allowing attractive and accessible wider footpath and cycle linkages to East 
Craigs with crossings over Maybury Road, through the existing woodland/embankment 
and south to Mabury.  To achieve integration for existing and new residents between 
existing and planned local facilities and amongst adjoining residential areas. 
 
Ensuring user experience is considered for remoter routes and with particular 
consideration to safe routes to school, including lighting and building layout providing for 
passive surveillance from adjoining housing - with a particular focus on the landscape 
edges of the site: the south-west corner leading to Maybury and the boundary with 
Cammo Estate. 
 
Clear definition within the site of an integrated network of pedestrian and cycle routes 
linking to neighbouring areas. 
 
4.2.2 Appraisal on this topic:  
 
The proposals have largely addressed our advice towards a layout built on a more 
coherent and legible network of footpath, cycle linkages within the site and linking to 
planned infrastructure outwith the site. 
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4.2.3 Further advice on this topic:  
 
This remains subject to the delivery by the council of routes including planned footpaths 
from Maybury Road linking through the adjoining woodland and across the embankments 
into neighbouring housing at East Craigs and also linking south across the burn to the 
proposed new school at West Craigs. 
 
4.3 Maybury Road and Bus Loop 
 
4.3.1 Objectives identified in previous advice: 
 
To adjust the characteristics of Maybury Road to create an urban street environment 
compatible with a residential area and to slow cars.  Designing Streets policy provides a 
point of reference. 
 
Integration of public transport (buses) within easy walking distance for new residents and 
as part of attractive public spaces and including, as needed for the extension of local bus 
routes, the integration of a bus turning loop. 
 
We noted a preference for bringing buses into the site to strengthen the gateway role of 
the proposed square and local centre. 
We sought drawings demonstrating the designed changes planned to Maybury Road. 
 
4.3.2 Appraisal on this topic:  
 
The proposals have largely addressed our advice with a more comprehensive design 
solution and linear parkland at street level along Maybury Road, integral space for bus 
turning and a new urban character along Maybury Road.  (Please note separate 
appraisal of the street elevations to Maybury Road below). 
 
4.3.3 Further advice on this topic:  
 
None 
 
4.4 May bury Road Frontage Housing and Gateway  
 
4.4.1 Objectives identified in previous advice: 
 
The design of a coherent urban frontage to Maybury Road compatible with the 
significance of the urban gateway location of the site. 
 
Ensuring that this is an active frontage contributing to urban life at street level through 
the incorporation of urban spaces and building entrances that are attractive and well 
used. 
 
Avoiding repercussions for new residents of unattractive and unsafe 'rear' parking courts 
resulting from the proposed urban frontages. 
 
The inclusion of a well-planned urban square at the site gateway incorporating the local 
centre, bus stops and gateway buildings.  Consideration of the experience of this space 
for a pedestrian or cyclist, in all weathers and at different times of day. 
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Achieving a suitable mix of uses for the local centre to ensure that this is sustainable and 
well used.  
 
4.4.2 Appraisal on this topic:  
 
Along Maybury Road we recognise the steps taken to create an active urban frontage 
that is likely to be well used at street level with a linear park and active uses and 
entrances from street level apartments.   
 
Steps taken to create variations in material and frontage articulation are recognised and 
have helped to break down the perceived frontage massing, creating a more animated 
elevation to Maybury Road. 
 
However whilst the local centre and gateway area has a better defined role and 
consultation with residents promises uses meeting local needs, our advice has not yet 
been fully addressed.  The local centre facilities and square remain separated from the 
gateway street by level changes and layers of trees that are likely to disperse activity, 
limit usability and activity. 
 
4.4.3 Further advice on this topic:  
 
We would recommend a review of the design of the square at the local centre. 
 
The quality of detailing and material selection of the architecture will be essential to 
achieving a well-articulated urban frontage to Maybury Road. 
 
4.5 Handling Wider Views 
 
4.5.1 Objectives identified in previous advice: 
 
Maintaining the view corridors to Cammo Tower and Mauseley Hill as planned in the 
earlier masterplan, to maintain views and links into the designed landscape of Cammo 
Estate. 
 
Incorporating tree planting within the view corridors to provide shelter. 
 
Achieving views of the Pentland Hills across the new housing from Cammo Grove. 
 
4.5.2 Appraisal on this topic:  
 
The proposals have largely addressed our advice.   
 
4.5.3 Further advice on this topic:  
 
Shelter tree planning along the edges of Mauseley Park will be an important element to 
be further checked and confirmed. 
 
4.6 Urban Form and Density  
 
4.6.1 Objectives identified in previous advice: 
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A range of densities and a considered townscape design that (1) creates a coherent 
identity and sense of place for the new neighbourhood and (2) re-inforces the function 
and role of adjoining public spaces, parks and streets for the community.  The need for 
a sense of enclosure and interaction between houses and adjoining parks is one notable 
example.  Another is the intent for Mews characteristics in the interior of the site, 
established in the earlier masterplan. 
 
A strong and legible street hierarchy and urban form compatible with Designing Streets 
objectives.  Including house plots and block design formats that contribute to a legible 
street network easily understood and navigable in terms of townscape, creating a 
pleasant and attractive experience for residents and visitors at street level.  Including 
avoiding wide undifferentiated streets dominated by front curtilage car parking. 
 
Managing the consequences for residents of higher densities and meeting parking 
standards to ensure that the quality and attractiveness of the street environment is not 
compromised and including:   
 
(1) ensuring that impacts of car parking provision are planned to protect resident privacy, 
amenity and security.   
(2) ensuring attractive and usable spaces at street level to serve immediate resident 
needs and amenities, for families in particular e.g. informal play, barbecue areas etc. 
within residential courtyard spaces. 
 
This involves layout considerations as well as boundary design, providing suitable private 
garden thresholds and space for local amenities. 
Environments prioritising the experience of people (whether pedestrians, parent with 
buggies, children playing, cyclists) before movement (cars, deliver vehicles, refuse 
collection). 
 
A well-defined and attractive planned edge to the wider landscape to the west and south. 
 
4.6.2 Appraisal on this topic:  
 
The proposals have largely addressed our advice in these areas.  We note that elements 
of street hierarchy, a more recognisable set of distinct street types and legible townscape 
characteristics have been established and this is welcomed.  Strong urban edges to the 
proposed Mauseley Park are welcomed and the mews streets behind the parkland 
frontages have been substantially modified and improved as permeable parts of the 
street infrastructure. These mews are overlooked by house fronts and entrances 
providing safer and more attractive places at street level despite the extent of parking 
required.   
 
The delivery of the proposed street trees, amenity planting and garden boundaries will 
be important for all these areas. 
 
4.6.3 Further advice on this topic:  
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The handling of parking and courtyard spaces in higher density areas has been modified 
and improved to incorporate amenities such as common garden spaces and street trees 
to break up the extensive street level car parking.  However these areas still risk being 
dominated by car parking.  All steps taken to carefully design and implement high quality 
landscape and streetscape elements including strong garden boundaries, lighting, soft 
landscape, street trees, pedestrian priority detailing and quality materials selection will 
be essential. 
 
4.7 Housing Typologies 
 
4.7.1 Objectives identified in previous advice: 
 
Maintaining housing formats in a variety of forms that support the clear block structure, 
street character and hierarchy of the earlier masterplan. 
 
A distinct form and character of housing responding to the landscape edge. 
 
A coherent palette of cladding materials and architectural language that links areas of 
high density housing (bespoke contemporary apartments and colonies blocks) with 
modified/re-elevated house types. 
 
A strong and consistent structure of linking element and garden thresholds in areas of 
detached housing with well-defined garden boundaries and planting to form streets and 
places. 
 
4.7.2 Appraisal on this topic:  
 
Our advice has been largely addressed in these areas with more definition of townscape 
character through linking formats of housing to each type of street.  This could go much 
further and be more consistent at street edges and frontage lines which can be 
fragmented in places.  Endeavours have been made towards greater coherence of 
character between areas of contemporary high density housing and the traditional 
character of the standard houses types proposed.  House type facing materials and forms 
have been modified to unify what would otherwise have been various house styles, plot 
types and formats of housing.   
 
4.7.3 Further advice on this topic:  
 
However the edge housing towards Cammo Estate has less definition and coherence 
than anticipated at this visible landscape edge to the city. This has a predominance of 
detached housing and a series of steps and offsets determined by individual house plots 
layouts. There is no defined form of edge housing presenting a consistent frontage to the 
wider landscape.  The boundary walls between houses will help to some extent as will 
the proposed 'estate' fencing.  Nevertheless the visual coherence of this important visible 
edge to the landscape has yet to be realised in an architectural response.  We would 
recommend a review.  
 
Similar issues and lack of a defined frontage also apply to the edge housing to the 
Cammo Tower park where front curtilage parking arrangements predominate, setting 
frontages back from the park edge.  This could be more consistent with the approach 
along Mauseley Park. 
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4.8 Flood Management and Corridor 
 
Objectives identified in previous advice: 
 
A flood alleviation landscape exploring creative solutions to surface water management, 
including incorporating opportunities for providing wildlife habitat and biodiversity  
 
Incorporating the 1:30 and 1:200 - year flood attenuation areas into publicly accessible 
open space.  An edge that adds value as a different type of accessible parkland. 
 
A strong/simple structured landscape corridor that binds the whole edge together. 
 
4.8.2 Appraisal on this topic:  
 
The proposals have largely addressed our advice in these areas. 
 
4.8.3 Further advice on this topic:  
 
However this is subject to suitable factoring arrangements being put in place to ensure 
maintenance of the planned quality of landscape in the longterm. 
 
4.9 Precedent for Quality of Architecture  
 
4.9.1 Quality of place objectives identified in previous advice: 
 
We sought qualities of design evident in comparable precedent developments in 
Cambridge, Harlow, Polnoon and Craigmillar as a benchmark for Cammo given the 
prominence and importance of the May bury Road Frontage and the setting of the 
designed parkland of Cammo estate.   
 
This included qualities around domestic boundaries and thresholds; forms responsive to 
street hierarchy; containing the visibility of car parking; distinctive types of architecture 
for visible edges to landscape, for major streets, for secondary street and for an interior 
grain of mews. 
 
4.9.2 Appraisal on this topic:  
 
Steps have clearly been taken to establish a more consistent approach to design qualities 
in elements such as elevational design, garden boundary design, managed variations in 
density, scale and form linked to variations in landscape and urban conditions as set out 
above.  The quality of detail in the precedents gives a benchmark to aim for in the 
architecture and public realm design for Cammo. 
 
4.9.3 Further advice on this topic:  
 
None 
 
4.10 Community Input and Ideas 
 
Objectives identified in previous advice: 
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We encouraged the project team and council to work with local community to determine 
the needs of adjoining residents, to allow consideration of community input and ideas as 
the proposals emerged. 
 
4.10.2 Appraisal on this topic:  
 
Our proposal to document community views via a Place Standard assessment was not 
taken up.  However community commentary whether given at public events or as 
documented and reported by the community council were discussed at the Design 
workshops.  It is evident that the community input has influenced the design and layout 
of the proposals. 
 
4.10.3  Further advice on this topic: None 
 
HES comment on Proposal+ES 
 
We have considered the EIA Report in our role as a consultee for our historic 
environment remit as set out under the Town and Country Planning (Development 
Management Procedure) (Scotland) Regulations 2013. Our remit is world heritage sites, 
scheduled monuments and their setting, category A-listed buildings and their setting, and 
gardens and designed landscapes (GDLs) and battlefields in their respective inventories.  
 
You should also seek advice from your archaeology and conservation service for matters 
including unscheduled archaeology and category B and C-listed buildings.  
 
Proposed Development  
 
We understand that the proposal comprises residential development supported by 
ancillary mixed uses including associated works and landscaping at land 345m southeast 
of 18, Cammo Walk, Edinburgh (development of LDP allocated site HSG20).  
 
Our Advice  
 
We have assessed the information provided with this consultation and consider that it is 
sufficient to come to a view on the proposal. We do not consider that the proposal raises 
issues of national significance and therefore we do not wish object to it. In coming to this 
view, we have noted the proposal's proximity to Cammo Inventory Garden and Designed 
Landscape (GDL). We understand that a woodland and grassland zone is proposed 
along the boundary of the site and the GDL. We also note that views to and from Cammo 
Tower and Mauseley Hill are be retained via planned green avenues (or linear parks) 
that would bisect the development. Therefore, the development would not, in our view 
have a significant impact on the setting of the designed landscape. 
 
Planning authorities are expected to treat our comments as a material consideration, and 
this advice should be taken into account in your decision making. Our view is that the 
proposals do not raise historic environment issues of national significance and therefore 
we do not object. Our decision not to object should not be taken as our support for the 
proposals. This application should be determined in accordance with national and local 
policy on development affecting the historic environment, together with related policy 
guidance. 
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Waste Services comment 
 
Compliance with Waste Strategy (Domestic Waste Only) 
 
The provision of a full recycling service is mandatory in Scotland, so that developers must 
make provision for the full range of bins (either individual Containers for each property, 
or communal bins for multiple properties). These must be stored off street at all times, 
except on the day of collection (in the case of individual bins). 
 
The waste collection teams will require safe and efficient access to these from the earliest 
occupation, and therefore cognisance must be taken of my comments below in relation 
to operational viability. 
 
For low density properties, we would recommend individual kerbside collections. This 
provides each property with landfill (140 litres); mixed recycling (240 litres), glass (box), 
food box and internal caddy; and optionally garden waste bin (240 litres). All of these 
must be presented on the day of collection before a specified time and removed 
thereafter. They must otherwise be stored off street at all times. 
 
For high density properties, we would recommend communal waste containers, for: 
landfill waste, mixed recycling for paper and packaging, glass, and food.  
 
Key points are: 
 
o each bin store must accept the full range of materials in bins, segregated as 
outlined above. It is not acceptable to have some types of bin in one bin storage area, 
and others in a different collection point, as recycling is a fully integrated part of the 
service; 
o the maximum size of a food bin is 500 litres; and that of a glass bin is 660 litres, 
which are both smaller than other types of waste due to weight issues; 
o provision must be made for the storage and disposal of bulky waste such as 
furniture produced by the residents, and indeed access to those by our collection teams. 
 
Developers can either source their own bins in line  with our requirements, or can arrange 
for us to do so and recharge the cost- this will probably be most convenient for them. 
 
Operational Viability 
 
Developers need to ensure that services are accessible so that our collection crews can 
provide the service in a safe and efficient manner, taking account of turning circles, length 
and width of vehicles, distance bins must be pulled, surfaces, slopes and so on. 
Obviously sufficient capacity must also be provided to allow successful collection of each 
segregated waste stream. 
 
With regards to the application 18/01755/FUL the swept path analysis provided on the 
planning portal does not indicate the access to all properties. I will require a full swept 
path analysis unless other arrangement for waste collection is proposed and agreed on. 
I will also require information on the location and size of the bin stores for communal bins 
as well as presentation points for individual bins. 
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SEPA comment 
 
Advice for the planning authority 
 
We have no objection to this planning application, but please note the advice provided 
below. 
 
Policy HSG 20 in the Local Development Plan requires development of this site to accord 
with the Maybury and Cammo Site Brief. This site brief includes improving: 
 
o the quality of the water environment through works to realign and improve the 
bank side treatment of the Bughtlin Burn. 
 
SEPA supports this aspect of the site brief. We have provided a response on the planning 
application as submitted, but we advise that SEPA supports a plan led planning system 
and the current application does not include provision to realign the Bughtlin Burn.  
 
Flood Risk 
 
We have no objection to the proposed development on flood risk grounds. 
Notwithstanding this we expect the City of Edinburgh Council to undertake its 
responsibilities as the Flood Prevention Authority. 
 
We have provided pre-application advice for the proposed development at Cammo, 
advising, for instance on 09 March 2018, that we would object unless modelled tabular 
output was provided to support the Flood Risk Assessment (FRA). 
 
The FRA has been updated to include the modelled tabular output. 
 
The modelled tabular output shows that there are relatively high Froude numbers and 
velocities at the top of the model and where the current culvert is underneath Maybury 
Road. These are representative of the steep topography currently existing at this site, 
and, therefore, we accept the modelled output provided and have no objection to this 
application. 
Caveats & Additional Information for Applicant  
 
The SEPA Flood Maps have been produced following a consistent, nationally-applied 
methodology for catchment areas equal to or greater than 3km2 using a Digital Terrain 
Model (DTM) to define river corridors and low-lying coastal land. The maps are indicative 
and designed to be used as a strategic tool to assess flood risk at the community level 
and to support planning policy and flood risk management in Scotland. For further 
information please visit http://www.sepa.org.uk/environment/water/flooding/flood-maps/. 
 
Please note that we are reliant on the accuracy and completeness of any information 
supplied by the applicant in undertaking our review, and can take no responsibility for 
incorrect data or interpretation made by the authors. 
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The advice contained in this letter is supplied to you by SEPA in terms of Section 72 (1) 
of the Flood Risk Management (Scotland) Act 2009 on the basis of information held by 
SEPA as at the date hereof.  It is intended as advice solely to the City of Edinburgh 
Council as Planning Authority in terms of the said Section 72 (1). Our briefing note "Flood 
Risk Management (Scotland) Act 2009: Flood risk advice to planning authorities" outlines 
the transitional changes to the basis of our advice in line with the phases of this legislation 
and can be downloaded from 
http://www.sepa.org.uk/environment/land/planning/guidance-and-advice-notes/ 
 
Air Quality 
SEPA is encouraged to note that a number of committed developments have been 
included in the air quality impact assessment. A particular concern is that Individual 
developments when assessed on their own are often shown to have a negligible impact, 
but cumulative development can contribute to a "creeping baseline" and may lead to 
future air quality issues. 
 
We are also supportive of the approach to assessment in regards to holding the emission 
factors at 2016 for the future year scenario so as not to assume any improvements in 
vehicle technologies which may not materialise. However, we are discouraged to see 
only one year of Met data has been used in the model. Five years of Met data is the 
recommended minimum for air quality assessments using ADMS roads dispersion 
models. This is to establish a worse case reporting year. We advise the City of Edinburgh 
Council to request that five years of Met data is used for these assessments in future. 
 
The assessment indicates that there will be a slight adverse impact on air quality at three 
receptor locations, but that air quality objectives will not be exceeded at these locations. 
Exceedances of air quality objectives are predicted in areas where there are known air 
quality issues and the impact of the development on concentrations in all cases was 
predicted to be negligible having a 0.5% contribution or less. 
 
No mitigation measures for air quality have been recommended. Air quality dispersion 
models have a degree of uncertainty as they rely on a number of assumptions, the 
verification of this model shows at some locations there is >20% disagreement between 
monitored and modelled concentrations. We highlight that the planning system has an 
important role to play in ensuring that future air quality problems are prevented or 
minimised. 
 
Having reviewed the City of Edinburgh Council's local air quality monitoring, which 
formed part of the air quality assessment for this development, we note that the automatic 
monitoring sites at St John's Rd and Queensferry Road recorded an exceedance of the 
annual mean NO2 objective in 2016. The City of Edinburgh Council currently have six 
Air Quality Management Areas (AQMA's) due to exceedances of NO2 and PM10 
objectives. Five of these AQMAs are due to transport emissions. This indicates that air 
quality is an issue in the council's area.   
 
Although we do not object to this development on air quality grounds, we strongly 
recommend that good practice to reduce emissions and exposure is incorporated into all 
developments. EPUK and IAQM guidance; Land Use Planning and Development Control 
Planning for Air Quality provides a section on 'Principles of Good Practice'. The section 
outlines examples of good practice for air quality mitigation in the design and operational 
phases of development.  
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The council should take these principles in to consideration, especially those measures 
focused on encouraging active and low emission travel to and from the development. We 
would also encourage the council to request the applicant to install a percentage of the 
houses with electric vehicle 7Kw chargers. 
 
Drainage 
 
Surface Water Drainage 
 
The drainage plan is acceptable in terms of the Simple Index Approach output for SUDS. 
Foul Drainage 
 
The proposal is to connect to the waste water sewer network with Scottish Water's 
approval. We advise you to have confirmation from Scottish Water that this connection 
will be approved. 
 
Public Transport + Infrastructure comment 
 
It is our view that local bus operators see no commercial benefit from extending a bus 
service into the development site. The developer, therefore, should engage with the bus 
operators in order to better understand what provision they can make to enhance the 
attractiveness of public transport to the new residents. As a minimum, the design of the 
development should include high quality, safe, and direct pedestrian links to the existing 
public transport infrastructure in order to make it as convenient as possible for residents 
to access current services in the area. 
 
SNH comment on Proposal + ES 
 
Thank you for consulting us on the 4 May 2018 with the planning application and EIA for 
the above proposed development.  
 
Summary  
 
The latest proposal, if delivered to appropriate standards and in accordance with 
submitted masterplans, designs and codes, has the potential to provide a well-integrated 
housing expansion to the west of Edinburgh, providing a new neighbourhood with a 
favourable level of integrated, accessible and multi-functional green infrastructure. 
  
There are areas that would benefit from further revised design or detailed specification, 
particularly wildflower seeding and plant establishment, and the delivery of suitable 
standards of maintenance and management for all open space areas. We suggest the 
council seeks to secure further details on these matters as, along with all the aspects of 
mitigation and landscape layout submitted so far, they will be important to the overall 
environmental outcomes of the development of this site.  
 
Due to the broad similarities in the spatial layout of built form and open space, much of 
our advice on this current proposal relates to that provided on the previous application 
for this site (SNH response letters of June and December 2014).  
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Background and strategic context  
 
The Cammo site is allocated within the Local Development Plan for Edinburgh. In terms 
of the landscape setting and the growth of the city to the west, the site lies in a prominent 
and strategic location and therefore it will be important to ensure delivery of good design 
and integration between the city and its wider landscape setting, much of which is 
currently designated as greenbelt. Through any development of the site and its environs, 
it will also be important to establish multi-functional green network links between the city, 
greenbelt and other nearby allocated LDP sites, as well as linking to the Cammo Estate 
and other key recreational routes in the area.  
 
Appraisal of Impacts and advice  
 
Landscape and green networks  
 
The site lies on the city edge and within close proximity to Cammo designed landscape. 
Associated issues of landscape sensitivity, public access and important key views mean 
that careful consideration of the layout and design of the site is critical to the successful 
long term integration of this site within its wider context. The proposals, while 
fundamentally changing the existing character of the landscape and the nature of 
currently available views, have been closely considered through the Design Review 
process, with matters relating to landscape and visual impacts, movement networks, site 
edges and detailed design of open spaces having been discussed with SNH and other 
stakeholders.  
 
We consider that the resulting masterplan contains a network of open spaces and an 
approach to access and landscape mitigation that has the potential to deliver 
appropriately connected and well integrated green infrastructure, which, if delivered 
successfully to appropriate standards, has the potential to lead to multiple benefits for 
both people and nature. For example, the various green networks through and around 
the site will provide a positive environment for walking and cycling through the site, linking 
to areas beyond as well as maintaining, to some degree, the key views to Cammo 
designed landscape.  
 
We recommend that further information is needed for the appropriate detail, delivery, 
maintenance and management of the proposed green infrastructure. We encourage the 
Council to ensure that it is delivered in full accordance with, and building upon, the 
positive work in the submitted proposals, plans, cross sections and codes. It is important 
that spatial dimensions and the overall standards set out for the open space and 
landscape framework are adequately secured at this stage and not weakened over time 
or through a multi stage approach to detailed design. The short and long term approach 
to maintenance and management of all areas of open space will strongly define the 
quality of the local environment created within the application area and we advise that 
these matters are adequately clarified in advance.  
 
Cammo Estate Park Edge - wildflower establishment  
 
We welcome the intentions of the landscape and access layout for the large open areas 
near the Bughtlin Burn ('Cammo Estate Park Edge'), and support the potential benefit to 
people and wildlife of the managed wildflower and grassland areas proposed. However, 
we are currently unsure of the likely success of wildflower specification in this area.  
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For example, given the current arable use of the site and the likely high fertility of the soil 
in its current state, we query what approach will be needed for successful establishment 
of the proposed grass and wildflower meadow areas. An approach to lowering fertility, 
through short-medium term maintenance during the construction period and appropriate 
intervention and maintenance thereafter, could be required, or alternatively proposals to 
manipulate the growing substrate could be put forward. We recommend that full details 
of implementation proposals and maintenance should be secured.  
 
We are very supportive of this aspect of the scheme however, and believe getting it right 
will lead to lower cost maintenance and improved outcomes for people and wildlife over 
the longer term (also delivering on the objectives of the Scottish Pollinator Strategy). In 
terms of delivering a successful proposal, we would be happy to advise further if it was 
of help. We also suggest it could be useful for the developer or agents to explore the 
lessons learned from the Calderwood development in West Lothian and the meadow 
establishment process they adopted, as similar issues were presented by that site and 
their landscape proposals.  
 
Ecology  
 
We are content with the surveys that have been undertaken. Several trees have been 
found to have bat roost potential within 30m of where foot/cycle paths are proposed. 
Mitigation has been described in 8.8.3 and Table 8.7 regarding construction of these 
paths and potential disturbance to bat roosts. It may be that not all of this mitigation will 
be required at the construction stage. Once further details of path location and 
construction methods are finalised, and once roost surveys have been carried out, then 
the level of mitigation required can be reviewed, including any need for a licence. We are 
happy to provide advice on this if required.  
 
The use of directional LED lighting however should be adopted as discussed in the 
mitigation sections, as this will help prevent light spill more generally from the paths. 
 
Active Travel comment 

 
1. This development is of particular interest within the catchment area of the 
Community Links PLUS West Edinburgh Active Travel Network (WEATN). It is 
imperative that this new development supports the design principles of Community Links 
PLUS and the LDP to avoid this new neighbourhood being built at odds with the council's 
active travel agenda. We need to encourage a move away from reliance on the car and 
support residents to adopt sustainable travel options from the point of occupation through 
a reduction in car parking provision and clear pedestrian and cycle priority throughout 
the site, integrated into the wider network. 
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2. We would hope to see significant improvements to Maybury Road and the Craigs 
Road Junction to make travel on foot, by bike and by public transport attractive, safe and 
convenient. The LDP specifies that it should be addressed beyond its current movement 
function, to more of a 'street'. This can be achieved by reducing the width of the lanes 
and widening the footpaths to a standard outlined in the ESDG. Ideally, Maybury Road 
would be reduced to three lanes and incorporate features such as staggered build outs 
to enforce the reduced speed limit and pedestrian priority (see ESDG G6 - Speed 
Reduction and Traffic Management). There should be at least two controlled toucan 
crossings over Maybury Road as specified in the LDP, with at least four crossings 
provided in total, tying into the existing off-road path network to the east (this is addressed 
in the Transport Assessment p13). 
 
3. Lighting paths, particularly along the western edge of the site, is essential. This 
path would be more accessible and overlooked if it was closer to the houses - it still 
remains unconnected to ends of residential streets which should feed into each other 
intuitively rather than as two separate entities. The use of estate railing between path 
and road is unnecessary in places. I'd like to see further details of chicanes on this path 
for comment. 
 
4. The proposed levels of car parking on site is excessive. The landscape risks being 
dominated by car parking - levels of parking provision and hard standing have an impact 
on private amenity. 
 
5. There are awkward corners on Maybury Road Avenue, and elsewhere across the 
site - pedestrians will likely follow the shortest possible route, even if it is over grassed 
areas. There's a potential conflict point leading out of Cammo Square onto main vehicular 
route - the pavement ends abruptly here. Extend the raised table at end of path running 
through Mauseley Park in line with shared footway - these paths currently do not align. 
 
6. Concern over junction details at north end of site. Pedestrian crossing point should 
be provided to link the footpaths running along the eastern edge of the site - at the 
moment the paths do not align, and there is potential for the bus loop to be a conflict 
point as pedestrians cross on their own desire lines heading north. Re-align the bus only 
exit so it is perpendicular to Maybury Road - this will improve sight lines/crossing 
distances/ability for buses to turn. The width of Maybury Road could be reduced to 3 
lanes here - build out and remove central hatching - to reduce its feeling of a traffic 
thoroughfare and to aid informal crossing points and footpath widths. 
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7. Cycle parking provision for the Community Centre is lacking - this only needs to 
be external Sheffield stands, or as per the covered bike stores. This should be at the 
centre's entrance to make cycling and walking the most convenient option for arriving at 
the facility. The path along the side of the nursery isn't currently very overlooked 
(elevation D Community Centre), this is likely to have security and implications with 
negative safety perceptions, particularly being at the north end of the site with potential 
reduced use out of hours. This also applies to the parking behind the centre - it's very 
isolated and lends itself to antisocial behaviour. Lighting is to be provided, and the path 
should be suitably widened along the building's western edge (2m isn't acceptable as a 
shared use path between two high walls), with additional overlooking to be provided if 
possible. The walled nursery outdoor space is uninspiring and doesn't add to the 
community's amenity space, and again the high boundary wall may encourage 
inappropriate use. The play area may be more appropriate outside the front of the 
community centre to add value and activity to the surrounding space. Think about visually 
linking it to the shared green spaces in the site/Cammo Sq, or allowing the nursery 
outdoor space to be used by the community outside of nursery hours. Additionally, the 
centre and square are separated from the gateway street by level changes and layers of 
trees that are likely to disperse activity, although they do provide a buffer to stop the 
proximity of busses detracting from the site.  
 
8. More info is needed on internal cycle parking before I'm able to comment. 
Generally looks suitable, with internal space for non-standard bikes/trailers/bikes with 
child seat attachments/maintenance. Need to have sufficient space for single storey 
cycle parking rather than relying on two-tiered options. Doorway options to be suitable 
for manoeuvring a bike out without too much effort. Block 1B has doors opening out onto 
grass - this should be hardstanding or a path - I assume it is a drawing error. See also 
Block 6, 7, 8. Unconvinced by location of cycle store in Block 9 - could it be nearer main 
stairwell? Bike stores should lead directly into the main stairwells where possible rather 
than requiring users to leave the building again (internal and external access points). 
Where are the entrances to Block 10 and 11's Bike Stores? Ensure all covered external 
bike stores are easily accessible from the road, overlooked, attractive, and located close 
to building entrances. 
 
Affordable Housing comment 

 
1. Introduction 
 
Housing and Regulatory Services have developed a methodology for assessing housing 
requirements by tenure, which supports an Affordable Housing Policy (AHP) for the city. 
 
o The AHP makes the provision of affordable housing a planning condition for sites 
over a particular size. The proportion of affordable housing required is set at 25% (of total 
units) for all proposals of 12 units or more.  
 
o This is consistent with Policy Hou 6 Affordable Housing in the Edinburgh Local 
Development Plan 2016.  
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2. Affordable Housing Provision 
 
This application is for a development consisting of a 656 homes and as such the AHP 
will apply. There will be an AHP requirement for a minimum of 25% (164 units) homes of 
approved affordable tenures.  We request that the developer enters an early dialogue 
with the Council: 
 
o The tenure of the affordable housing must be agreed by the Council and; 
o The Council will identify the Registered Social Landlord(s) (RSLs) to take forward 
the affordable homes, and deliver a well integrated and representative mix of affordable 
housing on site. 
 
The applicant has provided the Council with an Accommodation Schedule showing the 
breakdown of house-types and sizes by tenure.  
 
The proposal does not achieve a representative mix of house-types and sizes as per the 
Affordable Housing policy. This department would therefore wish to see a more even 
balance of flats and houses between the tenures. In particular a reduction in 1 and 2 bed 
flats and an increase in the 'colony' style and 3 bed apartments in the affordable 
provision. 
 
3. Summary 
 
The applicant has made a commitment to provide 25% (164 units) on-site affordable 
housing. These will be secured by a Section 75 Legal Agreement. This department 
welcomes this approach which should assist in the delivery of a mixed sustainable 
community. 
 
o The applicant is requested to enter into an early dialogue with the Council who will  
identify  Registered Social Landlord(s) (RSLs) to deliver the affordable housing 
o The tenure of the affordable housing must be agreed with the Council 
o The affordable housing must include a variety of house types and sizes to reflect 
the provision of homes across the wider site 
o All the affordable homes must meet the Edinburgh Design Guidance and also 
meet the relevant Housing Association Deign Guidance size and space standards  
o In the interests of delivering mixed, sustainable communities, the affordable 
housing policy units will be expected to be identical in appearance to the market housing 
units, an approach often described as "tenure blind" 
o The applicant will be required to enter into a Section 75 legal agreement to secure 
the affordable housing element of this proposal. 
o The applicant will be required to make adjustments to the composition of the 
affordable housing provision to better reflect a representative mix of house types and 
sizes within the wider development. 
 
Affordable Housing further comment 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Recommendation: 100% Onsite Delivery - 70% RSL - 30% Golden Share 
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I refer to the consultation request from the Planning Department about this planning 
application. 
 
Housing and Regulatory Services have developed a methodology for assessing housing 
requirements by tenure, which supports an Affordable Housing Policy (AHP) for the city. 
 
o The AHP makes the provision of affordable housing a planning condition for sites 
over a particular size. The proportion of affordable housing required is set at 25% (of total 
units) for all proposals of 12 units or more.  
 
o This is consistent with Policy Hou 6 Affordable Housing in the Edinburgh Local 
Development Plan 2016.  
 
2. Affordable Housing Provision 
 
This application is for a development consisting of a 656 homes and as such the AHP 
will apply. There will be an AHP requirement for a minimum of 25% (164 units) homes of 
approved affordable tenures.   
 
The applicant is proposing 100% onsite affordable housing, 70% for the RSL Places for 
People, with the remainder 30% being provided as golden share housing. There are 114 
properties being provided by Places for People, with an acceptable mix of house sizes 
and with a majority of these 114 homes to be provided as social rent.  
 
Barratt have proposed a very large number of Golden Share properties at 30%, or 50 in 
total. This department requested a significantly increased number of RSL rented homes 
and a reduction in golden share, to meet the highest priority affordable housing need of 
the city. However, our supplementary guidance on affordable housing policy at the time 
this application was submitted, states a preference for 70% social housing and indicates 
by default, that 30% housing can be alternative tenures.  
 
In response to this large number of golden share housing, updated guidance on 
affordable housing is now in place and states a maximum 12 golden share homes can 
be provided. However, this was put in place after this application was submitted.  
 
These golden share properties will be subject to valuations at the time of sale. Should 
they not fall within the thresholds for Golden Share affordability, which are £214,796 for 
a three bedroom property, then the properties will be required for RSL housing.   
 
Type   RSL   Golden Share 
2 Bed Apartments 104   27 
3 Bed Terraces 10   23 
   114 (70%)  50 (30%) 
Total Affordable 164 
 
3. Summary 
 
The applicant has made a commitment to provide 25% (164 units) on-site affordable 
housing. These will be secured by a Section 75 Legal Agreement.  
 
o The applicant has confirmed they will provide 164 homes onsite 
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o 114 of these will be for RSL housing in partnership with Places for People 
o All the affordable homes must meet the Edinburgh Design Guidance and also 
meet the relevant Housing Association Deign Guidance size and space standards  
o In the interests of delivering mixed, sustainable communities, the affordable 
housing policy units will be expected to be identical in appearance to the market housing 
units, an approach often described as 'tenure blind' 
o The applicant will be required to enter into a Section 75 legal agreement to secure 
the affordable housing element of this proposal. 
 
Roads Authority 

 
A transport assessment detailing the impacts of the proposed development and 
mitigations was submitted as part of this application. This assessment predicted that 
peak time vehicular trips related to this proposed development of 700 residential units 
are 372 (AM peak) and 383 (PM peak) trips. 2011 census data related to transport modal 
share of three representative post code areas namely; Cramond, Cammo and Baberton, 
East Craig and Gyle was applied to TRICS vehicular trips estimate of the proposed 
development to generate multi-modal trips prediction for the proposed development. This 
is considered a robust analysis technique in relation to traffic data for modelling the 
proposed access junctions and as compared with the multi-modal trips generated by 
TRICS which resulted in fewer vehicular trips. Cumulative traffic flow data on Maybury 
Road for assessment year 2027 extracted from the WETA model (which includes traffic 
from all committed development and proposed sites) was used together with the 
vehicular trip estimate of the proposed development to model the proposed access 
junctions. The modelling on Maybury Road is based on one southbound lane with right 
turn only lane and two north bound lanes. The proposed is considered acceptable 
because the LDP envisages Maybury Road a pedestrian friendly street rather than four 
lane road which promotes vehicular movement. Additionally, Maybury Road has already 
been restricted to one southbound lane for safety reasons. 
 
The strategic transport appraisal in support of the LDP (including Cammo site); 
considered the cumulative impacts of all LDP proposed sites and committed 
developments and identified a number of interventions to mitigate the impacts of trip 
generation from these sites. Among the interventions identified to mitigate the impacts of 
Cammo development are contribution for actions that are set in the 2019 LDP Action 
Programme for improvement of Barnton junction, Craigs Road junction, Maybury 
junctions, active travel infrastructure and public transport. Transport is satisfied that the 
existing transport infrastructure and proposed transport infrastructure and junction 
improvements will be able to accommodate the impacts of the proposed development 
and therefore complies with LDP Policies Tra 1, 2, 3 and 8. The Council and the applicant 
should coordinate the delivery of the LDP Action Programme in order to effectively 
mitigate the impacts of the proposed development since the actions to be delivered by 
each party are interdependent. 
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The general layout including dedicated walking and cycling routes are well considered 
and has the potential to link with the wider active travel network in West Edinburgh and 
to the north. The walking and cycling links per the 2019 LDP action programme are 
essential and should be secured by section 75 legal agreement or condition to make the 
site suitable for housing. Internal layout is designed with a mix of vehicular route, shared 
surface, footways, and pedestrian/cycle routes with priority crossings. The main vehicular 
route is 5.5m wide and designed with raised junctions to manage vehicular speed. 
Footways are minimum of 2m wide with a number footway connections that provide 
linkages between the proposed developments and the wider path network. This is 
achieved via 4m pedestrian/cycle routes that is proposed through the site. The applicant 
has incorporated measures from Edinburgh Street Design guidance namely continuous 
footway/priority crossings, raised junctions and change in material to prioritise walking 
and cycling and reduce vehicular speed within the proposed development. However, the 
design of parking does not fully accord with Edinburgh Street Design guidance which 
requires that in all new developments, car parking should be designed to have a minimal 
visual impact on the site and surrounding area and with less impact on pedestrian 
movement. The guidance requires that parking solutions that use land efficiently and are 
set within a high quality public realm be explored including parking to the rear and side 
of dwelling. The use of integral garages and off-street parking to the front of buildings 
should generally be avoided. Where this is to be provided strong boundary treatments 
and defensible space to the front should be provided to deliver high quality living 
environment and public realm (Edinburgh Design Guidance page 51-54). 
Notwithstanding this, the extent of active travel infrastructure, speed management 
measures and walking and cycling priority measures incorporated in the design to 
promote a safe walking and cycling environment within the proposed development 
makes the design acceptable. 
 
Having reviewed the transport assessment and supporting information; transport is 
satisfied that the existing and proposed transport infrastructure will be able to 
accommodate the impact of the proposed development and should be secured by 
condition/section 75 legal agreement if the planning application is granted to make the 
site suitable for housing (Items 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15 below as per the 2019 LDP 
Action Programme with accepted changes to the location of Cammo Walk link (north) as 
item 10 below; item 11 and 14 below as per 2016 LDP Cammo Site Brief); cost of LDP 
actions that are to be designed and delivered by the applicant are not provided in this 
response but are captured in the transport proforma.  Action items 11, 12 and 16 below 
per the 2016 LDP Cammo Site Brief are not costed and to be delivered as part of the 
development by the applicant. Action items 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 below are to be 
delivered by the applicant prior to first occupation of the proposed development).  
 
No objections to the application subject to the following being included as conditions or 
informatives as appropriate: 
 
1. Contribute £1,171,117 towards the Maybury/Barnton Transport Contribution Zone for 
improving Barnton junction through improved signals control and improved provision for 
walking and cycling. The contribution will also improve the capacity and active travel 
provision at both Maybury Road and Craigs Road junctions; 
2. Contribute the sum of £2,000 to progress a suitable order to introduce waiting and 
loading restrictions as necessary; 
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3. Contribute the sum of £2,000 to promote a suitable order to introduce a 20mph speed 
limit within the development, and subsequently install all necessary signs and markings 
at no cost to the Council. The applicant should be advised that the successful progression 
of this Order is subject to statutory consultation and advertisement and cannot be 
guaranteed; 
4. Contribute the sum of £2,000 to progress a suitable order to prohibit traffic movement 
on the proposed Bus only junction to the development and subsequently install all 
necessary signs and enforcement cameras to the satisfaction and at no cost to the 
Council prior to first occupation of the proposed development;  
5. Contribute the sum of £2,450 to promote a suitable order to introduce a 30mph speed 
limit on Maybury Road, and subsequently install all necessary signs and markings at no 
cost to the Council.  The applicant should be advised that the successful progression of 
this Order is subject to statutory consultation and advertisement and cannot be 
guaranteed (it is noted that this is being pursued by City of Edinburgh Council and may 
be in place prior to development); 
6. Contribute £367,500 for design and construction of cycle path connecting Cammo 
development to Maybury site at Craigs Road and extending from the site north to existing 
Cammo Estate including toucan crossing at Craigs Road junction; and that excludes 4m 
wide part route to be delivered within site by the applicant as item 11 below;  
7. Contribute £560,000 for design and construction of bridge/deck over Bughtlin Burn 
south of the site  connecting Cammo development to Maybury cycle path (Land purchase 
needed but not costed); 
8. Contribute £305,000 for 4.5m wide shared use paths across existing open space to 
connect East Craigs estate to the proposed development via crossings on Maybury Road 
( Land cost not included); 
9. Contribute £200,000 to support a bus service along Maybury Road; 
10. Design and build Cammo Walk link (4m wide pedestrian and cycle route immediately 
south of proposed Mauseley Park that connects footway west of Maybury Road to 
pedestrian and cycle route west of the site to the satisfaction and at no cost to the 
Council; proposed location of Cammo Walk link other than the site north envisaged in 
the LDP action programme is considered acceptable due to provision of vehicular route 
and a footway along north of the site that provide direct pedestrian/cycle connection from 
Maybury Road to existing Cammo Estate). It is understood that privacy issues of existing 
Cammo Estate necessitated the siting of Cammo Walk link (north) away from the LDP 
proposed location; 
11. Design and install  4m wide walking and cycling route(part of walking and cycling 
route from Cammo Estate to Maybury site per the 2016 LDP Cammo Site Brief along the 
site western frontage with a number of footway and cycle path connections to the 
proposed development that link Cammo Estate to the north and to both the proposed 
bridge/deck (as item 7 above) and 4m wide walking and cycling route (as item 16 below) 
to the south and to the satisfaction and at no cost to the Council; 
12. The applicant is required to design and deliver changes to Maybury Road with site 
boundary in order to change the character of Maybury Road. The actions to be designed 
and deliver to change the character of Maybury Road include introduction of 30mph and 
enforcement cameras to reduced vehicle speed limit; introduction of bus stops, 
signalised pedestrian crossings and physical infrastructure associated with toucan 
crossing and enhanced D island which could minimise risk of inappropriate overtaking 
manoeuvres and urbanising the road through the development, partial retention of the 
central hatching on the southbound approach,  4m wide shared route separated from 
Maybury Road by 3m wide grass verge and 7m wide planting and street trees along the 
site frontage to the satisfaction and at no cost to the Council; 
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13. The existing footway west of Maybury Road is to be re-determined to a 3m wide grass 
verge; 
14. Design and install four pedestrian/cycle crossing facilities on Maybury Road (x2 
signalised pedestrian crossings on Maybury Road as part of the proposed signalised 
vehicular access junctions, 1x toucan crossing between the proposed signalised 
vehicular access junctions and 1x enhanced D island immediately north of proposed bus 
only access on Maybury Road) to the satisfaction and at no cost to the Council;  
15. Applicant is required to provide a bus turning facility within the proposed development 
with a bus only access on Maybury Road; and to upgrade/design and install 6 new bus 
stops with shelters (4x on Maybury Road and 2x on bus turning facility area within the 
proposed development) to the satisfaction and at no cost to the Council. The bus shelters 
are to be aligned to the proposed crossing points on Maybury Road with 2 on each side 
of Maybury Road; 
16. Design and install a 4m wide walking/cycling route (as per the 2016 LDP Cammo 
Site Brief) on west side of Maybury Road along the site frontage; segregated from the 
road by verge (3m wide grass and 7m wide planting and street trees); with footway 
connections that link the development to Maybury Road crossings for pedestrian access 
to public transport services on Maybury Road and East Craig to the satisfaction and at 
no cost to the Council; 
17. All the proposed signalised junctions on Maybury Road are required to be installed 
with induction loop vehicle detectors for Barnton junction upgrade to SCOOT (adaptive 
urban traffic signal control) system to respond to variations in traffic demand on a cycle-
by-cycle basis and reduce delays and stops and at no cost to the Council. 
18. Land south of the proposed 4m wide pedestrian/cycle route west of Maybury Road 
along the site frontage (as item 15 above) is required to be secured/transferred to Council 
ownership to future proof it and allow for continuation of the route to the south at no cost 
to the Council.  
19. Continues footways without tactile at driveways/minor junctions and with tactile at 
side streets with high traffic flow and raised junctions that provides straight pedestrian 
desire lines are required to be provided along both sides of the main vehicular route to 
ensure pedestrian priority at junctions and driveways without detour and dropped kerbs.   
20. All footways, pedestrian and cycle route crossings are to be provided with continues 
footway that provides pedestrian/cycle priority; 
21. Tiger crossings are required for all internal junctions of walking and cycling routes 
with the main vehicular route. Two tiger crossings to be provided on the junction of the 
proposed Cammo Walk link (4m wide pedestrian and cycle route from the bus turning 
facility to west of site) with the main vehicular route south of proposed Mauseley Park. 
One tiger crossing to be provided on the junction of east west walking and cycle route 
with the main internal vehicular route. 
22. All the required cycle spaces to be provided should be secure, covered and easy to 
use.  
23. All accesses must be open for use by the public in terms of the statutory definition of 
`road¿ and require to be the subject of applications for road construction consent.  The 
extent of adoptable roads, including footways, footpaths, accesses, cycle tracks, verges 
and service strips to be agreed.  The applicant should note that this will include details 
of lighting, drainage, Sustainable Urban Drainage, materials, structures, layout, car and 
cycle parking numbers including location, design and specification.  For avoidance of 
doubt, the road layout including lighting and drainage is not approved at this stage and 
is subject to road construction consent. 
24. A Quality Audit, as set out in Designing Streets, to be submitted prior to the grant of 
Road Construction Consent; 
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25. In accordance with the Council¿s LTS Travplan3 policy, the applicant should 
consider developing a Travel Plan including provision of pedal cycles (inc. electric 
cycles), public transport travel passes, a Welcome Pack, a high-quality map of the 
neighbourhood (showing cycling, walking and public transport routes to key local 
facilities), timetables for local public transport; 
26. The applicant should note that new road names will be required for the development 
and this should be discussed with the Council¿s Street Naming and Numbering Team at 
an early opportunity; 
27. All disabled persons parking places should comply with Disabled Persons Parking 
Places (Scotland) Act 2009.  The Act places a duty on the local authority to promote 
proper use of parking places for disabled persons¿ vehicles.  The applicant should 
therefore advise the Council if he wishes the bays to be enforced under this legislation.  
A contribution of £2,000 will be required to progress the necessary traffic order but this 
does not require to be included in any legal agreement.  All disabled persons parking 
places must comply with Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 2016 
regulations or British Standard 8300:2009 as approved; 
28. Any works affecting an adopted road must be carried out under permit and in 
accordance with the specifications.  See Road Occupation Permits 
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/downloads/file/1263/apply_for_permission_to_create_or_
alter_a_driveway_or_other_access_point; 
29. Any parking spaces adjacent to the carriageway will normally be expected to form 
part of any road construction consent.  The applicant must be informed that any such 
proposed parking spaces cannot be allocated to individual properties, nor can they be 
the subject of sale or rent.  The spaces will form part of the road and as such will be 
available to all road users.  Private enforcement is illegal and only the Council as roads 
authority has the legal right to control on-street spaces, whether the road has been 
adopted or not.  The developer is expected to make this clear to prospective residents 
as part of any sale of land or property; 
 
Note: 
a) The modelling demonstrates that the proposed junctions on Maybury Road will be 
operating under capacity. 
 
Junction 
Approach to Junction 
AM DoS 
Queue 
PM 
DoS 
Queue 
Northern Site Junction 
Maybury Rd Southbound Approach  
88% 
31PCUs (186m) 
73% 
18PCUs (108m) 
 
Maybury Rd Northbound Approach 
Av. 52% 
11PCUs 
(66) 
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Av. 58% 
Av. 7PCUs 
(42m) 
Southern Site Junction 
Maybury Rd Southbound Approach 
87% 
33PCUs (198m) 
67% 
13PCUs (78m) 
 
Maybury Rd Northbound Approach 
Av.52% 
12PCUs (72m) 
Av. 64% 
Av.16PCUs 
(96m) 
 
b) Current Council parking standards could permit up to 810 car parking spaces for the 
proposed 486 flats, colonies terraces and apartments (43 1bed flats; 239 2bed flats; 105 
3bed flats/colonies; 93 3bed terraces and 6 4bed terrace). The proposed 529 car parking 
spaces (including 42 disabled and 40 EV charging bays) complies with the Council’s car 
parking standards and is considered acceptable due to level of PT accessibility. Double 
garages and driveways being provided for the houses.  
c) The 860 secure cycle parking spaces to be provided complies with the Council’s 
minimum cycle parking requirement (844 spaces) for the proposed flats, colonies and 
terrace as per revised site layout- bike store location. The applicant proposes public bike 
hiring scheme adjacent to the community hall to promote cycling within the proposed 
development. 
d) The community hall(864sqm) to be provided with 8 car parking spaces including 2 
disabled spaces, 13 secure cycle spaces and 1 motorcycle space and complies with the 
Council’s parking standards; 
e) 19 motorcycle spaces being provided complies with the Council’s minimum 
requirement for the proposed development; 
f) The applicant by means of swept path analysis demonstrated that the proposed layout 
and bus turning facility are able to accommodate refuse collection and bus turning 
movements respectively. 
g) It is noted that in support of the Council’s LTS Cars1 policy, the applicant has agreed 
to contribute the sum of £34,500 (£1,500 per order plus £5,500 per car) towards the 
provision of six car club vehicles in the area; 
h) Residents have expressed concerns about safety of existing Cammo Gardens junction 
and requested for the junction to be signalised. This is an existing problem and cannot 
be attributed to the impact of the proposed development and addressed through this 
application. The provision of signalised junction cannot be guaranteed because a holistic 
approach will be undertaken for Barnton junction and Maybury Road transport corridor 
improvement and that will dictate remedial measures for Cammo Gradens junction. It is 
understood that the Council¿s Road Safety team has carried out annual collision 
investigation and implemented remedial measures aimed at addressing this problem. 
Cramond & Barnton Community Council submitted transport/traffic report with 
suggestions to improve Barnton junction and the surrounding road networks.  The 
suggestions have been noted and will influence the holistic approach of the transport 
corridor improvement but there is no guarantee that all the suggestions will be adopted. 
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Edinburgh Airport comment 
 
The proposed development has been examined from an aerodrome safeguarding 
perspective and could conflict with safeguarding criteria unless any planning permission 
granted is subject to the conditions detailed below, 
 
Submission of a Bird Hazard Management Plan  
 
Development shall not commence until a Bird Hazard Management Plan has been 
submitted to and approved in writing by the Planning Authority. The submitted plan shall 
include details of:  
 
o monitoring of any standing water within the site temporary or permanent  
o sustainable urban drainage schemes (SUDS) - Such schemes shall comply with 
Advice Note 3 'Wildlife Hazards' (available at http://www.aoa.org.uk/policy-
campaigns/operations-safety/).  
o management of any flat/shallow pitched/green roofs on buildings within the site 
which may be attractive to nesting, roosting and "loafing" birds. The management plan 
shall comply with Advice Note 3 'Wildlife Hazards.'  
o reinstatement of grass areas  
o maintenance of planted and landscaped areas, particularly in terms of height and 
species of plants that are allowed to grow  
o which waste materials can be brought on to the site/what if any exceptions e.g. 
green waste  
o monitoring of waste imports (although this may be covered by the site licence)  
o physical arrangements for the collection (including litter bins) and storage of 
putrescible waste, arrangements for and frequency of the removal of putrescible waste  
o signs deterring people from feeding the birds.  
 
The Bird Hazard Management Plan shall be implemented as approved, on completion of 
the development and shall remain in force for the life of the building. No subsequent 
alterations to the plan are to take place unless first submitted to and approved in writing 
by the Planning Authority.  
 
Reason: It is necessary to manage the development in order to minimise its 
attractiveness to birds which could endanger the safe movement of aircraft and the 
operation of Edinburgh Airport.  
 
The Bird Hazard Management Plan must ensure that flat/shallow pitched roofs be 
constructed to allow access to all areas by foot using permanent fixed access stairs 
ladders or similar. The owner/occupier must not allow gulls, to nest, roost or loaf on the 
building. Checks must be made weekly or sooner if bird activity dictates, during the 
breeding season. Outside of the breeding season gull activity must be monitored and the 
roof checked regularly to ensure that gulls do not utilise the roof. Any gulls found nesting, 
roosting or loafing must be dispersed by the owner/occupier when detected or when 
requested by Edinburgh Airport Airside Operations staff. In some instances it may be 
necessary to contact Edinburgh Airport Airside Operations staff before bird dispersal 
takes place. The owner/occupier must remove any nests or eggs found on the roof.  
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The breeding season for gulls typically runs from March to June. The owner/occupier 
must obtain the appropriate licences where applicable from Scottish Natural Heritage 
before the removal of nests and eggs.  
 
We would also make the following observations:  
 
Cranes  
 
Given the nature of the proposed development it is possible that a crane may be required 
during its construction. We would, therefore, draw the applicant's attention to the 
requirement within the British Standard Code of Practice for the safe use of Cranes, for 
crane operators to consult the aerodrome before erecting a crane in close proximity to 
an aerodrome. This is explained further in Advice Note 4, 'Cranes' (available at 
http://www.aoa.org.uk/policy-campaigns/operations-safety/)  
 
Lighting  
 
The development is close to the aerodrome and the approach to the runway. We draw 
attention to the need to carefully design lighting proposals. This is further explained in 
Advice Note 2, 'Lighting' (available at (http://www.aoa.org.uk/policy-
campaigns/operations-safety/) Please note that the Air Navigation Order 2005, Article 
135 grants the Civil Aviation Authority power to serve notice to extinguish or screen 
lighting which may endanger aircraft.  
 
It is important that any conditions requested in this response are applied to a planning 
approval. Where a Planning Authority proposes to grant permission against the advice 
of Edinburgh Airport, or not to attach conditions which Edinburgh Airport has advised, it 
shall notify Edinburgh Airport, and the Civil Aviation Authority and the Scottish Ministers 
as specified in the Safeguarding of Aerodromes Direction 2003. 
 
Archaeology comment 
 
The site occupies a large area of open farmland to the east of the Bughtlin Burn and 
adjacent to the designated historic landscape surrounding Cammo House and also to 
the north of the medieval farming centre of West Craigs. Accordingly, this site has been 
identified as occurring within an area of archaeological historic and archaeological 
significance. This application must be considered therefore under terms the Scottish 
Government's Our Place in Time (OPIT), Scottish Planning Policy (SPP), Historic 
Environment Scotland's Policy Statement (HESPS) 2016 and Archaeology Strategy and 
also CEC's Edinburgh Local Development Plan (2016) Policies ENV7, ENV8 & ENV9. 
The aim should be to preserve archaeological remains in situ as a first option, but 
alternatively where this is not possible, archaeological excavation or an appropriate level 
of recording may be an acceptable alternative. 
 
Buried Archaeology 
Given the potential for significant buried remains across the site it was required that the 
results of an archaeological evaluation (trenching, metal-detecting) were undertaken to 
inform any approved mitigation strategy for the site and also potential layout of the 
masterplan. Following approval of a WSI with the applicant GUARD Archaeology 
undertook this programme of work between April and early June 2018 with their report 
(GUARD Ref: 4757) submitted for approval on the 22nd June. 
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The results from GUARD's evaluation have demonstrated that the site has been heavily 
ploughed in the past and proved largely negative, with exception of fragmentary remains 
of medieval-post-medieval rig and furrow and small finds of similar date. The exception 
to this was the discovery of Palaeo-channels relating to the adjacent burn. Such deposits 
are archaeologically important as they can provide significant information regarding 
historic environmental changes and land uses going back into prehistory perhaps as far 
back as the last Ice-Age c. 12,000BC.  
 
It is recommended that prior to development that a programme of archaeological works 
is undertaken to excavate, record and analyse these Palaeo-channels and any 
associated deposits and that the following condition is attached to ensure the undertaking 
of this required programme of archaeological works; 
 
'No development shall take place on the site until the applicant has secured and 
implemented a programme of archaeological work (excavation, reporting & analysis and 
publication) in accordance with a written scheme of investigation which has been 
submitted by the applicant and approved by the Planning Authority.'  
 
The work must be carried out by a professional archaeological organisation, either 
working to a brief prepared by CECAS or through a written scheme of investigation 
submitted to and agreed by CECAS for the site. Responsibility for the execution and 
resourcing of the programme of archaeological works and for the archiving and 
appropriate level of publication of the results lies with the applicant. 
 
Cammo Designed Landscape Setting 
 
As stated the proposal occur immediately to the east of the Cammo Inventory Garden 
and Designed Landscape. As such key views to and from this site are required to be 
protected. Having looked over the submitted plans we are happy that these key view to 
and from Cammo Tower and Mauseley Hill are to be retained via the linear parks planned 
to bisect the development and the planned green space surrounding the burn separating 
the these two areas.  
 
Accordingly it has been concluded that these proposals do not have a significant impact 
on the setting of the designed landscape at Cammo. 
 
Environmental Protection comment 
 
The applicant is seeking Full Planning Permission for a development which is residential 
led with ancillary uses. 656 new homes are proposed and will contain a mix of flatted 
apartments along Maybury Road, as well as detached and semi-detached houses. The 
site will be centred around Mauseley Park, and to the north, west and south by areas of 
woodland and grassland. A composting facility is located approximately 530m to the west 
of the application site. To the north of the application site there is existing residential 
properties.  
 
The development comprises the construction of up to 700 residential units, community 
hub and bus turning facility with associated vehicle access and parking 656 units served 
with 950 car parking spaces 
Access points will be from the north and south ends of Maybury Road, with potential 
pedestrian connections from the north-west and south-west corners of the site. 
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A green corridor will form the western and southern boundaries, including woodland and 
grassland with paths proposed to run through this area connecting the development site 
to the wider area. 
 
The Local Development Plan (LDP) which was adopted in November 2016 identified the 
site as HSG20, which is recognised as a greenfield site allocated for housing. In this 
respect the planning context for the site has been established along with a number of 
nearby large-scale development sites.  
 
Local Air Quality  
 
Planning Advice Note (PAN) 51: Planning, Environmental Protection and Regulation 3 
sets out the Scottish Executive's core policies and principles with respect to 
environmental aspects of land use planning, including air quality. PAN 51 states that air 
quality is capable of being a material planning consideration for the following situations 
where development is proposed inside or adjacent to an Air Quality Management Area 
(AQMA):  
 
o Large scale proposals. 
o If they are to be occupied by sensitive groups such as the elderly or young 
children. 
o If there is the potential for cumulative effects.  
 
The planning system has a role to play in the protection of air quality, by ensuring that 
development does not adversely affect air quality in AQMAs or, by cumulative impacts, 
lead to the creation of further AQMAs (areas where air quality standards are not being 
met, and for which remedial measures should therefore be taken.  
 
Transport related AQMAs have been declared at five areas in Edinburgh - City Centre, 
St John's Road (Corstorphine), Great Junction Street (Leith) Glasgow Road (A8) at 
Ratho Station and Inverleith Row/Ferry Road. Poor air quality in the AQMAs is largely 
due to traffic congestion and the Council's Air Quality Action Plan contains measures to 
help reduce vehicle emissions in these areas. The Council monitors air quality in other 
locations and may require declaring further AQMAs where Air Quality Standards are 
being exceeded. It is noted that a significant amount of development is already planned 
/ committed in west Edinburgh and additional development will further increase pressure 
on the local road network. Committed development has therefore been accounted for in 
the applicants Air Quality Impact Assessment. 
 
Reducing the need to travel and promoting the use of sustainable modes of transport are 
key principles as identified in the LPD. The LDP also states growth of the city based on 
car dependency for travel would have serious consequences in terms of congestion and 
air quality. An improved transport system, based on sustainable alternatives to the car is 
therefore a high priority for the Council and continued investment in public transport, 
walking and cycling is a central tenet of the Council's revised Local Transport Strategy 
2014-19. 
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The site is well-situated in relation to the existing transport network. A series of footpaths, 
footways and usable cycle links exist in the surrounding area offering connections with 
the wider network. The site is well-located for access to public transport services with 
local bus routes and heavy rail within walking distance of the site at the new Edinburgh 
Gateway station. Edinburgh tram is also within walking distance. 
 
Environmental Protection raised concerns regarding the potential impacts this 
development may have on local air quality. Traffic generated by the development will add 
to existing high traffic flows on Maybury Road, Glasgow Road and Queensferry Road. 
There is also a composting facility located approximately 500 m west of the application 
site which is a potential source of dust and odour emissions. The applicant has submitted 
a supporting air quality impact assessment which has considered the potential impacts 
from construction activities at the application site, the impacts of emissions of traffic 
generated by the proposed development once operational and the cumulative impact of 
emissions of traffic generated by the proposed development and other planned 
development in the local area that is likely to impact on traffic flow on the same routes. 
The air quality impact assessment has been carried out based on 700 residential units 
being developed within the application site. 
 
The submitted supporting air quality impact assessment has anticipated possible 
adverse impacts during the construction phase of the development by dust emission from 
earth moving and materials handling, however the level of emission is largely dependent 
on weather conditions. Mitigation measures will be adopted to limit dust emission and its 
associated effects on the environment and amenity Environmental Protection shall 
recommend an informative to ensure this is controlled within a detailed Construction and 
Environmental Management Plan. 
 
When the development is completed the primary impact on air quality will result from 
traffic emissions. The extent of the impact is dependent on the travel behaviour of its 
resident population. 
 
Local Authorities undertake air quality monitoring to meet its duties under Part IV of the 
Environment Act. This includes measurements of Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) at various 
locations across the city using diffusion tubes including some of which are near to the 
development site. The NO2 diffusion tube measurements from across Edinburgh show 
high concentrations exceeding the 40 _$lgm-3 annual mean objective is present next to 
busy roads, particularly within street canyons. In the vicinity of the proposed development 
site, exceedences have been recorded on the Glasgow Road and at the Barnton 
junction/Queensferry Road. Annual mean concentrations at other locations around the 
Barnton junction/Queensferry Road are below the objective level. There was one breach 
of the annual mean objective outwith the AQMAs and that was at Queensferry Road. 
This data has consistently resulted in breaches of the annual mean objective, even 
though adjacent monitoring, including that from the automatic analyser has always been 
compliant. Façade measurements concurrent with the site also meet the objective. 
 
Trend analysis of the annual mean NO2 concentrations at most sites shows there is a 
slight decrease in NO2 levels, including Queensferry Road. There is a flattening trend at 
Glasgow Road, with concentrations varying between 26 and 29µg/m3 over the five-year 
period. 
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The applicant air quality impact assessments predicted concentrations of NO2 using 
2016 vehicle emission factors predicted exceedances of NO2 with and without the 
scheme at two receptors within St John's Road AQMA and at four receptors on 
Queensferry Road/Barnton Junction. The magnitude of change due to the proposed 
development is less than 0.5 % at these locations, and therefore the impact of the 
proposed development is predicted to be negligible according to the applicants air quality 
impact assessment. 
 
However the applicant has highlighted that the impact has been determined to be slight 
adverse at three locations adjacent to Maybury Road, Maybury House, Cammo Gardens 
and North Gyle Terrace, however the total predicted concentration at these locations 
remains below the NO2 objective levels but Environmnetal Protection notes that at North 
Gyle Terrace is near the objective level and there is the possibility of a plus or minus 20% 
deviation which could actually lead to an exceedance.  
 
The applicants predicted concentrations of PM10 levels using 2016 vehicle emission 
factors predicted at each existing sensitive receptor within the study area for the future 
scenario of 2027 with and without the proposed development. It should be noted that 
PM10 levels at Queensferry Road have increased to 22 µg/m3 for 2017 which exceeds 
the objective levels. 
 
If consented the operational phase of the development will cause increases in local traffic 
at a level which will give rise to imperceptible increases in concentrations of PM10 and 
NO2 at roadside locations on affected roads. The significance of these changes has been 
deemed negligible by the applicant, even at roadside properties on the Glasgow Road 
and at the junction of Maybury Road with Queensferry Road where existing 
concentrations of PM10 and NO2 may be close to the relevant annual mean objectives.  
 
Air quality mitigation for the operational phase can be limited however the applicant must 
ensure that as a minimum they install electric vehicle charging points in accordance with 
the Edinburgh Design Standards and install low NOX boiler to the residential properties. 
 
Environmental Protection encourage the developer to work with this department to 
produce an up-to-date Green Travel Plan which should incorporate the following 
measures to help mitigate traffic related air quality impacts; 
 
o Keep Car Parking levels to minimum. 
o Car Club facilities (electric and/or low emission vehicles). 
o Provision of rapid electric vehicle charging facilities.  
o Public transport incentives for residents. 
o Improved cycle/pedestrian facilities and links. 
 
The Scottish Government in the 'Government's Programme for Scotland 2017-18 has a 
new ambition on ultra-low emission vehicles, including electric cars and vans, with a 
target to phase out the need for petrol and diesel vehicles by 2032. This is underpinned 
by a range of actions to expand the charging network, support innovative approaches, 
and encourage the public sector to lead the way, with developers incorporating charging 
points in new developments. 
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The applicant must be aware that there are now requirements stipulated in the Edinburgh 
Design Guidance must be achieved. Edinburgh has made progress in encouraging the 
adoption of electric/hybrid plug-in vehicles, through deployment of extensive charging 
infrastructure. As plug-in vehicles make up an increasing percentage of the vehicles on 
our roads, their lack of emissions will contribute to improving air quality especially as this 
site is located near an AQMA, furthermore their quieter operation will mean that a major 
source of noise will decrease. 
 
The Sustainable Energy Action Plan is the main policy supporting the Council's Electric 
Vehicle Framework. Increasing the number of plug-in vehicles and charging 
infrastructure in Edinburgh will provide substantial reductions in road transport 
emissions.  
 
To ensure that the infrastructure required by the growing number of electric vehicles 
users is delivered, one of every six spaces should include a fully connected and ready to 
use electric vehicle charging point, in developments where ten or more car parking 
spaces are proposed. Electric vehicle parking spaces should be counted as part of the 
overall car parking provision and not in addition to it. 
 
Due to the proximity to the AQMA as a minimum Environmental Protection would 
recommend that 7Kw charging provision will be required for all residential properties with 
rapid chargers located at some communal parking spaces. Information on chargers is 
detailed in the Edinburgh Design Standards Technical Information Design Standards.  
 
Environmental Protection have serious concerns with the level of car parking proposed. 
The applicant must keep the numbers of car parking spaces to a minimum, be committed 
to good cycle provisions, electric vehicle charging facilities and supported with a travel 
pack. Due to the proximity of the air quality management areas Environmental Protection 
will recommend the electric vehicle charging points are fully installed and operational 
prior to occupation serving 100% of the spaces but will not support the current level of 
proposed car parking at 950.  
 
The applicant has concluded that there are no significant adverse effects predicted for 
local air quality due to the increase in traffic emissions due to the Proposed Development 
and therefore no specific mitigation measures are proposed. 
 
The applicant states that the proposed development includes a number of design 
measures aimed at promoting sustainable travel and providing connectivity to public 
footpaths and public transport links. Environmental Protection have raised concerns with 
the location of the footbridge linking the wider development sites including this one to the 
Gogar Train Station.   
 
The applicant has advised that the proposed development will only have a negligible 
impact on the air quality within the St John's AQMA. The Council has been working with 
partners to tackle the air quality issues on St Johns Road. This includes a number of 
measures to improve air quality within the AQMA. Environmental Protection believe the 
proposed development along with committed developments in the area will adversely 
impact the local air quality in this area.  The level of car parking is excessive and must 
be significantly reduced.  
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The applicant states that following a meeting with the Council on the 8th March 2018, it 
was agreed that the parking spaces for electric vehicles will be provided with the ducting 
to allow for a future electric charging point to be introduced. There will be passive 
provision (i.e. infrastructure to allow the future delivery of electric vehicle charging points) 
made for all properties with driveways and garages. This is not acceptable to 
Environmental Protection each house with a driveway shall be fitted with a charging point 
as a minimum with further consideration given to further installations serving communal 
spaces. Plans would need to be submitted highlighting where all the chargers and feeder 
pillars would be located.  
 
Cumulative Impacts 
 
As stated in addition to the proposed development at West Craigs, there is provision in 
the Local Development Plan for further 1700 - 2000 residential properties at Maybury 
and 250 new residential properties at West Craigs. In addition to this "Special Economic 
Development Areas" have been identified north of the Glasgow Road at the Royal Bank 
at Gogarburn and at the Royal Highland Centre. Although each planning application must 
be considered on its own merits, within the confines imposed by national, regional, and 
local policies in circumstances such as this it presents difficulties when developments 
are permitted sequentially, with each individually having only a relatively low polluting 
potential, but which cumulatively result in a significant worsening of air quality. 
 
All of these potential developments will cumulatively generate additional traffic on the 
local network leading to an increased risk that the air quality objectives for PM10 and 
NO2 will not be met in the immediate vicinity of the junctions of Maybury Road with 
Queensferry Road and the Glasgow Road. The potential cumulative impact of already 
committed development plus the residential development this site has been modelled by 
the applicant and the output of the model states that the annual mean objective for NO2 
is likely to be met at the receptor locations allowing for the cumulative effects of 
committed development and the proposed development at Cammo as well as this 
proposed development.  
 
However, it also highlights that the annual mean objective for PM10 may not be met at 
all the receptors once the committed development and the development are operational 
with or without the additional traffic associated with the proposed development. The 
assessment also shows that there is potential that objectives may not be met at other 
receptors. This proposed development on its own does not make a significant difference 
to whether the PM10 objective is met at these locations however the cumulative impacts 
as described above if fully developed out may adversely impact a number of other 
receptor locations. It must be stressed that the proposed level of car parking for the 
proposal is excessive.  
 
Composting 
 
The existing composting site north-west of the application site is located approximately 
500m from the boundary of the application site. In 2012 the site handled 32,259 tonnes 
of household and commercial waste. The site is regulated by Scottish Environment 
Protection Agency (SEPA) and is required to control emissions of dust and odour.  
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It should be noted that Environmental Health Officers have received odour complaints 
from existing residential properties which are located approximately 500m of the 
composting site boundary. Complaints are referred onto SEPA as they are the regulator. 
 
This separation distance between composting operations and the proposed residential 
properties is greater than the minimum of 250m that is outlined in Environment Agency 
Position Statement on Composting (Environment Agency, 2009) in relation to the 
permitting of new composting operations. This separation distance is also recommended 
in the Scottish Planning Policy (and draft reviewed SPP) in regard to outdoor composting 
facilities and residential developments. Therefore, in accordance with the guidelines the 
separation between the composting facility and the application site should be sufficient 
to protect future residents in relation to any adverse health effects that might arise as a 
result of bio-aerosol emissions.  
 
The separation between the composting site and the application site should also be 
sufficient to protect future residents from odour nuisance during normal operation of the 
site, although a failure in the management of odour emissions from the site combined 
with a north-westerly wind could lead to odour nuisance arising. The applicant has not 
assessed the odours.  
 
Contaminated Land 
 
The applicant has submitted a Ground Investigation Report which is currently being 
assessed by Environmental Assessment. Until this has been completed Environmental 
Assessment recommends that a condition is attached to ensure that contaminated land 
is fully addressed. 
 
Noise  
 
Environmental Assessment raised concerns regarding the potential noise impacts from 
the road noise from Maybury Road. Details of mitigation will be required during the 
detailed stage. This must be submitted in the form of a noise impact assessment which 
details exactly what mitigation measures are required. The site is outside the noise 
contours for the airport and the applicant has provided a sufficient assessment to ensure 
that we will not require this aspect to be further investigated. 
 
The noise measurements were undertaken at the three locations it has highlighted 
significant exceedances of the World Health Organisations Community Noise Guideline 
levels along Maybury road. Environmental Protection have advised the applicant that 
they must meet these guideline levels.   
 
The Associating Exceedance Noise Levels for the façades overlooking Maybury Road 
from the nearest proposed residential blocks to the east of the site would be exceeding 
10 dB, corresponding to a 'Major Adverse' Magnitude of Impact. 
 
The noise impact assessment show the amenity space along Maybury Road and 
balconies will be exposed to excessive noise. 
 
Therefore, Environmental Protection recommend the application is refused on noise and 
air quality grounds. 
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Communities + Families comment 
 
The Council has assessed the impact of the growth set out in the LDP through an 
Education Appraisal (January 2018), taking account of school roll projections. To do this, 
an assumption has been made as to the amount of new housing development which will 
come forward ('housing output'). This takes account of new housing sites allocated in the 
LDP and other land within the urban area. 
 
In areas where additional infrastructure will be required to accommodate the cumulative 
number of additional pupils, education infrastructure 'actions' have been identified. The 
infrastructure requirements and estimated delivery dates are set out in the Council's 
Action Programme (January 2018). 
 
Residential development is required to contribute towards the cost of delivering these 
education infrastructure actions to ensure that the cumulative impact of development can 
be mitigated. In order that the total delivery cost is shared proportionally and fairly 
between developments, Education Contribution Zones have been identified and 'per 
house' and 'per flat' contribution rates established. These are set out in the draft 
Supplementary Guidance on 'Developer Contributions and Infrastructure Delivery' 
(January 2018).  
 
Assessment and Contribution Requirements 
 
Assessment based on: 
358 Flats (35 one bedroom flats excluded)  
263 Houses 
 
This site falls within Sub-Area W1 of the 'West Education Contribution Zone'.  
 
The Council has assessed the impact of the proposed development on the identified 
education infrastructure actions and current delivery programme.  
 
The education infrastructure actions that are identified are appropriate to mitigate the 
cumulative impact of development that would be anticipated if this proposal progressed.  
 
The proposed development is therefore required to make a contribution towards the 
delivery of these actions based on the established 'per house' and 'per flat' rates for the 
appropriate part of the Zone. 
 
Total infrastructure contribution required: 
£5,917,509 
 
Note - all infrastructure contributions shall be index linked based on the increase in the 
BCIS Forecast All-in Tender Price Index from Q4 2017 to the date of payment.  
 
Total land contribution required: 
£1,305,670 
 
Note - no indexation to be applied to land contribution. 
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Delivery of Required Education Infrastructure 
 
The Council's draft Supplementary Guidance states that development should only 
progress where it is demonstrated that required education infrastructure can be 
delivered, and at the appropriate time. It also states that if the pupils from a new 
development cannot be accommodated until education actions have been delivered, 
conditions may be used to phase the development to reflect the delivery programme for 
the required infrastructure. 
 
The Council's Action Programme identifies the need for a new primary school and a new 
secondary school within West Edinburgh to accommodate pupils from new development 
- including pupils from HSG 20 (Cammo). Potential school locations have been 
considered as part of the recent informal consultation on future school infrastructure in 
West Edinburgh. The location for a new secondary school infrastructure in West 
Edinburgh will be progressed through development of a West Edinburgh spatial strategy 
to be prepared as part of the new Local Development Plan.  
 
The developer has suggested that homes on the Cammo housing site could start to be 
completed from 2019 but may not be fully built out until 2026.  The current Action 
Programme identifies a delivery date of 2022 for the new primary school and secondary 
school, although this date will be reviewed as part of a future update to the Action 
Programme and would be dependent on getting agreement with third party land owners. 
 
The application site is currently within the catchment area of Cramond Primary School 
and The Royal High School but school roll projections show that there is not sufficient 
capacity in either school to support a significant increase in pupils.  
 
If new housing on the Cammo site progresses as expected but the required new schools 
are not in place, temporary arrangements may therefore have to be put into place to 
mitigate the impact of the new pupils. This may mean that pupils from the new 
development have to be assigned to the nearest appropriate existing school (a formal 
statutory consultation process would be required before such an arrangement could be 
put in place). Temporary accommodation solutions at existing primary schools may also 
be required. The legal agreement should therefore allow flexibility in terms of the use of 
contributions for the delivery of temporary and permanent accommodation solutions. 
 
Communities + Families further comment 
 
The Council has assessed the impact of the growth set out in the LDP through an 
Education Appraisal (August 2018), taking account of school roll projections. To do this, 
an assumption has been made as to the amount of new housing development which will 
come forward ('housing output'). This takes account of new housing sites allocated in the 
LDP and other land within the urban area. 
 
In areas where additional infrastructure will be required to accommodate the cumulative 
number of additional pupils, education infrastructure 'actions' have been identified. The 
infrastructure requirements and estimated delivery dates are set out in the Council's 
Action Programme (January 2019). 
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Residential development is required to contribute towards the cost of delivering these 
education infrastructure actions to ensure that the cumulative impact of development can 
be mitigated. In order that the total delivery cost is shared proportionally and fairly 
between developments, Education Contribution Zones have been identified and 'per 
house' and 'per flat' contribution rates established. These are set out in the finalised 
Supplementary Guidance on 'Developer Contributions and Infrastructure Delivery' 
(August 2018).  
 
Assessment and Contribution Requirements 
 
Assessment based on: 
344 Flats (43 one bedroom flats excluded)  
268 Houses 
 
This site falls within Sub-Area W1 of the 'West Education Contribution Zone'.  
 
The Council has assessed the impact of the proposed development on the identified 
education infrastructure actions and current delivery programme.  
The education infrastructure actions that are identified are appropriate to mitigate the 
cumulative impact of development that would be anticipated if this proposal progressed.  
 
The proposed development is therefore required to make a contribution towards the 
delivery of these actions based on the established 'per house' and 'per flat' rates for the 
appropriate part of the Zone. 
 
Total infrastructure contribution required: 
£5,444,152 
Note - all infrastructure contributions shall be index linked based on the increase in the 
BCIS Forecast All-in Tender Price Index from Q4 2017 to the date of payment. 
 
Total land contribution required: 
£711,000 
Note - no indexation to be applied to land contribution. 
 
Delivery of Required Education Infrastructure 
 
The Council's draft Supplementary Guidance states that development should only 
progress where it is demonstrated that required education infrastructure can be 
delivered, and at the appropriate time. It also states that if the pupils from a new 
development cannot be accommodated until education actions have been delivered, 
conditions may be used to phase the development to reflect the delivery programme for 
the required infrastructure. 
 
The Council's Action Programme identifies the need for a new primary school and a new 
secondary school within West Edinburgh to accommodate pupils from new development 
- including pupils from HSG 20 (Cammo). Potential school locations have been 
considered as part of the recent informal consultation on future school infrastructure in 
West Edinburgh. The location for a new secondary school infrastructure in West 
Edinburgh will be progressed through development of a West Edinburgh spatial strategy 
to be prepared as part of the new Local Development Plan.  
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The developer has suggested that homes on the Cammo housing site could start to be 
completed from 2019 but may not be fully built out until 2026.  The current Action 
Programme identifies a delivery date of 2022 for the new primary school and secondary 
school, although this date will be reviewed as part of a future update to the Action 
Programme and would be dependent on getting agreement with third party land owners. 
 
The application site is currently within the catchment area of Cramond Primary School 
and The Royal High School but school roll projections show that there is not sufficient 
capacity in either school to support a significant increase in pupils. 
 
If new housing on the Cammo site progresses as expected but the required new schools 
are not in place, temporary arrangements may therefore have to be put into place to 
mitigate the impact of the new pupils. This may mean that pupils from the new 
development have to be assigned to the nearest appropriate existing school (a formal 
statutory consultation process would be required before such an arrangement could be 
put in place). Temporary accommodation solutions at existing primary schools may also 
be required. The legal agreement should therefore allow flexibility in terms of the use of 
contributions for the delivery of temporary and permanent accommodation solutions. 
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Location Plan 
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Application for Planning Permission 19/00114/FUL 
At 20 Duncan Street, Edinburgh, EH9 1SR 
Change of Use from car servicing and repairs centre to 
student accommodation (comprising 24 student studios 
coupled with shared quiet spaces, reception, laundry and 
ancillary spaces) and associated works. (as amended) 

 

 

Summary 

 
The proposal complies with the development plan and represents a minor infringement 
of the Design Guidance in respect of privacy and outlook. The proposal is acceptable in 
this location, will preserve the character and appearance of the adjacent conservation 
area and will have no detrimental impact on the character of listed building, residential 
amenity or traffic. The previous appeal decision is a material consideration and approval 
is recommended. 
 

 

Links 

Policies and guidance for 

this application 

LDPP, LDES01, LDES03, LDES04, LDES05, 

LDES12, LEN03, LEN04, LEN06, LEN20, LEN09, 

LEMP09, LTRA03, LTRA02, LHOU07, LHOU08, 

NSG, NSLBCA, NSGSTU, OTH, CRPBLA, NSGD02,  

 Item number  

 Report number 

 

 

 

 

 

Wards B15 - Southside/Newington 

file:///C:/uniform/temp/uf04148.rtf%23Policies
file:///C:/uniform/temp/uf04148.rtf%23Policies
9079393
7.1(a)
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Report 

Application for Planning Permission 19/00114/FUL 
At 20 Duncan Street, Edinburgh, EH9 1SR 
Change of Use from car servicing and repairs centre to 
student accommodation (comprising 24 student studios 
coupled with shared quiet spaces, reception, laundry and 
ancillary spaces) and associated works. (as amended) 
 

Recommendations  

1.1 It is recommended that this application be Granted subject to the details below. 

Background 

2.1 Site description 
 
The application site is a car repairs garage to the rear of, and including part of, the 
ground floor of a three storey, Italianate tenement block, flanking a central pend, with 
the garage attached to the rear of the pend. The tenement was constructed circa 1870. 
 
The garage is thought to have been originally built as a horse bazaar and converted to 
a garage in the mid-20th century. It is built mainly from stone with original setts at 
ground floor level, cast-iron columns and intricate timber roofing structure in an unusual 
configuration. The original roof is still in evidence, having an M profile, albeit altered 
with concrete S-profile sheeting at the ends and original Scotch slate at the top. 
 
To the south of the site, the walls are tight up against the boundary of Jewson-builder's 
supplies warehouse; to the east the wall is up against a two storey stone built dental 
practice and the wall also bounds the car park to the site which has an NHS use, and to 
the west there is the rear garden to the four storey stone-built tenements on Ratcliffe 
Terrace. 
 
The boundary of the Blacket Conservation Area lies along the eastern side of the 
property, although the site lies outwith the conservation area. 
 
The building is category B listed and was added to the statutory list on 25 March 1997. 
(LB reference 44213). 
 
2.2 Site History 
 
22 February 2016 - Planning application for demolition and creation of 28 private rental 
apartments, withdrawn. (application reference 15/04585/FUL). 
 
22 February 2016 - Listed Building Consent application for demolition and alterations in 
relation to existing shed/workshop, withdrawn. (application reference 15/05233/LBC). 
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8 June 2016 - Listed Building Consent refused to demolish existing commercial building 
and restore rear of tenement at lower level (application reference 16/00874/LBC). 
 
2 November 2016 - Appeal against the refusal of application 16/00874/LBC dismissed 
by reporter (DPEA appeal reference LBA-230-2083). 
 
4 November 2016 - Planning application for conversion and alteration of existing 
garage. Creation of new high quality private rental scheme to comprise 28 studio 
apartments, withdrawn. (application reference 16/03353/FUL). 
 
4 November 2016 - Listed Building Consent application for conversion and alteration of 
20 Duncan Street and existing workshop at the rear of 20 Duncan Street, withdrawn. 
(application reference 16/03353/LBC). 
 
3 August 2017 - Planning permission and listed building consent refused for change of 
use from car servicing and repairs centre to student accommodation (comprising 29 
student studios with shared breakout space) and associated external works (application 
references 16/05503/FUL and 16/05505/LBC). 
 
17 May 2018 - Listed building consent refused for change of use from car servicing and 
repairs centre to student accommodation (comprising 25 student studios with shared 
breakout, office and amenity spaces) and associated works (as amended). (application 
reference 16/05505/LBC). 
 
4 June 2018 - Planning permission refused for the change of use from car servicing 
and repairs centre to student accommodation (comprising 25 student studios with 
shared breakout, office and amenity spaces) and associated works (as amended). 
(application reference 17/05115/FUL). 
 
22 October 2018 - the appeals to applications 17/05115/FUL and 16/05505/LBC are 
dismissed.  (DPEA references PPA-230-2229 and LBA-230-2146) The reporter 
accepted the principle of student housing on this site but refused it due to the 
unacceptable impact on the listed building. 

Main report 

3.1 Description Of The Proposal 
 
The application proposes the change of use of an existing car repairs garage to student 
accommodation. The development will comprise 24 self-contained student studio flats 
to be formed within the existing garage footprint and accommodation on the ground 
floor of the tenement. Three rooms will be accommodated in the tenement and the 
remaining 21 rooms will be accommodated in what is now the garage, organized 
around a central top glazed atrium. A communal area for occupiers of the development 
will be formed within a central atrium, with an office area provided for management 
staff, cycle parking and a laundry room. 
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The garage will retain the existing stone external walls although they will be adjusted to 
rise to the same level throughout. Sections will be cut out in two corners on the east to 
form lightwells. The majority of the timber roof structure is to be retained with the outer 
timbers modified to the new wall head heights. The asbestos cladding on the roof will 
be removed and the central structure will be glazed over with the pitched roof 
surrounding it slated. The existing cast iron columns are to be retained.  
 
No vehicular parking is proposed. There will be space for 26 secure cycle spaces within 
the building and for eight visitor cycle spaces in the pend. One space is provided in the 
pend for motorbike parking. Waste and recycling storage is provided in a room 
accessed from the pend. 
 
Scheme 1 
 
The application as submitted showed a slightly different plan and proposed an 
additional room. 
 
Supporting Statements 
 
As part of this application the following documents have been submitted which are 
available to view on Planning and Building Standard's Online Services: 
 

 Design Statement; 

 Planning Statement; and 

 Daylighting No Skyline Report. 
 
3.2 Determining Issues 
 
Section 25 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 states - Where, in 
making any determination under the planning Acts, regard is to be had to the 
development plan, the determination shall be made in accordance with the plan unless 
material considerations indicate otherwise. 
 
Section 59 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) (Scotland) Act 
1997 states - In considering whether to grant consent, special regard must be had to 
the desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any features of special 
architectural or historic interest which it possesses. For the purposes of this issue, 
preserve, in relation to the building, means preserve it either in its existing state or 
subject only to such alterations or extensions as can be carried out without serious 
detriment to its character. 
 
Section 64 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) (Scotland) Act 
1997 states - special attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or 
enhancing the character or appearance of the conservation area. 
 
Do the proposals comply with the development plan? 
 
If the proposals do comply with the development plan, are there any compelling 
reasons for not approving them? 
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If the proposals do not comply with the development plan, are there any compelling 
reasons for approving them? 
 
3.3 Assessment 
 
To address these determining issues, the Committee needs to consider whether: 
 

a) the principle of the development is acceptable in this location; 
 

b) the proposals will impact on the character and setting of the listed building; 
 

c) the proposals will preserve or enhance the adjoining conservation area; 
 

d) the proposals are of an appropriate scale, form, and design; 
 

e) the proposals will result in an unreasonable level of neighbouring residential 
amenity; 

 
f) the proposals will result in an adequate level of amenity for the future 

occupiers of the development; 
 

g) the proposals will have any traffic or road safety or infrastructure issues; 
 

h) any impacts of equalities and human rights have been addressed; 
 

i) any other material considerations that need to be addressed; and 
 

j) any comments raised have been addressed. 
 
a) The Acceptability of the Principle of the Development in this Location 
 
The site lies within the urban area of the Edinburgh Local Development Plan (LDP) 
where Policy Hou 8 states that planning permission will be granted for purpose built 
student accommodation where:  
 

a) the location is appropriate in terms of access to university and college 
facilities by walking, cycling and public transport; and  

 
b) the proposal will not result in an excessive concentration of student 
accommodation (including that in the private rented sector) to the extent that 
would be detrimental to the maintenance of balanced communities or to the 
established character and residential amenity of the locality.  

 
The Non-Statutory Guideline on Student Housing provides guidance for interpreting 
policy Hou 8 and is a material consideration in the determination of this application. 
This policy also applies where conversion to student housing is proposed. 
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The site lies within walking distance of the main campus of the University of Edinburgh, 
and is within an area which is well served by public transport leading to other university 
campuses across the city and to the city centre. The site is under 0.25 hectares and 
therefore meets the locational requirements of the Non-Statutory Guidance on Student 
Housing. 
 
There have been a number of purpose built student accommodation blocks nearby, 
including a 152 bed student housing development approximately 45 metres to the north 
of the application site at 195 - 213 Causewayside. There is also a 70 bed development 
just to the south of the application site on Ratcliffe Terrace. 
 
The appeal decision for the previous application (17/05115/FUL) found that the area 
around the site is to a significant degree commercial in nature and outwith the 
residential core. As the proposal would house only 24 students and would be 
sufficiently far away from the other student housing, the reporter found that the 
proposals would be more compatible with existing residential uses than the existing 
garage and would not adversely contribute to the cumulative impact of student housing 
in the area. 
 
Although the existing use is active primarily during office hours, and the proposed use 
will be of a 24 hour nature, the number of future occupants is low and it is not 
considered that this will have a significant impact on the surrounding area. 
 
Policy Emp 9 (Employment Sites and Premises) states that: 
 
Proposals to redevelop employment sites or premises in the urban area for uses other 
than business, industry or storage will be permitted provided: 
 

a) the introduction of non-employment uses will not prejudice or inhibit the 
activities of any nearby employment use; and 
b) the proposal will contribute to the comprehensive regeneration and 
improvement of the wider area. 

 
Again, the Reporter for the previous application found that the proposals would be 
unlikely to jeopardise the viability of neighbouring employment uses but that in 
proposing to remove the roof structure of the horse bazaar in the previous application, 
would not contribute to the regeneration and improvement of the wider area. 
 
It is acknowledged that this site is small in scale compared to other student housing 
developments in the area, and the use of the building for this purpose will not have a 
substantial impact on the balance of demographics and tenures in the local area. It is 
situated in an appropriate location for access to universities. It therefore complies with 
Policy Hou 8 and the guidance on student housing.  It is not likely that the development 
will prejudice or inhibit any adjacent business uses and in this latest scheme the 
majority of the roof structure is to be retained, thus contributing to wider regeneration of 
the historic environment in this area. It would ensure the continued use of this building 
which will contribute to the improvement of the area. The proposals therefore comply 
with Policy Emp 9. 
 
Subject to compliance with points addressed below, the proposals represent an 
appropriate use in this location. 
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b) The Impact on the Character and Setting of the Listed Buildings 
 
Policy Env 3 advises that development within the curtilage or affecting the setting of a 
listed building will be permitted only if not detrimental to the architectural character, 
appearance or historic interest of the building, or to its setting. 
 
Policy Env 4 advises that proposals to alter a listed building will be permitted where 
these alterations are justified, there will be no unnecessary damage to historic features 
and additions are in keeping with other parts of the building. 
 
The Historic Environment Policy for Scotland (HEPS) outlines how we should 
undertake our collective duty of care whenever a decision in the in the planning system 
will affect the historic environment. There are three key areas which define how the 
historic environment should be understood, recognised and managed to support 
participation and positive outcomes, including "Managing Change" under policies 
HEP2, HEP 3 and HEP4. 
 
The listed building is comprised of the garage building and the adjoining tenement 
buildings at 18 and 22 Duncan Street. Although the tenements are noted for their 
Italianate design, the garage has a functional appearance externally, primarily visible 
from the NHS car park to the east. Internally it retains a significant degree of historic 
fabric in the roof structure. The value of the garage as part of the listed building was 
confirmed in the appeal decision for the two sets of previous application (DPEA appeal 
references LBA-230-2083, PPA-230-2229 and LBA-230-2146). The structure of this 
horse bazaar; iron columns, trussed timber roof and stone walls remains intact. 
 
This latest application retains and incorporates the majority of the roof structure. It 
removes the non-original asbestos roofing materials and, with the combination of 
glazing and slate, the exterior of the listed building will be improved. Alterations to the 
external walls in the form of the cutaways for the light wells and new window openings 
are relatively minor. An existing outshot on the west elevation will be modified to 
incorporate plant. 
 
There will be no external alterations to the tenemental part of the building and the 
interest of the garage is almost entirely in the roof structure and columns. The 
proposed alterations will not adversely impact the special character of the listed 
building. 
 
c) The Impact on the Character and Appearance of the Conservation Area 
 
Policy Env 6 relates to development that impacts a conservation area or its setting.  
 
The boundary of the Blacket Conservation area lies directly to the east of the 
application site. The proposed development is wholly contained within the footprint of 
the existing garage and external alterations are limited to the existing walls being 
retained and built up where necessary, formation of windows and a new glazed and 
slate roof replacing the existing asbestos roof. The impact on the appearance of the 
adjacent conservation area is limited due to the location of the site behind the existing 
tenement building fronting Duncan Street. The proposed works will not have any 
adverse impact on the setting of the adjacent conservation area and the character and 
appearance of the conservation area will be preserved. 
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d) Scale, Form and Design 
 
Policies Des 1, Des 3 and Des 12 of the LDP consider the impact of the building's 
scale, form and design. The footprint of the existing building is not proposed to be 
enlarged as part of the proposals, and the height of the building will remain the same. 
Alterations involve the formation of a number of windows and doors, the erection of a 
new glazed and slated roof structure, and the formation of lightwells. 
 
The replacement of the asbestos cladding on the roof with glass and slate will be an 
improvement, and in other respects there will be little change in terms of massing or 
scale.  
 
The alterations are compatible with the character of the existing building and will not be 
detrimental to the character of the neighbourhood. 
 
e) Neighbouring Amenity 
 
Policy Des 5 & 12 relates to the impacts on the amenity of neighbouring residents. 
 
The development has new window openings proposed on the western boundary of the 
site. There are no residential properties at the ground floor of the tenements on 
Ratcliffe Terrace. Above ground floor level, windows will be set below the line of 
windows of neighbouring tenements and there will be no direct views. There will be a 
degree of overlooking of the existing back court area of these properties, but this space 
is already heavily overlooked by a significant number of flats and provides little real 
privacy of garden ground. The proposed rooflights and lightwells will not create any 
direct overlooking issues. 
 
In the appeal decision for the previous application, the Reporter concluded that the 
proposals would not create any significant issues of overlooking or privacy. This is a 
material consideration and there are no changes in this current application that would 
alter this conclusion. 
 
In terms of the provision of daylight to existing neighbours, the building will rise no 
higher than the existing structure and there will be no significant overshadowing of 
neighbouring garden ground. 
 
Comments have been made with respect to light pollution. The rooflight over the atrium 
will create some light, but this is at high level and will be directed upwards. Other new 
openings in external walls are relatively small and will not cause a significant additional 
level light in the area. 
 
The use of the building as student accommodation is essentially residential in 
character. As a result, the development is not expected to create a significant increase 
in noise levels compared to the existing commercial use. 
 
The proposals will have an acceptable impact on the amenity of neighbouring 
residential properties. 
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f) Amenity of Future Occupiers 
 
Policy Des 5 relates in part to the amenity of future occupiers of a development. The 
guidance on student housing notes that with respect to the amenity of the occupiers of 
the development, the Edinburgh Design Guidance 2013 applies with particular 
relevance to daylight, sunlight, privacy and outlook.  
 
Daylighting calculations have been submitted for the light received from windows to the 
exterior. Daylight will also be received via the glazed atrium. Overall the level of 
daylighting is adequate. In terms of outlook, some of the rooms which derive lighting 
from light wells may suffer from limited outlook. Similarly, Rooms 6, 7 and 8 may have 
issues of privacy from users of the tenemental garden. The provision of the large daylit 
atrium space will offer a high quality space that will mitigate the effects that the 
constrained site has on outlook and privacy on the external face of the building.  
 
Room sizes range between 18 sqm and 29 sqm in area. There have been comments 
with respect to over-crowding and density of the development. Neither the Edinburgh 
Design Guidance nor the Student Housing Guidance addresses minimum room sizes 
as this is covered by separate regimes such as HMO licencing and Building Warrants. 
The development will be entirely contained within the existing envelope and the 
accommodation offers appropriately sized rooms that have access to a high quality 
space in the atrium. The number of rooms is acceptable and given the generosity of the 
atrium it is not considered that this proposal is over development.  
 
The Reporter for the previous application found that the development will offer a range 
of suitably sized, adequately lit rooms and there are no changes to this application that 
would alter that assessment.  
 
Although there is a minor infringement of the guidance in terms of privacy and outlook, 
the overall amenity of the occupiers of this development will be satisfactory.   
 
g) Traffic, Road Safety and Infrastructure Issues 
 
Policies Tra 3 and Tra 4 relate to the design and provision of cycle parking. The Design 
Guidance relates to minimum and maximum parking for a range of development types.  
 
No car parking spaces are expected for student housing and the development offers no 
provision for car parking. Residents will not be able to apply for residents parking 
spaces so there will be no impact on on-street residents parking. 
 
Secure bike storage is provided off the atrium space to be accessed via the entrance 
pend.  
 
There has been concern from neighbours with respect to increased cycle traffic in 
Duncan Street as a hazard to pedestrian safety. However the development is relatively 
small. Not all of the 24 occupants will choose to cycle and those doing so will be cycling 
at different times throughout the day. As there is already a certain amount of vehicular 
traffic to the garage, it is unlikely that there will be any significantly increased risk to 
pedestrian safety as a result of cycling by occupants of this development.  
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Transport has no objections to the proposals as submitted and no contributions are 
required. The proposals will have no adverse impact on traffic, road safety or 
infrastructure. 
 
h) Equalities and Human Rights Issues 
 
Accessible rooms are available on the ground floor which is accessed via a lift that 
accommodates the change in levels. Concerns were raised about the cobbles, however 
it is proposed that they be sealed over with a clear lacquer to level the floor out.  
 
The proposal will need to comply with disability requirements in the Building 
Regulations.  
 
There will be no adverse impacts on equalities and human rights. 
 
i) Other Material Considerations 
 
Due to the existing use of the site, Environmental Protection have requested the 
imposition of a standard condition relating to contaminated land.  
 
The site is of archaeological interest and a condition is added to ensure the appropriate 
archaeological investigations are conducted. 
 
The appeal decisions for the previous application (CEC references 17/05115/FUL and 
16/05505/LBC and DPEA references PPA-230-2229 and LBA-230-2146) are a material 
consideration in the determination of this application. The Reporter's comments have 
been noted where relevant in the points addressed above. 
 
j) Public Comments 
 
Material representations  
 
Material reasons for objection include: 
 

 Overdevelopment - assessed in section 3.3.f). 

 Inappropriately dense - assessed in section 3.3.f). 

 Use in this area is inappropriate - assessed in section 3.3.a). 

 The area is already saturated with student housing - assessed in section 3.3.a). 

 The building has a viable use as a commercial property - assessed in section 
3.3.a). 

 Loss of an employment use - assessed in section 3.3.a). 

 24 hour nature of proposed use as opposed to 9-5 nature of existing use - 
assessed in section 3.3.a). 

 The area is residential - assessed in section 3.3.a). 

 Change to character of area - assessed in section 3.3.b). 

 Design is out of place - assessed in section 3.3.d). 

 Too high - assessed in section 3.3.d). 

 Impact on listed building - assessed in section 3.3.c). 

 Privacy, overlooking, noise, loss of light, light pollution & security issues - 
assessed in section 3.3.e). 
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 Flats too tiny for future occupiers - assessed in section 3.3.f). 

 Traffic and parking - assessed in section 3.3.g). 

 Too many cyclists will be unsafe for pedestrians - assessed in section 3.3.a). 
 
Material reasons for support include: 
 

 A good use in the community - assessed in section 3.3.a). 

 Better use than existing one - assessed in section 3.3.a). 

 No taller than existing - assessed in section 3.3.d). 

 Regenerates listed building - assessed in section 3.3.c). 

 Preserves roof structure - assessed in section 3.3.c). 
 
Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, the proposal complies with the development plan and represents a minor 
infringement of the Design Guidance in respect of privacy and outlook. The proposal is 
acceptable in this location, will preserve the character and appearance of the adjacent 
conservation area and will have no detrimental impact on the character of listed 
buildings, residential amenity or traffic. The previous appeal decision is a material 
consideration and approval is recommended. 
 
It is recommended that this application be Granted subject to the details below. 
 
3.4 Conditions/reasons/informatives 
Conditions:- 
 
1. No development shall take place on the site until the applicant has secured the 

implementation of a programme of archaeological work (excavation, historic 
building recording, analysis & reporting, publication) in accordance with a written 
scheme of investigation which has been submitted by the applicant and 
approved by the Planning Authority. 

 
2. i) Prior to the commencement of construction works on site: 
 

a) A site survey (including intrusive investigation where necessary) must be 
carried out to establish, either that the level of risk posed to human health and 
the wider environment by contaminants in, on or under the land is acceptable, or 
that remedial and/or protective measures could be undertaken to bring the risks 
to an acceptable level in relation to the development; and 

 
b) Where necessary, a detailed schedule of any required remedial and/or 
protective measures, including their programming, must be submitted to and 
approved in writing by the Planning Authority. 

 
ii) Any required remedial and/or protective measures shall be implemented in 
accordance with the approved schedule and documentary evidence to certify 
those works shall be provided for the approval of the Planning Authority.  

 
Reasons:- 
 
1. In order to safeguard the interests of archaeological heritage. 
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2. In order to ensure that the site is suitable for redevelopment, given the nature of 
previous uses/processes on the site. 

 
Informatives 
 
It should be noted that: 
 
1. The development hereby permitted shall be commenced no later than the 

expiration of three years from the date of this consent. 
 
2. No development shall take place on the site until a 'Notice of Initiation of 

Development' has been submitted to the Council stating the intended date on 
which the development is to commence. Failure to do so constitutes a breach of 
planning control, under Section 123(1) of the Town and Country Planning 
(Scotland) Act 1997. 

 
3. As soon as practicable upon the completion of the development of the site, as 

authorised in the associated grant of permission, a 'Notice of Completion of 
Development' must be given, in writing to the Council. 

 
4. In accordance with the Council's LTS Travplan3 policy, the applicant should 

consider developing a Travel Plan including provision of pedal cycles (inc. 
electric cycles), secure cycle parking, public transport travel passes, a Welcome 
Pack, a high-quality map of the neighbourhood (showing cycling, walking and 
public transport routes to key local facilities), timetables for local public transport. 

 
5. The applicant should be advised that as the development is student housing, 

they will not be eligible for residential parking permits in accordance with the 
Transport and Environment Committee decision of 4 June 2013.  See  
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/download/meetings/id/39382/item_7_7 (Category F 
- All student housing). 

 

Financial impact  

4.1 The financial impact has been assessed as follows: 
 
There are no financial implications to the Council. 

Risk, Policy, compliance and governance impact 

5.1 Provided planning applications are determined in accordance with statutory 
legislation, the level of risk is low. 

Equalities impact  

6.1 The equalities impact has been assessed as follows: 
 
This application was assessed in terms of equalities and human rights. The impacts are 
identified in the Assessment section of the main report. 
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Sustainability impact  

7.1 The sustainability impact has been assessed as follows: 
 
This application is not subject to the sustainability requirements of the Edinburgh 
Design Guidance. 

Consultation and engagement  

8.1 Pre-Application Process 
 
Pre-application discussions took place on this application. 
 
8.2 Publicity summary of representations and Community Council comments 
 
The application was advertised on 1 February 2019. In all there have been 25 letters of 
representation, including 15 objections, eight letters of support and two letters of 
comment.  
 
The Grange/Prestonfield Community Council and the Access Panel have commented 
on the proposals and the West Blacket Association supports the proposals. Other 
objections and letters of support are from neighbours and other members of the public.  
 
A full assessment of the representations can be found in the main report in the 
Assessment section.  

Background reading/external references 

 To view details of the application go to  

 Planning and Building Standards online services 

 Planning guidelines  

 Conservation Area Character Appraisals  

 Edinburgh Local Development Plan  

 Scottish Planning Policy 

  

https://citydev-portal.edinburgh.gov.uk/idoxpa-web/search.do?action=simple&searchType=Application
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/planningguidelines
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/characterappraisals
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/localdevelopmentplan
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Built-Environment/planning/Policy
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David R. Leslie 
Chief Planning Officer 
PLACE 
The City of Edinburgh Council 
 
 
Contact: Barbara Stuart, Senior Planning Officer  
E-mail:barbara.stuart@edinburgh.gov.uk Tel:0131 529 3927 

Links - Policies 

 
Relevant Policies: 
 
Relevant policies of the Local Development Plan. 
 
LDP Policy Des 1 (Design Quality and Context) sets general criteria for assessing 
design quality and requires an overall design concept to be demonstrated. 
 
LDP Policy Des 3 (Development Design - Incorporating and Enhancing Existing and 
Potential Features) supports development where it is demonstrated that existing and 
potential features have been incorporated into the design. 
 
LDP Policy Des 4 (Development Design - Impact on Setting) sets criteria for assessing 
the impact of development design against its setting. 
 
LDP Policy Des 5 (Development Design - Amenity) sets criteria for assessing amenity.  
 
LDP Policy Des 12 (Alterations and Extensions) sets criteria for assessing alterations 
and extensions to existing buildings.  
 
LDP Policy Env 3 (Listed Buildings - Setting) identifies the circumstances in which 
development within the curtilage or affecting the setting of a listed building will be 
permitted. 
 

 Statutory Development 

Plan Provision 

 

 

 Date registered 14 January 2019 

 

 

 

 

Drawing numbers/Scheme 20-43, 

 

 

 

Scheme 2 
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LDP Policy Env 4 (Listed Buildings - Alterations and Extensions) identifies the 
circumstances in which alterations and extensions to listed buildings will be permitted. 
 
LDP Policy Env 6 (Conservation Areas - Development) sets out criteria for assessing 
development in a conservation area. 
 
LDP Policy Env 20 (Open Space in New Development) sets out requirements for the 
provision of open space in new development. 
 
LDP Policy Env 9 (Development of Sites of Archaeological Significance) sets out the 
circumstances in which development affecting sites of known or suspected 
archaeological significance will be permitted. 
 
LDP Policy Emp 9 (Employment Sites and Premises) sets out criteria for development 
proposals affecting business and industrial sites and premises. 
 
LDP Policy Tra 3 (Private Cycle Parking) requires cycle parking provision in 
accordance with standards set out in Council guidance. 
 
LDP Policy Tra 2 (Private Car Parking) requires private car parking provision to comply 
with the parking levels set out in Council guidance, and sets criteria for assessing lower 
provision. 
 
LDP Policy Hou 7 (Inappropriate Uses in Residential Areas) establishes a presumption 
against development which would have an unacceptable effect on the living conditions 
of nearby residents. 
 
LDP Policy Hou 8 (Student Accommodation) sets out the criteria for assessing 
purpose-built student accommodation.  
 
Relevant Non-Statutory Guidelines 
 
Non-statutory guidelines 'LISTED BUILDINGS AND CONSERVATION AREAS' 
provides guidance on repairing, altering or extending listed buildings and unlisted 
buildings in conservation areas. 
 
Non-statutory guidelines Student Housing Guidance interprets local plan policy, 
supporting student housing proposals in accessible locations provided that they will not 
result in an excessive concentration. 
 
Other Relevant policy guidance 
 
The Blacket Conservation Area Character Appraisal emphasises the mix of substantial 
villas and terraces, the unified architectural form and materials, the sense of 
spaciousness derived from the generously proportioned gardens and large mature 
trees, and the predominance of residential uses. 
 
Non-Statutory guidelines Edinburgh Design Guidance supports development of the 
highest design quality and that integrates well with the existing city. It sets out the 
Council's expectations for the design of new development, including buildings, parking, 
streets and landscape, in Edinburgh.
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Appendix 1 

 
Application for Planning Permission 19/00114/FUL 
At 20 Duncan Street, Edinburgh, EH9 1SR 
Change of Use from car servicing and repairs centre to 
student accommodation (comprising 24 student studios 
coupled with shared quiet spaces, reception, laundry and 
ancillary spaces) and associated works. (as amended) 
 
Consultations 

 
 
Archaeology 
 
I would like to make the following comments and recommendations concerning these 
associated Full planning and listed building applications for the change of use from car 
servicing and repairs centre to student accommodation (comprising 25 student studios 
coupled shared quite spaces reception, laundry and ancillary spaces) and associated 
works. 
 
The site affects Duncan's Garage which forms an integral part of a B-listed group of 
buildings along with the adjacent 3-storey tenement of 18-22 Duncan Street. The 1st 
edition (1849) OS map shows the site as garden ground with a water pump in the SE 
corner. Both the tenement to the front and present-day garage were constructed during 
the third quarter of the 19th century between this date and there 1st appearance on the 
1876 second (See fig 1) Edition OS Map. The 1876 OS map records the garage as a 
Horse Bazaar, being converted to a garage during the mid-20th century, though research 
undertaken by the applicant (see design statement) indicates that it was originally was 
0operated by funeral directors and undertakers, John Croall & Sons possibly as stables 
and to store carriages/hearses. 
 
Based on the historical and archaeological evidence the building has been identified as 
being of regional importance. Accordingly, this application must be considered under 
terms Scottish Government's Our Place in Time (OPIT), Scottish Planning Policy (SPP), 
Historic Environment Scotland's Policy Statement (HESPS) 2016 and Archaeology 
Strategy and CEC's Edinburgh Local Development Plan (2016) Policies ENV4, ENV8 & 
ENV9. The aim should be to preserve archaeological remains in situ as a first option, but 
alternatively where this is not possible, archaeological excavation or an appropriate level 
of recording may be an acceptable alternative. 
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This scheme will see significant alterations and impacts upon and too this B-listed, former 
Victorian Horse Bazaar (Duncan's Garage), a building of regional historic and 
archaeological significance. It is essential therefore that if granted a detailed historic 
building survey (phased and surveyed internal and external elevations and plans, 
photographic and written description and analysis) of the building is undertaken prior to 
and during alterations. This is required to provide a permanent record of this historic 
structure. This work will be linked to a suitable programme of archaeological work on any 
proposed ground-breaking works and secured by the following recommended condition;  
 
'No development shall take place on the site until the applicant has secured the 
implementation of a programme of archaeological work (excavation, historic building 
recording, analysis & reporting, publication) in accordance with a written scheme of 
investigation which has been submitted by the applicant and approved by the Planning 
Authority.'  
 
The work would be carried out by a professional archaeological organisation, either 
working to a brief prepared by CECAS or through a written scheme of investigation 
submitted to and agreed by CECAS for the site. Responsibility for the execution and 
resourcing of the programme of archaeological works and for the archiving and 
appropriate level of publication of the results lies with the applicant. 
 
Transport 
 
There are no objections to the proposed application subject to the following being 
included as conditions or informatives as appropriate: 
 
1. In accordance with the Council's LTS Travplan3 policy, the applicant should 
consider developing a Travel Plan including provision of pedal cycles (inc. electric 
cycles), secure cycle parking, public transport travel passes, a Welcome Pack, a high-
quality map of the neighbourhood (showing cycling, walking and public transport routes 
to key local facilities), timetables for local public transport; 
2. The applicant should be advised that as the development is student housing, they 
will not be eligible for residential parking permits in accordance with the Transport and 
Environment Committee decision of 4 June 2013.  See  
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/download/meetings/id/39382/item_7_7 (Category F - All 
student housing). 
 
Note: 
The proposed parking meet the Council's parking standards: 
o Zero car parking; 
o 26 cycle parking spaces; 
o 8 visitor cycle parking spaces; 
o 1 motorcycle parking space. 
 
Waste Services 
 
I have been asked to consider this application on behalf of the Waste Management 
Service. 
 
Waste and cleansing services takes no stance either for or against the proposed 
development but as a consultee would make the following comments: 
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Waste and Fleet Services would expect to be the service provider for the collection of 
waste as this appears to be a residential development. It is imperative that adequate 
provision is made for the storage of waste off street, and that cognisance is taken of the 
need to provide adequate space for the storage of segregated waste streams in line with 
the Waste (Scotland) Regulations which require the source separation of dry recyclable 
materials, glass, food, etc. Adequate provision should also be made for the effective 
segregation of materials within the building not just at the point of collection. Adequate 
access must also be provided to allow uplift of waste safely from the collection point 
taking into consideration the traffic flows at this busy location and I feel we would require 
to look at the bin storage areas for this development more closely. 
 
The developer has been in touch for this development pre-planning and sent me plans 
of the bin store and access information. In view of these factors the developer must 
contact Waste Services on 0131 608 1100 or contact the officer for the area Hema 
Herkes directly Hema.herkes@edinburgh.gov.uk at the earliest point if any changes are 
made to the bin store, access areas etc. 
 
Environmental Services 
 
TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING (SCOTLAND) ACT 1997 
19/00114/FUL | Change of Use from car servicing and repairs centre to student 
accommodation (Comprising 25 no. student studios coupled with shared quiet spaces, 
reception, laundry and ancillary spaces) and associated works. | 20 Duncan Street 
 
Environmental Protection has commented on a similar application before (15/04585/FUL 
& 16/03353/FUL), these application were withdrawn with another couple of applications 
being recently refused (16/05503/FUL - 17/05115/FUL). This application proposes to 
demolish a garage and erect residential student apartments. Residential tenements are 
situated to the north with a timber supplier to the south. Residential flats with commercial 
properties on the ground floor are situated to the west with office premises and 
associated parking situated to the east 
 
A timber supply premises is situated immediately to the south of the application 
apartments and therefore there is the possibility that noise could impact upon the amenity 
of the proposed properties. Previous discussions with staff at the timber supply premises 
indicate that operations are already carried out in a manner sensitive to nearby residential 
properties due to the premises already being surrounded by residential properties. In this 
regard, operations occur mainly during the daytime with no reverse beeping or deliveries 
carried out during noise sensitive times.  
 
Previous uses of the site would indicate that it has the potential to be contaminated. In 
this regard it is recommended that the site be assessed and remediated where required. 
A condition is recommended below in this regard. 
 
The site is very well served with pedestrians and cycle paths. The site is also located 
near to great public transport connections with a high level of amenity also provided 
locally.  Environmental protection would strongly recommend that that applicant reviews 
the level of proposed car parking for such a well-connected site. 
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The Scottish Government in the 'Government's Programme for Scotland 2017-18 has a 
new ambition on ultra-low emission vehicles, including electric cars and vans, with a 
target to phase out the need for petrol and diesel vehicles by 2032. This is underpinned 
by a range of actions to expand the charging network, support innovative approaches 
and encourage the public sector to lead the way, with developers incorporating charging 
points in new developments. 
 
The applicant will be required to install at least 5 electric vehicle charging point but has 
not shown them on any plans. It should be highlighted that this is the minimum 
requirement stipulated in the Edinburgh Design Guidance that must be achieved. 
Edinburgh has made huge progress in encouraging the adoption of electric/hybrid plug-
in vehicles, through deployment of extensive charging infrastructure. As plug-in vehicles 
make up an increasing percentage of the vehicles on our roads, their lack of fuel 
emissions will contribute to improving air quality, and their quieter operation will mean 
that a major source of noise will decrease. It should also be noted that Edinburgh City 
Council has been working with all the Edinburgh based Universities installing charging 
point and accessing grant funding for electric vehicles. 
 
The applicant should consider providing more than the minimum requirement for 
charging points due to the development near to the city centre Air Quality Management 
Area (AQMA) and to mitigate the level car parking spaces. The applicant would need to 
install 7Kw (Type 2 sockets) charging points throughout the car park as a minimum 
standard. 
 
The Sustainable Energy Action Plan is the main policy supporting the Council's Electric 
Vehicle Framework. Increasing the number of plug-in vehicles and charging 
infrastructure in Edinburgh will provide substantial reductions in road transport 
emissions.  
 
The proposed development is likely to include a centralised energy centre for domestic 
heating and hot water. Environmental Protection had previously advised the applicant 
that all combined heat and power units must comply with the Clean Air Act 1993 and that 
Environmental Protection will not support the use of biomass. The applicant will need to 
provide a chimney height calculation if the energy centre is above 366Kw.  If the 
proposed energy plant exceeds 1MW the applicant will need to include secondary 
abatement technology to further reduce NOX. It should also be noted that plant above 
1MW is classified as a 'Medium Combustion plant' and now must be registered or 
permitted with Scottish Environment Protection Agency. 
 
Therefore, Environmental Protection has no objections to this proposed development 
subject to the following conditions: 
 
Prior to the commencement of construction works on site: 
 
A site survey (including intrusive investigation where necessary) must be carried out to 
establish to the satisfaction of the Head of Planning, either that the level of risk posed to 
human health and the wider environment by contaminants in, on or under the land is 
acceptable, or that remedial and/or protective measures could be undertaken to bring 
the risks to an acceptable level in relation to the development; and 
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Where necessary, a detailed schedule of any remedial and /or protective measures, 
including their programming, must be submitted to and approved in writing by the Head 
of Planning. 
 
Any required remedial and/or protective measures shall be implemented in accordance 
with the approved schedule and documentary evidence to certify those works shall be 
provided to the satisfaction of the Head of Planning. 
 
Prior to the use being taken up, 7Kw - 32amp (type 2 sockets) electric vehicle charging 
point, shall be installed serving 5 car parking space in the car park for all residential 
properties and be fully operational prior to occupation. 
 
Informative 
 
Electric vehicle charging points should be installed in accordance with Transport 
Scotland's Switched on Scotland Phase Two: An Action Plan for Growth (2017). 
 
When available the applicant shall provide details of all the boilers to Environmental 
Assessment to ensure compliance with the Clean Air Act 1993. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Location Plan 

 
 

© Crown Copyright and database right 2014. All rights reserved. Ordnance Survey License number 100023420 

END 
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Application for Listed Building Consent 19/00131/LBC 
At 20 Duncan Street, Edinburgh, EH9 1SR 
Alterations from car servicing and repairs centre to student 
accommodation (comprising 24 student studios coupled 
with shared quiet spaces, reception, laundry and ancillary 
spaces) and associated works. (as amended) 

 

 

Summary 

 
The proposals will preserve the special interest of the listed building and will have no 
detrimental impact on the adjacent conservation area. 
 

 

Links 

Policies and guidance for 

this application 

LDPP, LEN04, LEN06, NSG, NSLBCA, OTH, 

CRPBLA,  

 Item number  

 Report number 

 

 

 

 

 

Wards B15 - Southside/Newington 

file:///C:/uniform/temp/uf04148.rtf%23Policies
file:///C:/uniform/temp/uf04148.rtf%23Policies
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Report 

Application for Listed Building Consent 19/00131/LBC 
At 20 Duncan Street, Edinburgh, EH9 1SR 
Alterations from car servicing and repairs centre to student 
accommodation (comprising 24 student studios coupled 
with shared quiet spaces, reception, laundry and ancillary 
spaces) and associated works. (as amended) 
 

Recommendations  

1.1 It is recommended that this application be Granted subject to the details below. 

Background 

2.1 Site description 
 
The application site is a car repairs garage to the rear of, and including part of, the 
ground floor of a three storey, Italianate tenement block, flanking a central pend, with 
the garage attached to the rear of the pend. The tenement was constructed circa 1870. 
 
The garage is thought to have been originally built as a horse bazaar and converted to 
a garage in the mid-20th century. It is built mainly from stone with original setts at 
ground floor level, cast-iron columns and intricate timber roofing structure in an unusual 
configuration. The original roof is still in evidence, having an M profile, albeit altered 
with concrete S-profile sheeting at the ends and original Scotch slate at the top. 
 
To the south of the site, the walls are tight up against the boundary of Jewson-builder's 
supplies warehouse; to the east the wall is up against a two storey stone built dental 
practice and the wall also bounds the car park to the site which has an NHS use, and to 
the west there is the rear garden to the four storey stone-built tenements on Ratcliffe 
Terrace.  
 
The boundary of the Blacket Conservation Area lies along the eastern side of the 
property, although the site lies outwith the conservation area. 
 
The building is category B listed and was added to the statutory list on 25 March 1997. 
(LB reference 44213). 
 
This application site is located within the Blacket Conservation Area. 
 
2.2 Site History 

 
22 February 2016 - Planning application for demolition and creation of 28 private rental 
apartments, withdrawn. (application reference 15/04585/FUL). 
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22 February 2016 - Listed Building Consent application for demolition and alterations in 
relation to existing shed/workshop, withdrawn. (application reference 15/05233/LBC). 
 
8 June 2016 - Listed Building Consent refused to demolish existing commercial building 
and restore rear of tenement at lower level (application reference 16/00874/LBC). 
 
2 November 2016 - Appeal against the refusal of application 16/00874/LBC dismissed 
by reporter (DPEA appeal reference LBA-230-2083). 
 
4 November 2016 - Planning application for conversion and alteration of existing 
garage. Creation of new high quality private rental scheme to comprise 28 studio 
apartments, withdrawn. (application reference 16/03353/FUL). 
 
4 November 2016 - Listed Building Consent application for conversion and alteration of 
20 Duncan Street and existing workshop at the rear of 20 Duncan Street, withdrawn. 
(application reference 16/03353/LBC). 
 
3 August 2017 - Planning permission and listed building consent refused for change of 
use from car servicing and repairs centre to student accommodation (comprising 29 
student studios with shared breakout space) and associated external works (application 
references 16/05503/FUL and 16/05505/LBC). 
 
17 May 2018 - Listed building consent refused for change of use from car servicing and 
repairs centre to student accommodation (comprising 25 student studios with shared 
breakout, office and amenity spaces) and associated works (as amended). (application 
reference 16/05505/LBC). 
 
4 June 2018 - Planning permission refused for the change of use from car servicing 
and repairs centre to student accommodation (comprising 25 student studios with 
shared breakout, office and amenity spaces) and associated works (as amended). 
(application reference 17/05115/FUL). 
 
22 October 2018 - the appeals to applications 17/05115/FUL and 16/05505/LBC are 
dismissed.  (DPEA references PPA-230-2229 and LBA-230-2146) The reporter 
accepted the principle of student housing on this site but refused it due to the 
unacceptable impact on the listed building.  
 

Main report 

3.1 Description Of The Proposal 
 
The application proposes the physical alterations associated with change of use of an 
existing car repairs garage to student accommodation. The development will comprise 
24 self-contained student studio flats to be formed within the existing garage footprint 
and accommodation on the ground floor of the tenement. Three rooms will be 
accommodated in the tenement and the remaining 21 rooms will be accommodated in 
what is now the garage, organized around a central top glazed atrium. A communal 
area for occupiers of the development will be formed within a central atrium, with an 
office area provided for management staff, cycle parking and a laundry room.  
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The garage would retain the existing stone external walls although they will be adjusted 
to rise to the same level throughout. Sections will be cut out in two corners on the east 
to form lightwells. The majority of the timber roof structure is to be retained with the 
outer timbers modified to the new wall head heights. The asbestos cladding on the roof 
will be removed and the central structure will be glazed over with the pitched roof 
surrounding it slated. The existing cast iron columns are to be retained. 
 
Scheme 1 

 
The application as submitted showed a slightly different plan and proposed an 
additional room.  
 
Supporting Statements 
 
As part of this application the following documents have been submitted which are 
available to view on Planning and Building Standard's Online Services: 
 

 Design Statement; and 

 Planning Statement. 
 
3.2 Determining Issues 

 
Section 14 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) (Scotland) Act 
1997 states - In considering whether to grant consent, special regard must be had to 
the desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any features of special 
architectural or historic interest which it possesses. For the purposes of this issue, 
preserve, in relation to the building, means preserve it either in its existing state or 
subject only to such alterations or extensions as can be carried out without serious 
detriment to its character. 
 
In determining applications for listed building consent, the Development Plan is not a 
statutory test. However the policies of the Local Development Plan (LDP) inform the 
assessment of the proposals and are a material consideration. 
 
3.3 Assessment 
 
To address these determining issues, the Committee needs to consider whether: 
 

a) the proposals will have an adverse impact on the character of the listed 
building; 

 
b) the proposals will preserve or enhance the character of the conservation 

area; and 
 

c) any comments have been addressed. 
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a) Character of the Listed Building 
 
The Historic Environment Policy for Scotland (HEPS) outlines how we should 
undertake our collective duty of care whenever a decision in the in the planning system 
will affect the historic environment. There are three key areas which define how the 
historic environment should be understood, recognised and managed to support 
participation and positive outcomes, including "Managing Change" under policies 
HEP2, HEP 3 and HEP4. 
 
HES's guidance on Managing Change - Roofs, Use and Adaption of Listed Buildings, 
External Walls and Interiors set out the principles that apply and how it should inform 
planning policies. 
 
Policy Env 4 in the Edinburgh Local Plan (LDP) states that proposals to alter a listed 
building will be permitted where those alterations are justified; will not result 
unnecessary damage to historic structures or result in a diminution of the buildings 
interest; and any additions would be in keeping with other parts of the building. 
 
The listed building is notable for its architectural detailing on the street elevation and 
the intricate wooden roof structure that covers the garage building to its rear. The 
external elevations to the garage building are unremarkable.  
 
The proposed internal alterations to the tenemental building at ground floor affects 
areas that have already been altered and have little architectural merit. Forming three 
studio flats in this part of the building will not compromise the building's special interest. 
This latest application retains the majority of the historic roof structure in the garage 
area and that which is of most interest. It also retains the columns. 
 
The value of the garage as part of the listed building was confirmed in the appeal 
decision for the two sets of previous application (DPEA appeal references LBA-230-
2083, PPA-230-2229 and LBA-230-2146). The structure of this former horse bazaar; 
iron columns, trussed timber roof and stone walls remains intact. 
 
This latest application retains and incorporates the majority of the roof structure. It 
removes the non-original asbestos roofing materials and, with the combination of 
glazing and slate, the exterior of the listed building will be improved. Alterations to the 
external walls in the form of the cutaways for the light wells and new window openings 
are relatively minor. An existing outshot on the west elevation will be modified to 
incorporate plant. 
 
There will be no external alterations to the tenemental part of the building and the 
interest of the garage is almost entirely in the roof structure and columns. 
 
The proposals will ensure the preservation of the roof structure and will preserve other 
features of note. The proposed alterations will not adversely impact the special 
character of the listed building. 
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b) Character and Appearance of the Conservation Area 
 
The Blacket Conservation Area Character Appraisal emphasises the mix of substantial 
villas and terraces, the unified architectural form and materials, the sense of 
spaciousness derived from the generously proportioned gardens and large mature 
trees, and the predominance of residential uses. 
 
Planning Advice Note 71 on Conservation Area Management recognises conservation 
areas need to adapt and develop in response to the modern-day needs and aspirations 
of living and working communities. 
 
Policy Env 6 relates to development that impacts a conservation area or its setting. 
 
The boundary of the Blacket Conservation area lies directly to the east of the 
application site. The proposed development is wholly contained within the footprint of 
the existing garage and external alterations are limited to the existing walls being 
retained and built up where necessary, formation of windows and a new glazed and 
slate roof replacing the existing asbestos roof. The impact on the appearance of the 
adjacent conservation area is limited due to the location of the site behind the existing 
tenement building fronting Duncan Street. The proposed works will not have any 
adverse impact on the adjacent conservation area. 
 
c) Public Comments 
 
Material representations  
 
Material reasons for objection include: 
 

 The impact on the listed building - assessed in section 3.3.a). 
 
Material reasons for support include: 
 

 The conservation of the listed building and its historic roof structure - assessed 
in section 3.3.a). 

 
Non-material representations  
 

 Non-material comments relate to issues not assessed in this listed building 
application but in the concurrent planning application. 

 
Conclusion 
 
The proposals will preserve the special interest of the listed building and will have no 
detrimental impact on the setting of the adjacent conservation area. 
 
It is recommended that this application be Granted subject to the details below. 
 
3.4 Conditions/reasons/informatives 
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Informatives 
 
It should be noted that: 
 
1. The works hereby permitted shall be commenced no later than the expiration of 

three years from the date of this consent. 
 

Financial impact  

4.1 The financial impact has been assessed as follows: 
 
There are no financial implications to the Council. 

Risk, Policy, compliance and governance impact 

5.1 Provided planning applications are determined in accordance with statutory 

legislation, the level of risk is low. 

Equalities impact  

6.1 The equalities impact has been assessed as follows: 
 
The application has been considered and has no impact in terms of equalities or 
human rights. 

Sustainability impact  

7.1 The sustainability impact has been assessed as follows: 

 
This application is not subject to the sustainability requirements of the Edinburgh 
Design Guidance. 

Consultation and engagement  

8.1 Pre-Application Process 

 
Pre-application discussions took place on this application. 
 
8.2 Publicity summary of representations and Community Council comments 

 
The application was advertised on 1 February.2019. In all there have been 18 letters of 
representation, including 11 objections, six letters of support and one letter of 
comment.  
 
The Grange/Prestonfield Community Council have commented on the proposals and 
the West Blacket Association supports the proposals. Other objections and letters of 
support are from neighbours and other members of the public.  
 
A full assessment of the representations can be found in the main report in the 
Assessment section. 
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Background reading/external references 

 To view details of the application go to  

 Planning and Building Standards online services 

 Planning guidelines  

 Conservation Area Character Appraisals  

 Edinburgh Local Development Plan  

 Scottish Planning Policy 

  

https://citydev-portal.edinburgh.gov.uk/idoxpa-web/search.do?action=simple&searchType=Application
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/planningguidelines
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/characterappraisals
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/localdevelopmentplan
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Built-Environment/planning/Policy
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David R. Leslie 
Chief Planning Officer 
PLACE 
The City of Edinburgh Council 
 
 
Contact: Barbara Stuart, Senior Planning Officer  
E-mail:barbara.stuart@edinburgh.gov.uk Tel:0131 529 3927 

Links - Policies 

 
Relevant Policies: 

 
Relevant policies of the Local Development Plan. 

 
LDP Policy Env 4 (Listed Buildings - Alterations and Extensions) identifies the 
circumstances in which alterations and extensions to listed buildings will be permitted. 
 
LDP Policy Env 6 (Conservation Areas - Development) sets out criteria for assessing 
development in a conservation area. 
 
Relevant Non-Statutory Guidelines 

 
Non-statutory guidelines 'LISTED BUILDINGS AND CONSERVATION AREAS' 

provides guidance on repairing, altering or extending listed buildings and unlisted 
buildings in conservation areas. 
 
Other Relevant policy guidance 

 
The Blacket Conservation Area Character Appraisal emphasises the mix of substantial 
villas and terraces, the unified architectural form and materials, the sense of 
spaciousness derived from the generously proportioned gardens and large mature 
trees, and the predominance of residential uses. 
 

 Statutory Development 

Plan Provision 

 

 

 Date registered 25 January 2019 

 

 

 

 

Drawing numbers/Scheme 20-43, 

 

 

 

Scheme 2 
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Appendix 1 
 
Application for Listed Building Consent 19/00131/LBC 
At 20 Duncan Street, Edinburgh, EH9 1SR 
Alterations from car servicing and repairs centre to student 
accommodation (comprising 24 student studios coupled 
with shared quiet spaces, reception, laundry and ancillary 
spaces) and associated works. (as amended) 
 
Consultations 

 
 
Historic Environment Scotland 

 
Our Advice  
 
This is the latest in a succession of applications for the garage to the rear of 20 Duncan 
Street. The last of which (17/05119/LBC), refused at appeal, proposed the incorporation 
of the historic garage structure within a student residential scheme. We welcomed this 
approach, which would have retained the more significant fabric and we were content 
with the fabric then proposed for removal.  
 
The new scheme is broadly the same. However, we note the detail has evolved, reflecting 
in part the reasons given for the last application's refusal, and that the intention is to 
retain even more of the existing and historic fabric. Due to the extent of ambition towards 
retention we are supportive and hope the meaningful reuse of the historic garage can be 
achieved.  
 
Planning authorities are expected to treat our comments as a material consideration, and 
this advice should be taken into account in your decision making. Our view is that the 
proposals do not raise historic environment issues of national significance and therefore 
we do not object. However, our decision not to object should not be taken as our support 
for the proposals. This application should be determined in accordance with national and 
local policy on listed building/conservation area consent, together with related policy 
guidance.  
 
Further Information  
 
This response applies to the application currently proposed. An amended scheme may 
require another consultation with us. 
 
Guidance about national policy can be found in our 'Managing Change in the Historic 
Environment' series available online at www.historicenvironment.scot/advice-and-
support/planning-and-guidance/legislation-and-guidance/managing-change-in-the-
historic-environment-guidance-notes/. Technical advice is available through our 
Technical Conservation website at www.engineshed.org. 
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Location Plan 

 
 

© Crown Copyright and database right 2014. All rights reserved. Ordnance Survey License number 100023420 

END 
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